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Zusammenfassung
Der Integritatsaspekt existierender objektorientierter Datenbankmanagementsysteme ist
heutzutage nur unzureichend unterstutzt. Integritatsbedingungen wie zum Beispiel InterObjekt-Bedingungen mussen entweder durch anwendungsorientierte Techniken oder durch
ECA-Regelmechanismen der Systeme spezi ziert und verwaltet werden. Beide Techniken
haben verschiedene Nachteile, wodurch die Gewahrleistung der Datenbankintegritat
unvollstandig bleibt. Insbesondere die A nderung von Integritatsbedingungen ist schwierig.
Die vorliegende Arbeit prasentiert einen neuartigen Ansatz fur die Konsistenzsicherung
in Objektdatenbanken. Hierbei werden Integritatsbedingungen gleichwertig zu Anwendungsobjekten strukturiert und in einer Metadatenbank, dem \Constraint Catalog", gespeichert.
Wenn ein Objekt erzeugt wird, so werden Integritatsbedingungen zu diesem Objekt aus dem
Constraint Catalog ermittelt und Beziehungen zwischen dem Objekt und den Integritatsbedingungen hergestellt.
Die Struktur, die wir fur Integritatsbedingungen entwickeln, hat eine Reihe von Eigenschaften, welche die Konsistenzsicherung fur Objektdatenbanken verbessern und in konventionellen Ansatzen nicht in zufriedenstellender Weise umgesetzt sind. Dieser Ansatz
unterstutzt die U berwachung von Objektkonsistenz auf verschiedenen Ebenen der UpdateGranularitat, Integritatsunabhangigkeit, EÆzienz der U berwachung von Integritatsbedingungen und die Kontrolle von inkonsistenten Objekten. Weiterhin wird die globale
Aktivierung und Deaktivierung von Integritatsbedingungen fur alle Objekte einer Datenbank
sowie lokal fur einzelne Objekte und die Deklaration von Integritatsbedingungen fur einzelne
Objekte ermoglicht. Diese Eigenschaften werden auf der Basis grundlegender Konzepte von
Objektdatenmodellen bereitgestellt.
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Abstract
The aspect of semantic integrity in the mainstay object-oriented database management systems (OODBMSs) today is generally weak. Constraints like inter-object constraints are
speci ed and maintained either by application-oriented techniques or using event-conditionaction (ECA) rules facilities of these systems. Both techniques have many disadvantages
that makes database integrity incomplete. In particular, modifying constraints is a hard
task.
This thesis presents a novel approach for consistency management in object databases. In
this approach constraints are structured as rst class citizens and stored in a meta-database
called the constraint catalog. When an object is created, constraints restricting that object
are retrieved from the constraint catalog and relationships between these constraints and the
object are established.
The structure of constraints has several features that enhance consistency management
for object databases which do not exist in conventional approaches in a satisfactory way.
These features are monitoring objects consistency at di erent levels of update granularity,
integrity independence, eÆciency of constraints maintenance, and controlling inconsistent
objects. Furthermore, these features include the capabilities for enabling and disabling of
constraints globally to all objects of database as well as locally to individual objects, and
the possibility of declaring constraints on individual objects. All these features are provided
by means of basic concepts of object data models.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Semantic Integrity
A database has semantic integrity if the data it stores is correct as perceived from the
semantics of the modeled application domain. Full integrity is not guaranteed if the data
obey only the data structures declared in the database schema. Essentially, a database
schema is an interpolation to the intention of an application domain. This due to the fact
that no data model can capture all potential semantics that may be present in database
applications. As such, the schema of a database may accept data to be populated in the
database extension. However this data causes the presence of some data con gurations that
have no counterpart in the application domain.
In response to data modeling limitations, the notion of integrity constraint is introduced
and the de nition of database integrity is adapted consequently. Integrity constraints are
application-dependent conditions that govern object states and behavior. In terms of integrity constraints, database integrity is the requirement of constraint satisfaction by each
object state and/or update operations that leads to it.
It is worth mentioning, that database integrity as adapted here only takes the database
correctness and not the database completeness into account. Database completeness means
that all correct information of the application domain is included in the database. This
is in contrast with database correctness, which means that all incorrect information of the
application domain is excluded from the database. De ning database integrity to be important properties of database completeness and correctness is introduced in [Mot89]. However,
for feasibility considerations, database completeness is hard, if not impossible, to obtain.
Thus, there is a common agreement among researchers in the area of database integrity
1
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that database integrity should only consider database correctness as it can be determined
by integrity constraints.
Throughout the lifetime of a database, integrity is maintained by checking integrity constraints every time updates are made to the database. If a check of these constraints results
in a violation of at least one of them, the updates are either rejected or an appropriate action may be taken such as repairing the errors resulting by these updates and then restarting
the constraint checking. Otherwise, the updates are allowed. Thus, database integrity in
this latter sense is a matter of protecting a database against requests for updating database
states with incorrect information of the application domain. Invalid updates may be caused
by errors in data entry introduced by the users and application programs.
The notion of database integrity presented above is called semantic integrity, for two
simple reasons. First, this de nition emphasizes the role of integrity constraints which are
nothing but a description of part of the semantics of a database. Second, semantic integrity
is one way in which the accuracy of data in a database may be guaranteed. However, in
addition to semantic integrity, there are some other areas of database that are responsible
for database integrity [GA93, BM88, O V91, EN94]:



Concurrency control:



Security:



Data reliability:

Consistency of a database may be compromised because of improper control of access to shared data by multiple concurrent transactions. For
this reason, concurrency control mechanisms based on serializability principles have
been developed such that an interleaved execution of concurrent transactions is correct
[BHG87, EN94].
Database security may be compromised due to an administration error or
non-reliable database security mechanism. As such, consistency of a database may be
corrupted maliciously by making unauthorized changes. For instance, the database
administrator (DBA) of a university database may, by accident, give permission to a
teaching assistant to access and change parts of the database the access to which should
be protected against users of rank teaching assistant. This teaching assistant may then
change his rank in the university database from teaching assistant to professor. This
unauthorized change can then violate an integrity constraint such as the one that says
\a professor must have a Ph.D. degree".
Reliability of the database system may be compromised due to a
failure in hardware or software. Examples of hardware failures are disk read/write
head crash or malfunctions in the systems main memory. In these cases invalid data
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may result because some block on the disk or content of the main memory lose its data.
Examples of software failures are malfunctions of the operating system or (database
management system).
There has been a considerable amount of work on concurrency control, database security
mechanisms and database recovery techniques. The principles behind these mechanisms and
techniques are described in most textbooks, including [Ull88, EN94, O V91, Dat90, SH99].
For more in-depth coverage of concurrency control and database security mechanisms we
refer the reader to the textbooks [BHG87, CFMS95].
In this thesis we are only concerned with semantic integrity. Thus, we assume the environment in which the database will be used is optimal. That means that a total control on
data reliability, security, and concurrency is guaranteed by the database management system
and the DBA. Hence, the only way to violate database integrity is by violating the integrity
constraints that are de ned for a database.

1.2 Consistency Management: The Problem
The aspect of semantic integrity in object data models underlying the mainstay objectoriented database management systems (OODBMSs) today [LV97, Kim95] is generally weak
although it has improved over the one of the pure relational data model. Apart from integrity
constraints like domain constraints, cardinality constraints, referential constraints and key
constraints, other complex types of state constraints like inter-object constraints [GGJ93]
are speci ed and maintained either by encoding them to application programs or methods of
classes [BS97, BS96] (the so-called application-oriented techniques) or using event-conditionaction (ECA) rules facilities of these OODBMS [BMP91].
Disadvantages of application-oriented techniques are redundancy, i.e., a constraint must
be speci ed in every transaction that might violate it, and understandability of the semantics of constraints, since they are encoded in statements of a general-purpose programming
language. Another disadvantage is that modifying constraints is a hard task. This is due
to the fact that modifying constraints is done manually by users and through modifying
transactions and application programs. Finally, features like handling objects inconsistency
and disabling and enabling of constraints are absent.
A possible approach to avoid some problems of application-oriented techniques like disabling and enabling of constraints is to maintain integrity using ECA rules [WC96]. However,
modifying constraints is still a problem. First, apart from general problems like con uence
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and termination, the speci cation of constraints is in general not mapped one-to-one to an
ECA rule: a given constraint is represented by many ECA rules with di erent events and
di erent actions. Second, events of ECA rules are considered to be calls of methods of classes
which have side e ects that may violate the condition parts of rules. Thus, ECA rules will
be sensitive to modi cation of class methods. In addition, to modify a constraint, users are
required to determine which ECA rules represent the constraint. If it is determined that
an ECA rule is relevant to the modi ed constraint then the user must modify this rule accordingly. As there is no overall control on the process of modi cation, this increases the
possibility of inconsistencies; both by modifying rules which are irrelevant to the modi ed
constraints and missing rules which should be modi ed.

1.3 The Constraint Catalog: Our Approach
We believe that a consistency management subsystem (CMS) for OODBMSs should have
the following features which are not provided by either techniques mentioned above in a
satisfactory way:
 Object-orientation. CMS should work with basic principles of object-orientation such
as inheritance and encapsulation.
 Speci cation. Constraints should be speci ed declaratively and structured as rst class
citizens.
 Interrelated Objects. CMS should be able to maintain consistency of a large number
of interrelated objects with complex structures.
 Transactions. CMS should work with advanced types of transactions such as interactive
and long duration transactions.
 EÆciency. Constraint checking should rely on optimization techniques for improving
constraint evaluation.
 Integrity Independence. CMS should be capable to change constraint speci cations
without changing application programs and update transactions.
 Inconsistency. CMS should control inconsistencies among objects.
 Persistence Style. CMS should maintain consistency of all objects, persistent and
non-persistent ones, and regardless of the persistence style of OODBMSs.

1.3 The Constraint Catalog: Our Approach



Disabling and Enabling of Constraints.



Update Granularity.
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CMS should provide tools for enabling and
disabling constraints at various levels of abstraction like the whole database, or a class
or a speci c object.
CMS should work with di erent levels of update granularity of
objects such as updating a simple or complex attribute or the whole state of an object.

In this thesis we propose an approach for consistency management in OODBMS that
supports the features listed above. The main aspects of our approach are the constraint
catalog and a novel technique for constraint structuring.
The constraint catalog is an object oriented meta-database acting as a central repository
for constraint speci cations. The main purpose of the constraint catalog is to decouple
constraint speci cations from transactions and application programs and hence to provide
the feature of integrity independence to our approach. The constraint catalog consists of the
two classes: IC and Shell.
Every user-de ned constraint is compiled into an object of the IC class. To facilitate this
process, we propose a constraint speci cation language and express a user-de ned constraint
as a closed well-formed formula (w ) of that language. Then the constraint is transformed
into a canonical form. We de ne a constraint canonical form such that it covers most of
known types of state constraints.
For eÆcient constraint evaluation, we propose an optimization technique. Given a constraint, the optimization technique derives a set of simpli ed forms. Every simpli ed form
is complied into an object of the second class of the constraint catalog, the Shell class.
To provide the other features, we consider constraints as rst class citizens. Every constraint W de ned for a database is represented in the object base by a set of constraint
objects OW : The relationship that an individual object o is \subject to" the constraint W is
represented by a link between the object o and a constraint object i 2 OW : The constraint
object i 2 OW is structured as an aggregation of two objects. The rst object is called
the kernel of the constraint W w.r.t. i: The kernel stores local information of the constraint
W that concerns the link of the constraint object i and the object o: The second object
is an object of the Shell class called the shell of the constraint W: The shell stores global
information of the constraint W that concerns simpli ed forms of the constraint W:
In addition to features listed above, a main advantage of the constraint catalog and the
structure of constraint objects is that our approach to consistency management is seamlessly
integrated into the dynamic part of the object schema.
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1.4 Related Work
Database integrity has received a large interest in relational databases where several di erent
goals have been pursued [CKS, GA93]. For instance, improving integrity checking has been
investigated for relational databases [Nic82, MH89, QW86, QS87, Oak95, RSS96, Orm98,
OS99, OS98a], but also for deductive ones [BM86, KSS87]. A large number of di erent
issues have been covered, for instance semantic integrity constraint design [BEST98], transaction correctness w.r.t. integrity constraint [SS89, BM88, Gre93] and repair of constraint
violation [Ger96a, ML91]. For active databases, compiling constraints into ECA rules has
extensively been investigated in [CW90, CFPT92, CFPT94]. Most of the work deals with
state constraints. For dynamic constraints some of these topics have been addressed in e.g.
[SL88, Saa91, Cho92, GL93, LGS94, GL95]. Another direction of research is the usage of
integrity constraints for semantic query optimization [GGGM98].
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature for consistency management
in object-oriented databases. This has been done in the context of passive databases
and persistent programming languages [SB92, EJK93, NNJ94, GD94, BD95, TSS97, BS97,
JQ92, EGB93], active databases [BMP91, GJ91, Da92, UKN92], deductive databases [JJ91,
BCB97, CF97], and object-oriented data models [BV94, BdBZ93, FG95, FMP97, BM91,
Tar92, NNJ94]. These approaches can be divided into two groups.
The rst group takes the approach that constraints should be encoded in application
programs. Their main motivation is eÆciency of consistency checking. Work done in this
group provides techniques either to generate checking code for constraints speci ed declaratively [EGB93, BLR92, BD95] or explicitly speci ed in the conceptual schema that is described by using the entity relationship model or one of its extension [EJK93, NNJ94, Tar92]
or to prove correctness of methods of classes and transactions w.r.t. integrity constraints
[BS96, BS97, SB97].
Work in this direction is applicable to speci c types of integrity constraints, such as intraobject, domain, cardinality and key constraints, for otherwise the generated checking code
will be too complex and needs further manual optimization as it is the case of approaches
provided in [BS96, BS97]. For general constraints, they should rst be compiled into an intermediate language before the actual generation of code, for instance, the approach of [BM91]
where an intermediate language based on semantic nets is proposed. In some approaches
the language in which the generated code is speci ed is not an object-oriented language but
merely a declarative one. For example in [EGB93] the generated methods are speci ed in
Prolog. Moreover, apart from the problems mentioned above, work in this direction inherits
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the problems of application-oriented techniques mentioned in Section 1.2
The second group takes the approach that constraints should not be speci ed in applications programs. The motivation is to avoid problems of application-oriented techniques.
This group can be further divided into three subgroups:

 The rst subgroup takes the approach that constraints should be speci ed in class
declaration. Although constraints are speci ed as part of the class structure in the
Ode object-oriented database management system using the language O++, (1) \its
association with the class is merely a notational convenience " and (2) \the constraint
facility provided in O++ is an intra-object in that when an object is updated only the
constraints associated with it, through its class de nition, are checked " [JQ92]. In

this approach, update granularity is xed to insertion and deletion of objects from a
class extension which are the only means of objects persistence. The problem of how
constraints are potentially violated by member functions of classes is not considered.
 The second subgroup follows the direction that constraints should be speci ed as (ECA)
rules. Work in this group provides techniques for deriving ECA rules from constraints
speci ed declaratively [Da92, BMP91, UKN92]. Most of this work is directed to a
speci c OODBMS such as [GJ91] (see [WC96] for more details). The problems of this
direction, i.e., consistency management via ECA rules have been mentioned in the
introductory section.
 The third subgroup, oriented to deductive databases, takes the view that constraints
should be speci ed as rules such as those of DataLog. Work in this group adopts
optimization techniques proposed for relational databases to object-oriented databases
[JJ91, BCB97, CF97]. As for the previous subgroup, most of the work deals with a
speci c OODBS, e.g. [JJ91] for the ConceptBase system, and [BCB97] for the Chimera
system.
In contrast to most of the approaches mentioned before we aim at a system-independent
conceptual infrastructure for integrity checking in OODBMS. Our approach does not require
an OODBMS to provide deductive or active capabilities. Furthermore, our approach is
neither restricted to certain kinds of static integrity constraints nor to speci c kinds of
transactions. In particular, we support integrity checking also in presence of ad hoc style (or
interactive ) transactions.
Approaches for consistency management have also been proposed in other domains such
as software engineering. The features listed in the introductory section and provided by our
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approach meet requirements of these applications. The main di erence between the work
presented, for instance, in [TC98] and ours is that our approach provides these features only
by means of basic notations of object data models and hence on an abstract level rather
than on the implementation level.

1.5 Thesis Outline
Apart from this introductory chapter and the conclusions, the thesis is organized into three
main parts:
In these chapters the basic de nitions and notations that will be used
throughout the rest of the thesis are presented. In Chapter 2, we brie y present the basic
principles of object databases as described in the OODBS manifesto [ABD 89]. Then we
present the formal object data model that will be used in thesis. In Chapter 3, we present
a constraint speci cation language, the de nition of path expressions, a set of primitive
modi cation operations, a canonical form for integrity constraints and how user-de ned
constraint can be transformed into canonical ones.
Chapters 2 and 3:

+

The structure of the constraint catalog is presented in these chapters.
In Chapter 4, we present the rst class of the constraint catalog, the IC class and show
how canonical constraints can be compiled into objects of the IC class. In Chapter 5, we
rst present an optimization technique for deriving simpli ed forms from a given constraint.
Then we present the second class of the constraint catalog, the Shell class. Finally, we show
how simpli ed forms of integrity constraint can be compiled into objects of the Shell class.
Chapters 4 and 5:

These chapters concern the structuring of constraints into objects and
how they are managed. In Chapter 6, we rst motivate the proposed structure for constraints
and then we present that structure. Chapter 7 is devoted to answer questions of what the
tasks of consistency management are and how they can be realized in our approach.
Finally, the thesis has two appendices; Appendix A lists the syntax for class de nitions,
and Appendix B describes the syntax of the formal language for method implementation
that will be used in the thesis.
Chapters 6 and 7:

Chapter 2
Object-Oriented Databases
The relational data model does not o er the full exibility to support new requirements
of advanced database applications [EN00, LV97, Cat91]. Examples of advanced applications are computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), computeraided software engineering (CASE), intelligent oÆces, oÆce information systems, engineering
databases, arti cial intelligence applications, medical images systems, geographical information processing systems, and biological information systems. For discussion of why these
advanced applications need database management system (DBMS) to be one of their components we refer the reader to [EL90, Cat91].
The characteristics and requirements of advanced database applications are di erent from
those of traditional database applications such as booking, payroll and banking systems. Advanced applications mange a large number of complex data structures storing small numbers
of large objects. Data structures of advanced applications are highly constrained since they
are heavily interrelated. Another characteristic of these applications is that { as software
systems { they are developed by using an object-oriented programming language such as
C++ or Java.
In addition to requirements of traditional applications such as persistence, concurrency,
recovery, and ad hoc queries, advanced applications have new requirements. These new
requirements are that in the underlying DBMS complex data structures should be available,
new data types should be possible to introduce, and long duration transactions should be
supported.
Object databases have been developed to address the requirements of advanced applications, and to the fact that object-orientation employed in several areas in computing eld.
Object databases introduced to the database eld the notions of types, data abstraction,
9
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inheritance, object identi ers, and integration of data and code.
Until the beginning of the last decade, object databases were characterized by the lack of a
common reference model. Currently, several e orts develop a standard for object databases.
Most notably, the ODMG 3.0 standard proposed by a consortium of more than ten of
ODBMS vendors [CB00]; and SQL3 standard of ISO/ANSI standardization committees.
In this thesis, we use a generic data model that provides all features of the core object model
presented in the OODBMS manifesto [ABD 89].
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we present two concepts of data
abstraction. These two concepts show us that there is some semantics in the domain of
discourse that cannot be modeled easily in relational databases. This will be discussed in
Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we present the core object model of the OODBMS manifesto
[ABD 89]. The core object model consists of a set of features that an OODBMS must
satisfy. These features are the minimum requirements for a database system to be declared
as an OODBS. There are two approaches to object persistence. In Section 2.4, we present
these approaches and select the general one, known as persistence by reachability, to be used
in this thesis. In Section 2.6, we present a formal object database model that will be used
in the rest of this thesis. Finally, in Section 2.7 we conclude the chapter by making two
assumptions concerning update transactions and inverse relationships.
+

+

2.1 Some Concepts of Data Abstractions
Aggregation is an abstraction concept for grouping several di erent entities,
called the components, to build a composite entity. As such we have two cases. The rst one
is that of grouping attributes to de ne an entity type. The second case and most important
one is the part-of relationship. This relationship speci es that an entity type (a component)
is a part of another entity (the composite entity). For example, PCSet can be modeled as
an aggregation of MotherBoard , Monitor and DiskDrive . The part-of relationships may be
nested to form a hierarchy of aggregation(s). For example, Window is a part of Room , Room
is a part of Apartment , Apartment is a part of BuildingBlock . Usually, \aggregation" is used
to refer to the part-of relationship [KM94].
Aggregation.

Generalization is an abstraction concept of specifying similar properties of several di erent entities types (subtypes) as a generic entity type
(supertype). The relationship between subtypes and supertype is called the subtyping relationship. For example, MainFrame , Workstation , and PCSet entity types have similar
Generalization and Specialization.

2.2 Limitations of Relational Databases
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properties such that we can uni ed them into one type, the Computer entity type. In
this case there is one subtyping relationship from each of these subtypes to the supertype
Computer . The converse of generalization is specialization by which a type of objects can
be classi ed into several di erent subtypes. Using the same example, Computer type can be
classi ed into subtypes MainFrame , Workstation , and PCSet .
Generalization introduces the concept of inheritance, which means that in subtyping relationship, a subtype has all attributes of its supertype. For instance all subtypes MainFrame ,
Workstation , and PCSet have the same attribute processor of the supertype Computer .
Similar to the part-of relationship, the subtyping relationship may span over several levels
to form an inheritance or a generalization hierarchy. For example, Workstation is a subtype
of Computer and Computer is a subtype of ElectricalDevice :

2.2 Limitations of Relational Databases
Relational databases cannot fully address requirements of advanced database applications
for two reasons. First, there is a limitation in the concepts they o er for data modeling.
Second, there is the problem of record versus set-orientation, i.e., the problem of impedance
mismatch.
In relational databases, data is organized into relations
with speci ed attributes. The values of attributes, by the assumption of the rst-normal
form, are limited to be of atomic types, such as numeric and string types. Non-atomic attributes such as composite and set-valued attributes are not supported. Thus important data
modeling concepts such as aggregations and generalization are not provided. Consequently
relational databases are unable to easily represent complex data structure directly. This
means that an entity that has a complex structure will be represented by several relations
with many semantics constraints imposed on them.
In relational databases, tuple identi cation is provided through keys. Keys are users
assigned and de ned on the values of attributes and hence they are changeable. Thus
the uniqueness property of keys must be maintained by the application programs or the
system. This complicates the writing of updating application programs because they have
to take care of referential constraints emerging of using keys as tuples references to implement
relationships between relations.
Data Modeling Limitations.
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SQL, the standard database language for commercial relational
DBMSs, is not a computationally complete language. That is, it does not provide control
structures of general purpose programming languages such as while-loops. For instance, the
transitive closure of a relation cannot be evaluated using an SQL query. The solution is
provided by embedding SQL queries into a programming language such as C or PL/1. This
solution complicates writing of application programmers and makes their semantics unclear.
On the one hand, query languages in general are declarative whereas on the other hand
conventional programming languages are procedural. Another shortcoming, is the problem
of impedance mismatch: the di erence in the format in which data is stored in the databases
and the one used by programming languages. This means that a lot of time and coding
e ort can be consumed for type and data conversion between two di erent formats to allow
correct data manipulation. This problem becomes harder if programming languages used
are object-oriented programming language such as C++, Smalltalk or Java.
It is worth mentioning that to avoid some of these shortcomings and to meet the market
demands, object-relational databases have evolved by extending relational DBMS technology
with various object-oriented concepts such as object identi ers, user-de ned types, methods,
(also called stored procedures), and inheritance [SM96]. These concepts have also been
included in the current version of the standard SQL, called SQL3 [EN00, LV97]. Moreover
SQL3 is a computationally complete language [Coo97].
Impedance Mismatch.

2.3 The Core Model
The purpose of the OODBS manifesto [ABD 89] is to propose a core model having generally
accepted features that object databases should satisfy. The OODBMS manifesto describes
what are these features but not how they should be implemented. Features of the core model
are separated into three categories; mandatory, optional and open features. In this thesis,
we use a generic object database model that provides all mandatory features.
The mandatory features are classi ed into database features and object-oriented features.
Database features are the requirements for a system in order to be declared as a database
system: persistency, secondary storage management, concurrency, recovery and ad hoc query
facility. Object-oriented features are the minimum requirements for a database system to
be declared as an object database system: complex objects, object identity, encapsulation,
types and classes, class or type hierarchies, overriding, and late binding.
In this section we review all these features except object persistence, which will be discussed in Section 2.4.
+
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Objects and Object Identi ers. Each entity relevant to the universe of discourse is
modeled as an object. Each object is associated with a unique identi er which is system

generated, invisible to users and hence it is unchangeable. As such, an object identi er is
xed and only valid throughout the object's lifetime. Each object has a state (or value) and
a behavior (or methods). An object state consists of values for the attributes of the object.
The object behavior is the set of methods which operate on the object state.
The value of an attribute can be either an atomic value or
a complex value. Atomic values are oat numbers, alphanumeric strings, boolean constants
and object identi ers. Complex values are constructed by recursively applying tuple and
set constructors to values. Other value constructors are possible, e.g., bags, list and arrays,
but in this thesis, only tuple and set constructors will be considered. Considering object
identi ers as values, an object can refer to itself or to other objects, these creating a set of
interrelated objects that can be seen as a network (or a graph) of objects. This is a desirable
feature because in this case object sharing is supported which has an advantage on object
updates; the side e ects for updating an object are propagated to all objects that refer to
it.
Complex Values and Types.

Objects that have the same complex values with identical internal structure and
which share the same set of methods can be grouped into a class. A class serves as a basis
for instantiation (i.e., an object is an instance of a class ) and therefore it consists of two
parts. The rst part is the type specifying the structure of values of objects of the class.
The second part is the speci cation of a set of methods which operates on objects of the
class. Class attributes are allowed to reference other classes which is one of several methods
to model binary relationships between classes { see Page 26.
A method has a signature and an implementation. A signature is a complete speci cation
necessary to invoke the method. This information is the name of the method and the types
and order of input and output arguments. The implementation of a method is the code
written in the programming language that is supported by the underlying OODBMS.
There are three sorts of methods: primitive, observer and mutator methods [KM94].
Primitive methods are those which create new instances of classes. We assume that each
class has a primitive method named new that creates a new object of that class. Observer
methods retrieve the whole or parts of the state of the object on which they are invoked.
Mutator methods change the whole or parts of the state of the object on which they are
invoked. Thus, observer methods have no side e ects on object states, i.e., they do not
Classes.
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change object states, whereas mutator methods have.
Encapsulation. Encapsulation is the property of decoupling the internal structure of ob-

ject state and method implementations from application programs and users. The rationale
behind the adaption of this principle is maintainability, i.e., certain modi cations of the
internal structure of objects and method implementations can be made without changing
any of the application programs that use them. Encapsulation can be achieved through
restricting the manipulation and observation of a state of an object to be only done through
applying methods that are de ned in the class to which that object belongs. There is a
common agreement that in many situations a strict encapsulation is not desirable, e.g., ad
hoc queries, as maintainability is an irrelevant issue in these cases [ABD 89].
+

Generalization and specialization relationships between classes are
modeled by de ning a partial order relation, called ISA, on all classes. The ISA relationship
among classes can be represented as a rooted directed acyclic graph, called ISA hierarchy or
simply class hierarchy. The unique root of the class hierarchy is a virtual class named Any :
The semantics of the class hierarchy taken in this thesis is that of multiple inheritance. A
class, called subclass, inherits all attributes and methods of its direct or indirect ancestors,
called superclasses. As such, a subclass is a specialization of superclasses and a superclass
is a generalization of subclasses, and the root class Any is a superclass of all classes.
Class Hierarchies.

Inheritance and Dynamic Binding. Inheritance implies that a subclass c0 inherits every
method m of superclass c. In some situations, it is convenient to rede ne the implementation
of m in c0. In this case, the implementation of m is said to be overridden by the implementation of m in c: This also introduces the concept of method overloading, which means that

the same method name is corresponding to di erent implementation depending on object
types.
There are two approaches to select which implementation of an overloaded method to
execute. In a strongly typed system, the object type is known at compile time. In this
case the system selects which implementation of the method at compile time. In some other
systems, the object type is known at run-time. In this case, it is undecidable to identify the
implementation of overloaded methods at compile time. As such this is done at run time.
This approach is called late or dynamic binding.

2.4 Object Persistence
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2.4 Object Persistence
Objects are created either during the execution of application programs or through working
with a standard OODBMS interface using the database. The created objects are either
transient or persistent objects. Transient objects are the ones that are no longer used after
the termination of a program and then are discarded. Persistent objects are the ones that are
stored in the database and thus may last several executions of several programs. In object
database systems, object persistence should be orthogonal and transparent. Orthogonal
means that every object can be persistent regardless of its type. Transparent means that
users should not see any di erences in the processing of transient and persistent objects
[LV97]. There are two approaches for an object to be persistent: explicit persistence and
persistence by reachability [Coo97]. In the following we describe these approaches.
2.4.1 Explicit Persistence
In this approach, objects are explicitly stated to be persistent. This can be done by making
persistency a property of objects or classes. The former style is called persistence by object
naming and the latter one is called persistence by class extent.
In persistence by object naming, for an object to be persistent, it must be named by
a unique persistent name. Persistent objects are identi ed and retrieved in application
programs by using their names. The disadvantages of this style is that it becomes impractical
if a massive number of objects are required to be persistent.
In persistence by class extent, users declare some classes as persistent classes. For an
object to persist, it should be a member of the extension of a persistent class. As such, entry
points to access a database are class extensions. Also, deletion of objects occurs explicitly
in the same way as deletion of a tuple from the extension of a relation. Thus referential
constraints should be maintained to avoid dangling object references.
2.4.2 Persistence by Reachability
In this approach, for an object or value to persist, at least one of two conditions must be
satis ed: (1) the object or value is explicitly stated as persistent, or (2) the object or value
has a relationship to an explicitly stated persistent object or value. Objects and values
explicitly stated as persistent are called persistent roots. In this approach, persistence is
a transitive relation. Every object that is reachable from { i.e., referenced by { another
persistent object is persistent. In other words, if an object a refers to an object b and b refers
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Employee
isa

isa

Student

isa

TA

takes

Professor
teaches

assists
hasTA
isTakenBy

Section
isTaughtBy

isSectionOf
hasSections

Course
isPrerequisiteFor

(1:1)

hasPrerequisites

(1:m)

(n:m)

Figure 2.1: The university database schema.
to an object c; or equivalently if c is reachable from b and b is reachable from a, then if a is
a persistent then so are objects b and c. For this reason, this style is also called transitive
persistence [CB97].
In persistence by reachability, persistent roots are entry points to database access. Also,
objects cannot be deleted explicitly from the database but are garbage collected when no
longer referenced. This means that problems of dangling object identi ers do not happen
and thus referential constraints are guaranteed to be valid. Although this is an advantage to
programmers it is a disadvantage from the consistency management point of view. An object
may be no longer reachable from persistent roots leading to integrity violations however there
is no explicit deletion of that object that indicates that an integrity violation happen (see
Page 49 for an example).
It follows from the de nition of persistence by reachability that persistence by reachability includes both styles of the explicit persistency. Thus, for our approach of consistency
management to be applicable to all of these styles, in this thesis we will consider the general
approach: persistence by reachability.

2.5 A Database Example
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2.5 A Database Example
Throughout the rest of the thesis we draw examples from an example database given in
[CB97]; the university database. The schema of the university database is shown in
Figure 2.1. In this gure, each rectangle represents a class. Classes of the university
database are Employee , Student , Professor , Section , Course ; and TA, which denotes the class
of teaching assistants. Thin arrows represent relationships between classes. The relationships
are bidirectional and consists of ve relationships:
(1) (1:m) relationship from Employee to Section , meaning an employee teaches a set of
sections and conversely, a section is taught by at most one professor.
(2) (1:1) relationship from Section to TA, meaning a teaching assistant assists at most one
section and conversely, a section has at most one teaching assistant.
(3) (n:m) relationship from Section to Student , meaning a student takes a set of sections
and conversely, a section is taken by a set of students.
(4) (1:m) relationship from Section to Course , meaning a section is of at most one course
and conversely, a course has a set of sections.
(5) (n:m) relationship from Course to itself, meaning a course has a set of prerequisite
courses and it is a prerequisite for a set of courses.
Finally, thick arrows indicate ISA relationships between classes. In the example, a professor
is an employee and a teaching assistant is an employee and a student.
The declarations of the classes in the university database is shown in Table 2.1. The
syntax used for a class declaration is presented in Appendix A. Each class has a name,
followed by an optional list of names of its superclasses. Each class is of tuple type. Attributes
of a class are either atomic or of a structured type. Examples of atomic attributes are id in
the Student class and salary in the the Empolyee class , both of them are of integer type.
A structured type is either a set or a tuple type. For example, the attribute teaches of
the Professor class is of set type fSection g and the attribute dateOfBirth of the Employee
class is of tuple type: [day : integer ; month : integer ; year : integer ]: Finally, the university
database has eight persistent roots. Each persistent root has a name and associated with a
type. For example, Employees is a persistent root of type fEmployee g: The other persistent
roots are shown in Table 2.1.
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Classes
Class Course [
name : string;
number : string;
hasSections : fSectiong;
hasP rerequisites : fCourseg;
isP rerequisiteF or : fCourseg ]

Class Section [
number : string;
isT aughtBy : P rofessor;
hasT A : T A;
isSectionOf : Course;
isT akenBy : fStudentg ]

Class Employee [
name : string;
id : integer;
salary : integer;
age : integer;
address : [city : string; street : string ] ]

Class P rofessor : Employee [
rank : string;
teaches : fSectiong ]

Class Student [
name : string;
id : integer;
address : [college : string;
roomNumber : string ];
takes : fSectiong ]

Class T A : Employee; Student [
assists : Section]

Persistent Roots
name Employees : fEmployee g
name Courses : fCourse g
name PrimaryCourses : fCourse g
name Students : fStudent g

name TAs : fTAg
name Professors : fProfessor g
name VisitingProfessors : fProfessor g
name Sections : fSection g

Table 2.1: Classes and persistent roots of the university database schema.
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2.6 A Formal Object Database Model
In this thesis, we use a formal object database model as presented in Chapter 21 of [AHV95].
In particular, this model will be used in Chapter 3 to present a logic-based constraint specication language, and a formalization for path expressions and primitive modi cation operations. The model has all features of the core model presented in Section 2.3, such as object
identity, complex values, object classi cation and typing as well as multiple inheritance. The
model is very similar to the one underlying the O OODBS, as presented in Chapters 3 and
4 of [Deu91].
Formal de nitions of the model are based on the assumption that the following notations
and sets are given:
2

 Atomic types names are integer , string ,
responding domains.

oat , boolean

and their pairwise disjoint cor-

 The set of atomic values, denoted dom, is the union of domains of the atomic types.
 A set att of attribute names.
 A set class of class names.
 An in nite set oid = fo ; o ; : : : g of object identi ers.
1

2

 A special value nil represents the unde ned value.
The sets dom, att, class and oid are pairwise disjoint sets.
In the following de nition, we present how complex values are constructed by recursively
applying tuple and set constructors to atomic values, object identi ers and nil.
De nition 2.6.1 (Values)
val(I), is de ned as follows:

Given a set I  oid, the family of values over I, denoted by

(1) The unde ned value, nil, is a value over I.
(2) The object identi ers, I, are values over I.
(3) The atomic values dom are values over I.
(4) If v ; : : : ; vn are values over I and a ; : : : ; an are distinct attributes names, then the
tuple [a : v ; : : : ; an : vn] is a value over I.
1

1

1

1
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(5) If v ; : : : ; vn are distinct values over I then the set fv ; : : : vng is a value over I.
The set of all values over the set of all identi ers, val(oid), will be denoted val:
2
Two remarks about the de nition of values: First, in (2) objects identi ers are considered
as values. Thus an object can refer to itself or to other objects. Second, other constructors
for values, e.g., a list constructor can be included, but in this thesis we will only consider
the tuple and set constructors.
Now, by using sets of object identi ers oid and values val we can de ne an objects
follows.
De nition 2.6.2 (Object) An object is a pair < i; v > where i 2 oid represents an object
identi er and v 2 val represents the object value.
2
1

1

I Example 2.6.3 (Values and Objects) The following are examples of values:
{ [day : 25; month ; 00 May00 ; year : 2000]
{ f00 red00 ;00 blue00 ;00 green00 ;00 white00 g
{ [name : 00 Math:00 ; number : 00 G3200 ; hasSections : f#33 ; #34 g;
hasPrerequisites : fnil g; isPrerequisiteFor : f#21 ; #22 g]
An example of an object is
< #71; [ name : 00 Pluto00 ; id : 4722;
address : [college : 00 Informatik00 ; roomNumber : 00 G31100 ];
takes : f#33g] >
Similar to the de nition of values which are de ned w.r.t. to a set of object identi ers,
types of values and objects are de ned w.r.t. a given set of class names.
De nition 2.6.4 (Type) Given a set C  class, the family of types over C is de ned as
follows:
(1) The atomic types integer , string , oat , and boolean are types over C.
(2) The class names, C, are types over C.
(3) If  ; : : : ; n are types over C and a ; : : : ; an are distinct attributes names in att, then
[a :  ; : : : ; an : n] is a tuple type over C.
1

1

1

1
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(4) If  is a type over C then f g is a set type over C.
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To allow class attributes to refer to their classes or to other classes, in (2) class names are
considered as types.
The notion type(C) will be used to denote the family of types over C together with the
special class name Any . The class Any is not used in constructing the family of types over
C. This means that \Any "does not appear in the de nition of any type over C.

I Example 2.6.5 (types) Examples of types over the classes of the university database
are listed below with names associated with them:
{ Date : [day : integer ; month ; string ; year : integer ]
{ Colors : fstring g
{ CourseType : [name : string ; Number : string ; hasSections : fSection g;
hasPrerequisities : fCourse g; isPrerequisiteFor : fCourse g]
{ Address : [city : string ; street : string ]
{ EmployeeType : [name : string ; id : integer ; salary : integer ;
age : integer ; address : Address ]
{ ProfessorType : [name : string ; id : integer ; salary : integer ;
age : integer ; address : Address ; rank : string ; teaches : fSection g]

The three values given in Examples 2.6.3 are of types Date , Colors , and CourseType respectively.
Recall from Section 2.3 that ISA relationships among classes can be represented as a
rooted directed acyclic graph, called a class hierarchy. Formally, a class hierarchy consists
of a set of class names, the types of these classes, and the description of ISA relationships
between these classes.
De nition 2.6.6 (Class Hierarchy) A class hierarchy is a triple (C; ; ); where C is a
nite set of class names,  is a mapping from C to type(C); and  is a partial order on C:

2
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Recall from the informal description of object-oriented database concepts that in a class
hierarchy a subclass inherits all attributes and methods from its direct and indirect superclasses. Thus the type associated with a subclass should include the types associated with its
superclasses. To formulate this semantics in the model, the subtyping relationship, denoted
, is introduced and describes when one type includes another.
De nition 2.6.7 (Subtyping Relationship) Given a class hierarchy (C; ; ): The subtyping relationship  on type(C) is the smallest partial order satisfying the following conditions:
(1) If c  c0; then c  c0:
(2) If i  i0 for each i, 1  i  n and n  m; then
[a :  ; : : : ; am : tm ]  [a :  0 ; : : : ; an : n0 ]:
(3) If    0, then f g  f 0 g:
(4) For each ;   Any .
2
A class hierarchy is well formed if for every two classes c and c0, if c is a subclass of c0 then,
the type associated with c is a subtype of the type associated with c0. Formally:
c  c0 =)  (c)   (c0 ):
I Example 2.6.8 (Well Formed Class Hierarchy) Let (C; ; ) be the class hierarchy
of the university schema. The set of class names C is
C = fCourse ; Section ; Employee ; Professor ; Student ; TAg:
In the university schema, we have that the Professor class is a subclass of the Employee
class, and the TA class is a subclass of both of the Employee class and the Student class.
Thus, the description of ISA relationships between these classes by the relation  is
Professor  Employee ;
TA  Employee and
TA  Student :
The types associated with the classes in the university schema are shown in Table 2.2.
From this table and the de nition of the subtyping relationship we have
 (Professor )   (Employee );
 (TA)   (Employee ); and
 (TA)   (Student ):
1

1

1

1
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 (Employee ) = [name : string ; id : integer ; salary : integer ;
age : integer ; address : Address ]
 (Professor ) = [name : string ; id : integer ; salary : integer ;
age : integer ; address : Address ;
rank : string ; teaches : fSection g]
 (TA) =
[name : string ; id : integer ; salary : integer ;
age : integer ; address : Address ;
rank : string ; teaches : fSection g; assists : Section ]
 (Student ) = [name : string ; id : integer ; address : Address ; takes : fSection g]
 (Section ) = [number : string ; isTaughtBy : Professor ; hasTA : TA;
isSectionOf : Course ; isTakenBy : fStudent g]

Table 2.2: Types associated with classes of the university database schema.
As such, the class hierarchy (C; ; ) of the university schema is a well formed class
hierarchy.
In the following de nition we present the semantics of class hierarchies. Informally, in
this semantics classes are associated with sets of oids by using an oid assignment such that
 oids associated with two classes that are not related by an ISA relationship are disjoint;
and
 the set of oids associated with a superclass is a superset of oids of its subclasses.
Therefore, an object of a subclass is also an object of its superclasses.
De nition 2.6.9 (Semantics of a Class Hierarchy) Let (C; ; ) be a well formed class
hierarchy. An oid assignment is a function  mapping each class name in C to a nite set
of oids, such that for every c and c0 in C, if c 6= c0 then (c) \ (c0) = ;: Given the oid
assignment , the extension of c is denoted by (c) and de ned as follows,

[

  (c) =
c0

where

2K(c)

 (c0 )

K(c) = fc0 jc0 2 C; c0  cg:

2
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Now, we can de ne the semantics of types. Since class names are types, the semantics of
types is de ned according to the class hierarchy (C; ; ) and an oid assignment :
De nition 2.6.10 (Semantics of Types) Given an oid assignment, the disjoint interpretation of a type  , denoted dom ( ), is de ned as follows.
(1) If I = Sc2C (c); then dom (Any ) = val(I):
(2) For each atomic type  , dom ( ) is de ned as the usual interpretation of that type.
(3) For each c 2 C, dom (c) =  (c) [ fnilg.
(4) dom (f g) = ffv ; : : : ; vngjn  0; and vi 2 dom ( ); i 2 [1; n]g.
(5) dom ([A :  ; : : : ; Ak : k ]) =
f[A : v ; : : : ; Ak : vk ; Ak : vk ; : : : An : vn] j vi 2 dom (i ); i 2 [1; k];
vj 2 val(I); j 2 [k + 1; n]g.
2
According to De nition 2.6.10, the domain of a subtype is a subset of the domain of its
supertype. This semantics of types is called domain-inclusion semantics [Car88]. Formally,
for every type  and  0 in type(C),
   0 =) dom ( )  dom ( 0 ):
So far we described how components of the structural part of an object database can be
formalized. It remains to show how the behavior part, i.e., methods, can be formalized. We
rst need to de ne the concept of method signatures formally. Recall that the signature of
a method consists of the name of that method, and types and order of input and output
arguments to that method. Formally, let (C; ; ) be a well formed class hierarchy. Let c
be a class in C: Each method de ned in a class c has a signature m : c    : : :  n ! 
where m is the name of the method, and  ; : : : ; n;  are types in type(C).
Recall that inheritance implies that a subclass inherits methods of its superclasses. Also,
sometimes the implementation of a method of a superclass is overridden by the implementation of that method at one of its subclasses. This should be done without type con icts
or ambiguity. Formally, let M be the set of method signatures that are associated with the
classes in a well formed class hierarchy (C; ; ): The set M is well formed if it satis es the
following rules.
Covariance: If the method m is de ned in both of classes c, c0 and c is a subclass of c0 ,
then m(c;  ; : : : ; n) : t and m(c0;  0 ; : : : ; n0 ) :  0 , and i is subtype of i0 , i 2 [1; n] and
 is subtype of  0 :
1

1

1

1

1

+1

+1

1

1

1

1
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Unambiguity: If c is a subclass of c0 and c00 and there is a de nition of the method m at
c0 and c00 then there is a de nition of m in a subclass of c0 and c00 that is either c itself
or a superclass of c:

We now present formal de nitions for database schemas and instances. A database
schema consists of a well formed class hierarchy, a well formed set of signatures and set of
names that act as persistent roots.
De nition 2.6.11 (Database Schema)

such that

A database schema is a 5-tuple (C; ; ; M; G),

 (C; ; ) is a well formed class hierarchy,
 M is a well formed set of method signatures, and
 G is a set of names disjoint from C with a type associated to each name.
2
Examples of persistent roots of the university schema are: Employees ; referring to a set
of employees objects; and Courses and PrimaryCourses , referring to sets of course objects.
Formally, the persistent roots of the the university schema are
G = f Employees : fEmployee g; VisitingProfessors : fProfessor g; TAs : fTAg;
PrimaryCourses : fCourse g; Students : fStudent g; Sections : fSection g;
Professors : fProfessor g; Courses : fCourse gg:
A database instance is de ned as an assignment that assigns oids to classes, values to
oids, values to persistent roots, and partial functions to method signatures.
De nition 2.6.12 (Database Instances) An instance of schema (C; ; ; M; G) is a 4tuple I = (; ; ; ) where
  is an oid assignment and I = Sc2C (c):
  maps each oid in I to a value in val(I) such that for each c 2 C and o 2 (c),
 (o) 2 dom( (c)):
 associates with each name in G of type  a value in dom( ):
  assigns semantics to method names in agreement with the method signatures in M:
For each signature m : c  !  , (m : c  !  ) is a partial function from dom(c  )
to dom( ).
2
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# cA
a
A
cB
b
B
1 Professor teaches
fSection g Section isTaughtBy
Professor
2 TA
assists
Section
Section hasTA
TA
3 Student takes
fSection g Section isTakenBy
fStudent g
4 Course hasSections
fSection g Course isSectionOf
Course
5 Course hasPrerequisites fCourse g Course isPrerequisitesFor fCourse g
Table 2.3: Relationships of the university database schema.
From the de nition it follows that method implementations are considered extensionally in
the model. However, the semantics to method implementations is actually given intensionally. This can be done by coding method implementations in some programming language.
In Appendix B we present the syntax of a formal language for method implementations.
We conclude this chapter by making two assumptions concerning update transactions
and relationships.

2.7 Assumptions: Transactions and Relationships
We assume that transactions are objects of a class named Transaction and that there is an
attribute of the Transaction class named updatedObjects of set type fAnyg:
We assume that relationships are bidirectional. As such, in this thesis the binary relationships between classes are modeled as follows:
Let a and b be reference attributes for the relationship R in the class cA and cB , respectively;
thus b is an inverse attribute of a, and vice versa.
(1) If R is a (1:1) relationship, then both attributes a and b are single-valued of types cB
and cA, respectively.
(2) If R is a (1:m) relationship then the attribute a is a set-valued attribute of type fcB g
and the attribute b is a single-valued attribute of type cA.
(3) If R is a (n:m) relationship, then both attributes a and b are set-valued of types fcB g
and fcAg respectively.
In Section 3.6, we present how inverse relationships in our approach are maintained.
The inverse relationships in the university schema of Figure 2.1 are represented by making thin arrows, which represent relationships between classes, bidirectional. The semantics
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of relationships of the university schema are presented in Section 2.5. The description of
how these relationships and their inverses are implemented is summarized in Table 2.3.
In Table 2.3, for each tuple < cA; a; A; cB ; b; B >, the attribute a in class cA of type A
has the inverse attribute b in class cB of type B , and vice versa. For example, the rst tuple
represents the (1:m) relationship from the Employee class to the Section class, in which the
isTaughtBy attribute in the Section class of type Professor is an inverse attribute of the
attribute teaches in the Professor class of type fSection g, and vice versa. In Table 2.3,
tuples 2 through 5 represent respectively relationships (2) through (5), that are listed in
Section 2.5.

Chapter 3
Consistency Constraints
Consistency constraints represent laws that govern states and transitions in an application
domain. There are three types of integrity constraints that are de ned according to how
many database states are subject to the constraint. These types are referred to as state,
transition and dynamic constraints.
State constraints are speci ed over objects of a single database state. They describe
properties that a database has to satisfy at each moment in time in which the database is
stable. For that reason, this type of constraints is also called static constraints. This type of
constraints de nes valid database states. A typical example is the constraint that says that
\every section must be taught by a professor". The validation of this constraint consists of
ensuring that, for each object o of the Section class in the current database state, the value
of the isTaughtBy attribute is not null.
There are several types of state constraints de ned in the literature that have speci c
names such as domain, non null, key, referential integrity, to name a few [GA93, De93,
Ger96b]. It is seldom to nd a database application that has none of these types of constraints
associated with schema. This shows why most work in the literature devoted to semantic
database integrity is addressed for state constraints. In fact, in addition to database integrity,
state constraints are used in other areas of the database eld such as database design,
semantic query optimization, development of new concurrency control protocols and schema
transformation from one data model to another [FG95].
Transition constraints are speci ed over objects of two (logically) consecutive database
states: the current database state and the one obtained by an update transaction to the
current state. They describe properties that a database has to satisfy at every transition
from one database state to another. This type of constraints de nes valid transitions. A
29
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much used example of this type is the constraint that says that \salary of an employee
should not be decreased". The validation of this constraint consists of ensuring that for each
transition from the current state, say c, to a new state, say n, in which the salary attribute
of an object o of Employee class is changed, the value of o :salary in the state c is less than
that of o :salary in the state n.
Transition constraints are speci ed in an ad hoc way, as we did in the example above or
by adding operators such old and new to a logic-based constraint language such as the one
used in the IDEA methodology for designing database applications [CF97].
Dynamic constraints (also called temporal constraints [GA93, SL88, Cho94]) represent a

general case of state and transition constraints. This type of constraints is speci ed over a
sequence of more than two database states. Usually dynamic constraints are used in temporal
and historical databases. An example of dynamic constraints is the constraint that says that
\once an employee is red from a company, she/he can never be hired again". This means
that adding a new employee to the current state of the database is accepted only if the new
employee does not appear in any of the old states of the database. Thus the constraint is
not only speci ed on the state before and after the modi cation but also on the history of
the database. There is a major concerns about the relevance of dynamic constraints to the
practice and the eÆciency of approaches proposed for their maintenance [GA93].
In this thesis we deal only with state constraints. This chapter is devoted to some topics
concerning state constraints. The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we present
an overview of the process of constraint design. In Section 3.2, we present an assumption
concerning constraint quality. In Section 3.3, we present a logical speci cation language for
state constraints. In Section 3.4, we present a formal de nition for path expressions. In
our approach we consider object consistency at the lowest update granularity. As such, in
Section 3.5, we present de nitions of primitive modi cation operations. Section 3.6 is devoted
to a special type of state constraints, namely constraints that arise due to the presence of
inverse relationships in our object database model. In Section 3.7, we rst motivate well
formedness of state constraints adapted in this thesis and then we present the de nition of
this formulation, namely range restricted well formed formulas. Finally, in Section 3.8 we
present a set of constraint examples that covers most of the constraint classes discussed in
the literature.
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3.1 Constraint Design
Constraint design is a subtask of database design that transforms rules of an application
domain either to notions of the data model that is underlying the DBMS (implicit constraints)
or to formulas of some formal language (explicit constraints). Before the implementation,
the set of explicit constraints is constructed through three stages. Each stage corresponds
to a phase of the database design process. Following the description of database design
process given in [HS97, Dat90, EN94], the three stages are users' requirements collection
and analysis, the conceptual database design, and the logical database design.
3.1.1 Users' Requirements Collection and Analysis
After database designers have carefully completed the phase of database users' requirements
collection and analysis, database designers identify a part of data requirements they believe
to be the initial set of integrity constraints. Thus, the starting point of integrity constraints
design is the database user' requirements. Constraints in this phase, as most of other data
requirements, are described in a textual form e.g.; \each department is managed by a professor". At this early stage of database design, database designers cannot exactly identify
database requirements that will be implemented as database constraints. In fact, in this
phase, designers need not to be aware of doing that, but their work are centered around
understating the collected users' requirements so that they can analyse it and obtain what
is relevant to database design and capable for implementation. The identi cation of constraints is usually left to the next phase of the database design process, the conceptual
database design.
3.1.2 Conceptual Database Design
The next phase of the database design process is the conceptual database design. In
this phase, database designers transform database requirements into a conceptual database
schema. Database designers do the transformation by using notations of a high-level conceptual data models, such as the Entity-Relationship (ER) model [Che76] or one of its extensions
[FG95]. Compared to the phase of analysis of user' requirements, database designers can
identify database constraints easily. The identi cation of database constraints relies on two
facts:
(1) Some database requirements are captured in the conceptual schema but they are neither
de ned as entity types nor as relationship types.
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(2) Some database requirements cannot be described in the notation of the used conceptual
data model.
Database requirements of the rst category are called implicit constraints. Examples of implicit constraints in the (ER) model are those that imposed on a relationships between entity
types, namely cardinality ratio and participation constraints. An example of a cardinality ratio is the constraint \a professor may teach many courses". An example of the participation
constraints is the constraint that says \each student takes at least one section".
Database requirements of the second category are called explicit constraints. Another
characteristics of explicit constraints is that they are general statements that have not speci c patterns to be included as a part of the notations of data models. An example of explicit
constraints is the constraint \the salary of an employee is less than that of his department's
manager". Usually explicit constraints retain their textual form of requirements collection
and analysis phase unless the conceptual data model has a formal or a semi-formal speci cation language which is not the case in the (ER) data model. But some formalizations of
the (ER) data model have this feature such as the one proposed in [Gog94].
3.1.3 Logical Database Design
The goal of logical database design is to transform the conceptual database schema into a
logical schema of some implementable data model such as the relational data model or one
of the object-oriented data models such as O [Deu91]. In this transformation, some implicit
constraints of the conceptual database schema are transformed to explicit constraints of the
logical database schema. The reason behind this is that conceptual data models have more
notations for describing data than logical data models. This indicates why conceptual data
models are attributed as high-level data models. Thus explicit constraints can be used to
measure whether one data model is more semantically powerful than another.
The formal speci cation of explicit constraints in logical database design is necessary
for two reasons. First, some explicit constraints are used to improve the quality of the
resulting logical database schema such that anomalies of data redundancies are avoided.
This approach is taken for relational database schemata. Also, for object-oriented schemata,
some explicit constraints are used to con rm that the resulting schema is correct according
to database designers' interpretation of users' data requirements. Often these classes of
constraints are expressed using an ad hoc notation. Second, before the implementation of
explicit constraints they must be addressed against the issues of satis ability and redundancy.
These issues need constraints to be described as well-formed formulas of some logic-based
2
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speci cation language.
In relational databases, a well known class of constraints that
in uences the design of logical database schema is called dependencies. Several forms
of dependencies have been introduced in the literature, such as functional dependencies,
key dependencies, join dependencies, multivalued dependencies, and inclusion dependencies
[Ull88, Tha91]. In the seventies and eighties, a considerable amount of work has been devoted to study dependencies in depth. The motivation was to obtain a good logical database
schema. Here \good"means that a database schema satis es certain normal forms, where
each normal form has certain desirable properties that enhance data manipulation. A normal
form restricts dependencies that a relation schema may have. Although dependencies are
well-studied they are often described in ad hoc notation. An early attempt to a logic-based
formulation of dependencies is due to [Nic78]. An interesting fact of this topic is that they
are special cases of a closed w of rst-order logic having a certain pattern, known as generalized dependency [GJ82]. For a more in-depth coverage of dependencies and normalization
we refer reader to [HS97, EN94, Ull88]. Also a coverage of formal treatments of dependencies
can be found in [AHV95, Tha91].
Relational Databases.

More recently, object normal forms and dependency constraints for
object databases have been introduced in [TSS97]. In this approach, functional and multivalued dependencies are extended to re ect the complexity of object-oriented schemata such
that dependencies are not only imposed on attributes of the same class (as in the relational
schemata) but also on attributes of di erent components of an object-oriented schema. The
result of this adaption are three classes of dependencies.
The rst class, called path dependencies, is imposed at the schema level and expresses an
inter-object relationships. An example of path dependencies is the constraint that says \all
sections taught by a professor are assisted by the same teaching assistant". This constraint
is validated by evaluating all paths that have a professor as a source object and a teaching
assistant as a destination object. The constraint then is valid if for every two paths that pass
by two sections, each taught by the same professor, the two paths have the same teaching
assistant as a destination.
The other two classes, called the local and global dependencies, are imposed at the object
level and express the intra-relationships between objects and their components. Whereas
local dependencies apply to single instances only, global dependencies apply to all instances
of the same class.
Object Databases.
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The de nition of object-oriented normalization introduced in this approach is that a class
is in a normal form if user's data requirements, expressed as a set of global dependencies
constraints, are derivable from those that are implicitly expressed in the object-oriented
schema. For this purpose, a set of inference axioms for each type of dependency mentioned
above is introduced. Normalization in this sense is the matter of con rming that the logical
database schema is correct with respect to the database designer interpretation of users' data
requirements.
To this end, the result of the logical database design is a logical database schema and
a set of explicit constraints. Before the actual implementation of constraints on a speci c
DBMS, their quality must be tested rst.

3.2 The Quality of Constraints
The quality of the constraints resulting from logical database design can be de ned according
to three criteria, correctness, consistency, minimality.
Constraints are correct if they are

 syntactically correct with respect to the syntax of the used speci cation language, and
 semantically correct with respect to the logical database schema to be associated with.
The second condition is necessary to avoid cases in which a constraint is syntactically correct
but semantically is not. For instance, it may happen that a constraint refers to a class or
an attribute that does not exist in the schema or compares two attributes of incompatible
domains.
A constraint set is nitely satis able if it can be satis ed by a nite database state. A
constraint set must be nitely satis able. Otherwise, in the case of unsatis ability, every
update transaction would be rejected or, in the case of in nitely satis able, the content
of the database would be in nite. Due to feasibility considerations, nite satis ability is
almost ignored in constraint design; satis ability is undecidable and for decidable cases the
problem is NP-hard [Man90]. The problem is formally addressed in [BM86] and an interactive
prototype to assist in the design of nitely satis able constraints, called SIC, is proposed in
[BEST98]. This is done in the context of relational databases. For object-oriented databases
we are not aware of any similar approaches.
A constraint set is minimal if it has no redundancies. A constraint set IC is redundant if,
in the logic terminology, for some constraint W 2 IC , the constraint set IC fW g logically
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implies W (or equivalently W can be derived from IC fW g). Except the dependency
constraints mentioned above, minimality is almost ignored for general constraints because
of feasibility issues. However, this can be done using tools of theorem prover under the
supervision of a person that may have experience or good knowledge of the logic.
It is worth pointing out that we can address satis ability and minimality of constraint
sets of object-oriented schemata by mapping the object schema and integrity constraints to
one of logical formalizations of object-oriented databases such as F-logic [KL89] or one of
knowledge representation languages such as Telos [JJ91].
In this thesis we assume that the constraint sets are guaranteed to be correct, minimal
and non-redundant. In the following section we present a logic-based language for constraint
speci cation.

3.3 Constraint Speci cation Language
In this section, we present a logic based constraint speci cation language. The language is
strongly in uenced by calculus-based query languages for complex values [AB95], for OODBs
[AHV95] and the identity query language (IQL) [BDK92]. The syntax and semantics of the
language are presented respectively in Subsection 3.3.1 and Subsection 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Syntax of the Language
The language is de ned by adapting the syntax of rst-order, many-sorted languages [End72]
to components of a given database schema S: The language is denoted by LS to emphasize
the role of the database schema S in the de nition of the language. Let S be the database
schema (C; ; ; M; G): Sorts of LS are the set of types, type(C ), as described in De nition
2.6.4. As LS is a many-sorted language, every constant and every variable is associated with
a type. Every function and predicate is associated with a signature. The signature of a k-ary
predicate is a k-tuple of types. For a k-ary function, the signature is a k + 1-tuple of types.
In the following, we de ne the alphabet, terms and well-formed formulas of LS respectively.

The alphabet of LS , denoted by A, consists of the following symbols:
 Names: For every name g in G, g is a member of A.
 Atomic constants: nil and every x 2 oid [ dom are members of A.
 Variables: For every  2 type(C ), there is a countable in nite set of variables in A.

Alphabet.
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Predicates:

{
{
{
{
{



Binary predicates of A are:

For every type  2 type(C ), there is a predicate symbol in A denoted by =
(equality) with signature   :
For every type  2 type(C ), there is a predicate symbol in A denoted by 2
(membership) with signature   f g:
For every type  2 type(C ), there is a predicate symbol in A denoted by 
(subset) with signature f g  f g:
For every type  2 finteger ; oat g, there is a predicate symbol in A denoted by
< (less than) with signature   :
For every type  2 finteger ; oat g, there is a predicate symbol in A denoted by
> (greater than) with signature   :

Functions:

Function symbols of A are:

A dereferencing function " of signature oid  Any :
{ For every attribute A of type  and each type  0 such that [A :  ]   0 there is a
function A :  0 ! :
{ For every attribute A ; : : : ; An and types  ; : : : ; n there is a tuple constructor
[]A  ;::: ;A  .
{ For every n and every type  there is a set constructor fgn :
{

1

1: 1

n: n



Logical connectives:



Quanti ers:



Auxiliary symbols:

exists).

1

: (not), _ (or), ^ (and), ! (implication).

For each type  2 type(C ), there are quanti ers 8 (for all) and 9 (there
\)", \(".

The terms of LS are the following:

Terms.

 Atomic constants, variables and elements of G are terms of their corresponding types.
 If t is a term of type oid then " (t) is a term of type (c) for some c 2 C .
 If t ; : : : ; tn are terms of types  ; : : : ; n respectively,
then []A  ;::: ;A  (t ; : : : ; tn) is a term of type [ ; : : : ; n]:
1

1

1: 1

n: n

1

1
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 If v ; : : : ; vn are terms of type  then fgn(v ; : : : ; vn) is a term of type f g:
1

1

 If A is an attribute of type  , t is a term of type  0 , and [A :  ]   0 then A(t) is a
term of type :
Well Formed Formulas.

Well formed formulas, (w s), of LS are constructed as follows:

 If t and t0 are terms of type  then t = t0 is a formula.
 If t and t0 are terms of types  and f g respectively then t 2 t0 is a formula.
 If t and t0 are terms of type f g then t  t0 is a formula.
 If t and t0 are terms of type  2 finteger ;

oat g then t < t0

and t > t0 are formulas.

 If  is a formula then so is :.
 If  and are formulas then so are  ^ and  _ .
 If  is a formula then so are (9 x) and (8 x), where x is a variable of type :
I Notation 3.3.1 In the rest of the thesis we use the following conventions and notations:
 We denote the application of tuple constructor []A  ;::: ;A  to terms t : : : ; tn as
[A : t ; : : : ; An : tn ], and the application of set constructor fgn to terms t : : : ; tn,
as ft : : : ; tng:
1: 1

1

1

n: n

1

1

1

 Applying the attribute A to the tuple t, A(t), is denoted as t:A to obtain the value of
component A of tuple t. The dereferencing of an object o is denoted as o " :
 For simplicity, the quanti cations (8 x) and (9 x) will be written as (8x :  ) and
(9x :  ), respectively.
 Types of constants and variables, and signatures of function and predicates are sometimes omitted when they can be inferred from the context or an irrelevant.
2
A positive literal is an atomic formula of the form t = t0, t 2 t0 , or t  t0: A negative
literal is a negation of a positive literal.
An occurrence of a variable in a w is free if it is not governed by a quanti er (in that
formula) containing that variable. A closed formula is a formula in which there are no free
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occurrences of any variables. An open formula is a formula in which there is at least one
free occurrence of a variable.
We adopt some assumptions made on quanti ed variables in [BM88], and which will be
used in the thesis. Quanti ed variables must occur free in the scope of their quanti ers.
This implies that, the formula (8x) [y] is not accepted. A quanti ed variable cannot also
be a free variable in the formula. For example, the formula: [x; y] ^ (9x)( [x; y] ^  [x]),
has to be written in the form: [x; y] ^ (9z)( [z; y] ^  [z]): A variable is quanti ed at most
once. For example the formula (9z)([x; y] ^  [z]) ^ (9x)([x; x]), has to be written in the
form: (9z)([x; y] ^  [z]) ^ (9t)([t; t]):
3.3.2 Semantics of the Language
The syntax for the language is de ned in Subsection 3.3.1. Thus given a string of symbols
one can decide whether it is a w or not. However there is no way of giving any meaning
to w s. The meaning of w s is de ned when the semantics of the language is given. The
semantics of the language involves the de nition of interpretations and models for w s of
the language.
The semantics of LS is de ned according to the components of an instance of the schema
S: Let I = (; ; ; ) be an instance of S , as de ned in De nition 2.6.12. The semantics
of LS is de ned by assigning each type  to dom( ) and each term of type  to a value in
dom( ) as follows:
 I (v) 2 dom( ) if v is a variable of type :

 I (g) = (g) if g is a name in G:
 I (t) = t if t is an atomic constant.
 I (o ") =  (o):
 I ([A : t ; : : : ; An : tn]) = [A : I (t ); : : : ; An : I (tn)]:
 I (ft : : : ; tng) = fI (t ) : : : ; I (tn)g:
 I (t:A) = u, where u is the value associated with the component A of tuple t:
The closed w s can be evaluated to T (true) or F (false) according to the following rules:
1

1

1

1

1

1

 t = t0 is evaluated to T i I (t) = I (t0).
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 t < t0 is evaluated to T i I (t) < I (t0):
 t 2 t0 is evaluated to T i I (t) 2 I (t0 ):
 : is evaluated to T i

is evaluated to F:

  ^ is evaluated to T i  and are both evaluated to T.
 (8 x) [x] is evaluated to T i for every v 2 I ( ) [x=v] is evaluated to T, where
[x=v] is the w obtained by substituting each occurrence of x in by constant v:
The truth value for the other connectives can be deduced from the equivalences:

 y>x
 :(: ^ : )
 : _
 :((8 x): ))
 (8x)(x 2 t ! x 2 t0 )
Finally, if a w W is true in a given interpretation I , then this interpretation is said to be
a model of W ; we will denote this by I j= W:
x<y
_
!
(9 x)
(t  t0 )

3.4 Path Expressions
In this section we rst present the de nition of path expressions and then discuss some
notations and de nitions concerning their usage in this thesis.
De nition 3.4.1 (Path Expressions) The set of path expressions,

denoted by PE; is a

subset of the set of terms of the language LS de ned as follows:
If A is an attribute of type  , v is a term of type  0, and [A :  ] is a subtype of  0 then
v:A 2 PE:
2
The de nition of terms of language LS restricts the application of the dot operator \:"{ in
fact attributes, see Notation 3.3.1{ to be applied only to tuple structured terms. Hence in
the path expression v:A :    :An; term v and every attribute Ai; i 2 [1; n[, are never be
of a set type. As such, path expressions in PE sometimes are referred to as linear path
expressions. More general, but also more complicated, formal de nition for path expression
is given in [KMP92, LV97]. In these attempts, the authors rst present general forms of
1
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pr : < #93; [rank : 00 associate00 ; teaches : f#55g; : : : ] >

st : < #23; [: : : ; address : [college : 00 Informatik00 ; roomNumber : 00 D2300 ]; : : : ] >
se : < #55; [: : : ; isTaughtBy : #93; : : : ] >

co : < #11; [: : : ; hasSections : f#55g; : : : ] >

Figure 3.1: Objects of the university database.
path expressions, second what are conditions under which these general forms are valid with
respect to the type system of the underlying database, and then they present semantics for
path expressions. Here, our de nition presents what is a path expression but not how it
is constructed nor what is its semantics. This is simply because of the construction and
semantics of path expressions are included in the syntax and semantics of terms of language
LS :

I Example 3.4.2 (Path Expressions) Let pr; st; se; and co be terms denoting objects of
the classes Professor ; Student ; Section and Course , respectively. In the university schema,
the following are path expressions in PE :
P1 : st " :address :college
P2 : se " :isTaughtBy " :rank
P3 : co " :hasSections

The expression pr " :teaches " :hasSections :hasTA is not a path expression since hasSections
is of type fSection g and attribute hasTA does not apply to a set structured type. For the
same reason, the expression pr " :teaches " :hasSections " :hasTA is not a path expression.
Suppose that objects pr; st; se; and co have the states as shown in Figure (3.1). Then
the semantics of paths P1 ; P2 ; and P3 are values 00Informatik00, 00 associate00, and f#55g
respectively.

I Notation 3.4.3 In the remainder of the thesis we use the following notations and de nitions:
 Let p : v:A :    :An be a path expression in PE: The term v is said to be a path pre
of p and the sequence A : : : An a path suÆx.
1

1

x
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 We will denote by PE the set of all paths v:A :    :An in PE such that v is a variable
and An is an attribute of type :
 Sometimes we refer to path suÆxes as \path expressions".
 For sake of simplicity, we will remove the deference operator \""from path expressions
of the form o " :A :    :An. For instance, paths P1 ; P2 and P3 of Example 3.4.2 will
be written as shown below:
P1 : st :address :college
P2 : se :isTaughtBy :rank
P3 : co :hasSections
1

1

 We will denote by V and P the set of all variables and persistent roots of type 
respectively.
2
W s of language LS have no side-e ects. In other words, by using paths from PE we
cannot change object states but only observe information stored in them. The language LS
lacks this feature because it is essentially designed for constraint speci cation. Recall from
Chapter 2 that object states are changed through invocation of methods, called mutators,
on object states. Mutators do that in turn through carrying out primitive modi cation
operations on object states.

3.5 Modi cation Operations
The modi cation operations are those primitive operations of the underlying database system
which make it possible to change the state of objects. There are three families of modi cation
operations that can be used to change the internal states of objects. Each operation in one
of these families is de ned to modify variables, objects and persistent roots of a certain
type. These families of operations are named assign, add, and remove. Operations of the
assign family, are used to assign values to variables, object attributes and persistent roots.
Operations of the add family are used to insert a value into set valued variables, attributes
and persistent roots. Operations of the remove family are used to delete a value from set
valued variables, attributes and persistent roots. In addition to this basic semantics, the
operations are de ned such that when a part of an object state can be observed through
a path expression, then we can modify this part through the same path expression. The
de nition of modi cation operations are presented below.
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Assign Operations

For each type  , there is an assign operation, denoted
v





, and has the form

c

where v 2 (PE [ V [ P ) and c is a term of type :
Let I be the current state, cold; cnew be terms of type  and I j= (v = cold ): The operation
0
0
v
 cnew changes the state I to a state I such that I j= (v = cnew ):
Add Operations

For each type  , there is an add operation, denoted
v

+



+



, and has the form

c

where v 2 (PEf g [ Vf g [ Pf g ) and c is a term of type :
Let I be the current state, cold ; cnew be terms of type f g and  respectively, and I j=
(v = cold): The operation v  cnew changes the state I to a state I 0 such that I 0 j= (v =
cold [ fcnew g):
+

Remove Operations

For each type  , there is a remove operation, denoted
v





, and has the form

c

where v 2 (PEf g [ Vf g [ Pf g ) and c is a term of type :
Let I be the current state, cold ; cnew be terms of type f g and  respectively, and I j=
(v = cold): The operation v  cnew changes the state I to a state I 0 such that I 0 j= (v =
cold fcnew g):
In the remainder of the thesis we will use the term update unit to refer to any non-empty
sequence of modi cation operations.
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pr : < #93; [rank : 00 professor00 ; teaches : fnil g; : : : ] >
pr0 : < #95; [rank :00 00 ; teaches : f#55g; : : : ] >

st0 : < #25; [: : : ; address : [college : 00 Informatik00 ; roomNumber : 00 D2300 ]; : : : ] >
se : < #55; [: : : ; isTaughtBy : #95; : : : ] >

co : < #11; [: : : ; hasSections : f#55g; : : : ] >

Figure 3.2: Side a ects to objects of Figure 3.1 by update unit of Example 3.5.1.

I Example 3.5.1 (Update Unit) Consider the update unit U given below.
U

: fProfessors

pr 0 ;
pr 0 :teaches
pr :teaches ;
pr :teaches
fnilg;
00 professor00 ;
pr :rank
se :isTaughtBy
pr 0 ;
+

Students + st 0 ;
st 0 :address
st :address ;
Students

se g:

The side a ects of applying U to the university database with objects shown in Figure
3.1, is presented in Figure 3.2.
The de nition of modi cation operations as presented above does not take a basic principle of object orientation into account, namely encapsulation, that is only operations of
objects have the right to alter the object state. This comes from the fact that through a certain sort of path expressions an object can alter the internal state of another object. Thus,
to preserve encapsulation we restrict path expressions that may occur on the left hand side
of modi cation operations to intra paths. The de nition of intra paths is presented below.
De nition 3.5.2 (Intra Path) Let o be an object. A path expression o:A1 : : : : :An is an
intra path if either n = 1 or n > 1 and none of the attributes Ai, i 2 [1; n[ is a reference

attribute.

2
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Intuitively, an intra path is a path expression by which an object o cannot reach the state
of another object o0 and hence none of o0's attributes can be accessed or modi ed from the
object o: It follows from the de nition that for each attribute A of object o, o:A is an intra
path. For example, paths P1 and P3 are intra paths, whereas P2 is not. In P2 the attribute
isTaughtBy of Section class refers to an object of Professor class. Thus, through the path
P2 ; we can modify the attribute rank of Professor objects from objects of Section . Consider,
for instance the following update:
00 associate00
se:isTaughtBy :rank
If the update statement shown above occurs in a method of the Section class then this
method will break encapsulation.
To preserve the principle of encapsulation, we assume in this thesis that all paths that
appear on the left hand side of modi cation operations are intra paths.

3.6 Inverse Relationships
Let cA and cB be classes participating in a relationship R. Let a and b be reference attributes
of the relationship R in the class cA and cB , respectively. In our approach, the inverse of
the relationship R is maintained by considering the attribute b an inverse attribute to a and
vice versa. In this section rst, we present the de nition of inverse attributes. Then we show
how the inverse relationships in our approach are maintained.
The de nition that a and b are inverse attributes depends on the cardinality of R. Thus
we have four cases corresponding to whether the cardinality of R is (1:1), (1:m), (m:n), or
(m:1).
 If R is a (1:1) relationship, then for every object o of type cA and o of type cB :
o :a = nil or o :a:b = o ; and o :b = nil or o :b:a = o
1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

 If R is a (1:m) relationship, then for every object o of type cA and o of type cB :
o :a = ; or for every o0 2 o :a; o0 :b = o ; and
o :b = nil or o 2 o :b:a
1

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

 If R is a (m:n) relationship, then for every object o of type cA and o of type cB :
o :a = ; or for every o0 2 o :a; o 2 o0 :b; and
o :b = ; or for every o0 2 o :b; o 2 o0 :a
1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2
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 If R is a (m:1) relationship, then for every object o of type cA and o of type cB :
1

2

o1 :a = nil or o1 2 o1 :a:b; and
o2 :b = ; or for every o0 2 o2 :b; o2 = o0 :a

From the de nition of inverse attributes given above, it follows that to maintain the
inverse of relationships of cardinality (1:1), (1:m), (m:n) and (m:1) the following logical
equivalences should be maintained.
(1) R is a (1:1) relationship:
(8o : cA)(8o : cB )(o :a = o $ o :b = o ):
1

2

1

2

2

(3.1)

1

(2) R is a (1:m) relationship:
(8o : cA)(8o : cB )(o 2 o :a $ o :b = o ):
1

2

2

1

2

(3.2)

1

(3) R is a (m:n) relationship:
(8o : cA)(8o : cB )(o 2 o :a $ o 2 o :b):
1

2

2

1

1

(3.3)

2

(4) R is a (m:1) relationship:
(8o : cA)(8o : cB )(o = o :a $ o 2 o :b):
1

2

2

1

1

(3.4)

2

Now we present a transformation, denoted by , that maps every update unit into a safe
one that maintains the equivalences (3.1) { (3.4). Let U be an update unit,  maps every
update up in U as follows:
If up modi es a reference attribute a to a relationship R of which b is an inverse
attribute then  maps up into a sequence of updates.

Case 1:
Case 2:

Otherwise,  is the identity mapping, i.e.; (up) = up:

If up is of the rst case, then up matches the pattern o :av, where o is an object of type
cA ,  is a modi cation operator; and v is value. Also, in this case, the de nition of (up)
depends on the cardinality of the relationship R and thus we have four cases corresponding
to whether the cardinality of R is (1:1), (1:m), (m:n) or (m:1).
1

1
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R is a (1:1) relationship. In this case,  is an assignment operator,
an object o2 of type cB or nil. In this case, the equivalence (3.1) is

following de nition of :

o2 ) = fo1 :a
nil) = fo1 :a

(o :a
(o :a
1

1

, and v is either
maintained by the

o1 g
nilg

o2 ; o2 :b
nil; o2 :b

(3.5)
(3.6)

In this case,  is either the add operator, , the remove
operator , or the assignment operator , and v is either an object o of type cB or a set
of objects S (possibly empty) of type fcB g: In this case, the equivalence (3.2) is maintained
by the following de nition of , in which o is an object variable and S 0 is a variable of a set
type:
R is a (1:m) relationship.

+

2

(o :a
(o :a
1

1

+

o2 ) = fo1 :a
o2 ) = fo1 :a
8
0
>
> S

o2 ; o2 :b
o1 g
o2 ; o2 :b
nilg
9
>
o1 :a;
>
0
for each o 2 S do >
=
o:b
nil
>
>
endfor;
>
;
o1 :a
;

(o :a

>
>
<
;) = >
>
>
:

(o :a

8
9
>
(
o
:a
;
)
;
>
>
>
>
>
o
:a
S
<
=
S) =
for each o 2 S do
>
>
>
>
o:b
o
>
>
: endfor
;

1

(3.7)
(3.8)

+

(3.9)

1

1

1

(3.10)

1

In this case,  is either the add operator, , the remove
operator , or the assignment operator , and v is either an object o of type cB or a set
of objects S (possibly empty) of type fcB g: In this case, the equivalence (3.3) is maintained
by the following de nition of , in which o is an object variable and S 0 is a variable of a set
R is a (n:m) relationship.

+

2
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type:
(o :a
(o :a
1

1

+

o2 ) = fo1 :a
o2 ) = fo1 :a
8 S0
>
>

o2 ; o2 :b + o1 g
o2 ; o2 :b
nilg
9
o1 :a;
>
>
0
for each o 2 S do >
=
o:b
o1
>
>
endfor;
>
;
o1 :a
;
+

(o :a

>
>
<
;) = >
>
>
:

(o :a

8
9
(
o
:a
;
)
;
>
>
>
>
>
>
o
:a
S
<
=
S) =
for each o 2 S do
>
>
>
>
o:b
o
>
>
: endfor
;

1

(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)

1

1

1

+

(3.14)

1

R is a (m:1) relationship. In this case,  is an assignment operator,
an object o2 of type cB or nil. In this case, the equivalence (3.4) is

following de nition of :

(o :a
(o :a
1

1

o2 ) = fo1 :a
nil) = fo1 :a

o2 ; o2 :b
nil; o2 :b

+

o1 g
o1 g

, and v is either
maintained by the
(3.15)
(3.16)

In this thesis we assume that the inverse relationship is maintained by our object database
model automatically. Thus, we assume that the semantics of modi cation operations, given
in Section 3.5, is overridden by that of the transformation : Examples of such a model are
the one underlying the ObjectStore System [LLOW91] and the object model of ODMG 3.0
[CB00].
We conclude this section by giving an example that shows how inverse relationships are
maintained by using the transformation .

I Example 3.6.1 (Inverse Relationships) In the university database the relationship
between the Professor class and the Section class is (1:m). Reference attributes of that
relationship are the attribute teaches in the Professor class of type fSection g, and the
attribute isTaughtBy in the Section class of the type Professor . Thus, attributes teach and
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are inverse attributes. Thus, according to the de nition of inverse attributes of
(1:m) relationships, for every professor pr and section se:
isTaughtBy

pr :teaches = nil or for every se0 2 pr :teaches ; se 0 :isTaughtBy = pr ;
se :isTaughtBy = nil or se 2 se :isTaughtBy :teaches

and

Using the equivalence (3.2), this particular relationship can be formulated as follows:
(8pr : Professor )(8se : Section )(se 2 pr :teaches $ pr = se :isTaughtBy ):

(3.17)

Let U be an update unit. Let up : pr1 :teaches se1 be an update in U: From the
semantics of add operations, the update up adds a relationship that goes from pr1 to se1
but not the inverse relationship that goes from se1 to pr1 . As such, U violates (3.17) if there
is no update in U of the form se1 :isTaughtBy pr1 . This can be avoided if we replace up
in U by the sequence (up) de ned below:
+

(up) = fpr1 :teaches

+

se1 ; se1 :isTaughtBy

pr1 g

Suppose that in U there is an update up0 : pr2 :teaches ;: Let 0 S be the set of sections
in pr3 :teaches before carrying out up0: Carrying out up0 removes relationships that go from
pr2 to sections in pr2 :teaches but not their inverse relationships. Thus, to maintain (3.17),
we rst have to remove relationships that go from sections in S 0 to pr2 . This can be done
by using the transformation (up) de ned below:
(pr2:teaches

8
>
>
>
<
;) = >
>
>
:

S0

pr2 :teaches ;
for each se 2 S 0 do
se :isTaughtBy
endfor;
pr2 :teaches
;

9
>
>
>
=
nil >
>
>
;

Suppose that in U there is an update up00 : pr3 :teaches S , where S is a set of sections.
Let S 0 be the set of sections in pr3 :teaches before carrying out up00 : Carrying out up00 (1)
removes relationships that go from pr3 to sections in S 0; and (2) adds new relationships that
go from pr3 to sections of S . Carrying out up00 does not (3) remove relationships that go
from sections in S 0 to pr3 ; nor (4) adds relationships that go from sections in S to pr3 . Thus
to maintain (3.17), we have to carry out updates of (1) through (4), in the following order,
(1),(3),(2),(4). This can be done by using transformation (up00) de ned below, in which,
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updates (1) and (3) in that order, are done by (pr2:teaches
8
>
> (pr3 :teaches
(pr3:teaches

>
>
<
S) =
>
>
>
:

;).
;);

pr3 :teaches
S
for each se 2 S do
se :isTaughtBy
pr3
endfor

9
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
;

Similarly, the relationship between TA class and Section class, which is (1:1), and the
relationship between Section class and Student class, which is (m:n), can be speci ed by
using the equivalences (3.1) and (3.3) respectively, as follows:
(8se : Section )(8ta : TA)(ta = se :assists $ se = ta :hasTA)
(8se : Section )(8st : Student )(se 2 st :hasSections $ st 2 se :isTakenBy )

3.7 Well-Formed Constraints
Essentially, a constraint is any closed formula of LS . However, such a de nition has a serious
drawback. Some closed w s, when considered as constraints, have the undesirable property
that their evaluation in two instances of a database may change, although instances of types
mentioned in these w s are not updated. Such a class of formulas causes many problems
when they are considered as constraints. Most notably is that the naive approach to their
evaluation is not acceptable as some quanti ed variables may run over an in nite domain.
Moreover, other problems caused by these w s with regard to integrity checking can be
illustrated by a simple example as follows. Consider an instance I that satis es the constraint
(9pr : Professor )(pr:age > 100):

(3.18)

Suppose that there is one and only one object, say pr, in dom (Professor ): Suppose that
in the instance I object pr is persistent through its relationship with a persistent object
se of type Section : Suppose that object se, in turn, is persistent by being attached to the
persistent root PrimarySections of type fSectiong. Suppose that I 0 is a database instance
obtained from I by removing object se from PrimarySections . Therefore in the new state,
I 0 , the object pr is no longer reachable, that is, pr 62 dom (Professor ) and hence I 0 6j= W:
Thus, due to the principle of reachability, there is no way to associate such a modi cation
to the constraint to determine whether the update might lead to an invalid state or not.
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To avoid the above problems, w s considered as acceptable constraints (and queries) are
only w s that restrict their own reference domains. Formulas with this property are called
domain independent [Var81, Dem92]. A formula W is said be domain independent i W
satis es the following property for any two instances I and I 0 such that I 0 is obtained from
I by adding a new constant to one of the domains of types mentioned in W:
I j= W

() I 0 j= W:

Intuitively, a domain-independent w is a formula whose evaluation in a given database
state does not depend on domains of types of variables occurring in it. For instance, the
problem with formula (3.18) can be avoided if its domain independent version is used, in
which objects of type Professor run over the persistent root Professors of type fProfessor g :
(9pr : Professor )(pr 2 Professors ^ P r:age > 100):
The class of domain independent formulas cannot be de ned syntactically. It has been shown
in [Var81] that the class of domain-independent formulas is undecidable. This means that
there is no eÆcient way to decide whether a given w is domain independent or not.
There have been several attempts to introduce syntactically de ned subclasses of domain
independent formulas [Nic82, Rei80] (also, see [Dem92, GMN84] for an overview). In the eld
of integrity constraints, Nicolas [Nic82] introduced the notion of range restricted formulas
to characterize a subset of prenex conjunctive normal forms which are domain independent.
There are several adaptations to range restricted formulas that cope with OODBs [JJ91,
AHV95]. In the thesis, we use the one presented in [JJ91]. The de nition is adapted to our
constraint speci cation language LS and the approach of object persistency by reachability.
De nition 3.7.1 (Range Restricted Constraints)

A range restricted constraint is a

closed w matching one of the patterns:
(9o :  ) : : : (9on : n )(o  E ^ L ^ : : : Lm ^ R)
(8o :  ) : : : (8on : n )(o  E ^ L ^ : : : Lm ! R)
where
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(3.19)

  2 f2; =g; E is a persistent root and L : : : Lm are positive literals.
 Each variable oi; i 2]1; n] occurs in a literal, Lk ; k 2 [1; m]; and every Lk matches one
of the patterns oi i Ei or oi i oj :p, where j 2 [1; i[; i 2 f2; =g; Ei is a persistent
root, and p is a path expression.
1
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 The subformulas of R are either quanti er-free w s or again in one of formats (3.19).
 if one of the variables o : : : on occurs in R then it is free.
The literals L : : : Lm in patterns (3.19) are called range literals. Range literals are de ned
such that the range of each variable o is either restricted by a persistent root, o  E; or by
object(s) that are reachable through path p from object(s) that restrict the range of another
variable o0; o  o0:p. In the de nition we considered without loss of generality that the range
of the rst variable in pattern (3.19) is restricted by object(s) of a persistent root E:
1

1

3.8 Constraint Examples
There are several classi cations proposed in the literature for integrity constraints. We
have already classi ed constraints into state, transition, and dynamic constraints in the
introduction to this chapter. Another often used classi cation is the one by which constraints
are classi ed as inherent, implicit and explicit [EN94].
Inherent constraints are those imposed on databases by the data model. An example of
this type is the constraint that every relation in the relational model must be in rst normal
form. In our object database model, an inherent constraint is the one that the type of classes
must be a tuple type.
Implicit constraints are user-de ned constraints for a database application that can be
speci ed by using notions of the data model used. For example, the ISA relationship in
OODBs can be seen as a constraint of this type. Another example is that objects of subclasses
are disjoint subsets of objects of a superclass. As such, in our model, the constraint that \an
employee cannot be a teaching assistant and a professor at the same time" is an implicit
constraint.
Explicit constraints are user-de ned constraints for a database application that cannot
be speci ed directly by using notions of the used data model. As such, almost all work
done in the literature concerns this type of constraints. The question of whether a userde ned constraint is an implicit or explicit constraint depends on the concepts o ered by
data models. For instance, in some semantic data models such as the one proposed in
[BdBZ93], the constraint example just mentioned before is an explicit constraint whereas in
our model it is an implicit one.
In the literature, there are several criteria by which constraints can further be classi ed,
for example [GA93, Ger96b, De93, Tur99]. Two remarks can be stated about these criteria.
First they are not standard. Criteria proposed by one researcher are di erent from those
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proposed by the others. Second, classes of constraints that are de ned according to these
criteria are non-orthogonal; the same constraint can be in more than one class. As such, in
the following we list a set of constraint classes that are stated in almost all the literature we
aware of. Each of them has a particular name which shows that there is a consensus about
them.
Domain constraints restricts values that may be added or assigned
to an attribute. An example of a domain constraint is the one that states that \every
Domain Constraints.

employee has one of the science degrees, Bachelor of Science, or Master of Science, or
Doctor of Philosophy":

(8em )(em 2 Employees ! em :degree 2 fMSc.; PhD; BSc.g):

(3.20)

Non null constraints are similar to the domain constraints but
they have an additional function. By using this type of constraints mandatory relationships
between classes can be speci ed. For example, to let the relationship between the Professor
class and the Section class be mandatory, the non null constraint example that says \every
professor teaches at least one section" should be speci ed:
Non Null Constraints.

(8pr)(pr 2 Professors ! pr:teaches 6= nil):

(3.21)

In most OODBSs such as the O , non null constraints are implicit constraints, i.e., they can
be speci ed in the object schema.
2

Referential constraints restrict removing objects that are referenced by other objects to avoid the problem of dangling oids. An example is the constraint
that states that \every professor teaches a primary section":
Referential Constraints.

(8pr)(pr 2 Professors ! (9se)(se 2 pr :teaches ^ se 2 PrimarySections )):

(3.22)

In OODBs every object has a unique identi er. However, key constraints are still used for object identi cation as object identi ers are hidden from users. An
example of a key constraint is the one that says \teaching assistance can be identi ed by
their names":
Key Constraints.

(8ta1)(8ta2)(ta1 2 TAs ^ ta2 2 TAs ! (ta1:name = ta2:name ! ta1 = ta2)): (3.23)
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An inclusion constraint restricts objects of one set to be subset
of another set. It can be stated between attributes of the same class or two di erent classes;
and between persistent roots of set type. An example of an inclusion constraint is the one
that says, \every visiting professor is a professor":
Inclusion Constraints.

(8pr)(pr 2 VisitingProfessors ! pr 2 Professors ):

(3.24)

Inter-object constraints restrict states of objects of the same
type. An example is the constraint that says \no course is prerequisite for itself":
Intra-Object Constraints.

(8co)(co 2 Courses ! co 62 co:isPrerequisiteFor ):

(3.25)

The class of inter-object constraints is the most general type
of constraints. It restricts objects of interrelated set of classes. An example is the one
that says: \Every professor teaches a section such that the course of this section has not
prerequisite courses":
Inter-Object Constraints.

(8pr)(pr 2 Professors ! (9se)(se 2 pr :teaches ^ se :isSectionOf :hasPrerequisites = ;)):
(3.26)
We conclude this section by pointing out that all constraint examples mentioned above
are sometimes referred to as non-aggregation constraints. An aggregation constraint is one
that speci es a condition on objects by using one of the aggregations functions provided by
the query language of the underlying DBMS. A well know set of aggregations functions are
count , average , sum , min and max . Arguments to these aggregate functions are multisets of
elements. An example of an aggregation constraint, in which the sum function is involved, is
the constraint that says \the total of salaries of employees in a project should not exceed the
budget assigned to that project". In this thesis we deal only with non-aggregation constraints.
For more in-depth coverage and formal treatment of aggregation constraints we refer the
reader to [RSSS98].
By the end of this chapter the rst part of the thesis is completed. In the second part,
Chapters 4 and 5, we present the constraint catalog.

Chapter 4
Constraint Catalog: The IC Class
It is essential for any consistency management approach to provide the feature of integrity
independence [Cod90], that is, the ability to change constraint speci cations without changing application programs and transactions. To incorporate this feature into our approach
we must separate constraint speci cations from transactions and class methods [OS98b,
OCS99a]. For this, we use a meta-database called the constraint catalog [OCS00, OCS99b].
The constraint catalog is a central repository for all information about constraints of a
database.
The information stored in the constraint catalog is divided into two categories. The rst
category is concerned with the canonical speci cation of constraints. This kind of information
will be stored in a class named IC. The second category of information describes simpli ed
forms of constraints. This type of information will be stored in a class named Shell.
In this chapter we present the structure of the class IC. The function of the class IC
is to store as objects complete speci cations of constraints that are de ned for an object
database. By complete speci cations we mean that on one hand objects of the class IC can
be seen as a documentation of the integrity constraints de ned for an object database. On
the other hand, by using this speci cation we can (1) maintain integrity of the object base,
(2) determine constraints imposed on a given class(es) and/or paths and vice versa, and (3)
if we want, ignore the presence of some constraints during integrity checking.
For every constraint, there is an object of the IC class. To facilitate the compilation of
constraints into objects of the class IC, constraints are rst transformed into a canonical
form. The properties of the constraint canonical form provide us with grounds upon which
we guarantee the correctness of the compilation.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we present the de nition of the
55
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constraint canonical form. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 present some properties of the constraint
canonical form by which we can determine from a given constraint, the classes, path expressions and persistent roots that are subject to that constraint. In Section 4.4, we present how
user-speci ed constraints can be transformed into canonical ones. Finally, in Section 4.5 the
structure of the IC class and the semantics of its attributes are presented.

4.1 Canonical Constraints
In the de nition of a canonical constraints we refer to two sorts of path expressions. The rst
one has been presented in De nition 3.5.2, called intra path, and the second one is presented
below, called at path.
De nition 4.1.1 (Flat Path) A path
attribute An, n  1 is not of tuple type.

expression o:A : : : : :An is called a
1

at

path if the
2

Examples of at paths are paths P1 , P2 and P3 of Example 3.4.2. An example of a non- at
path is the path em:dateOfBirth , where em is an object of Employee class and dateOfBirth
is an attribute of tuple type:
[day : integer; month : integer; year : integer]:
We now present the de nition of the constraint canonical form or for sake of simplicity
\canonical constraint".
De nition 4.1.2 (Canonical Constraint) A canonical constraint is a closed range restricted w W such that for each quanti ed object variable o in W and each path o:A1 : : : An
that appears in W; o:A1 : : : An is an intra and at path.
2

Examples of canonical constraints are the constraint examples (3.20){(3.25) of Section 3.8.
First they are range restricted constraints. Second, all paths that occur in them are intra
and at paths. On the one hand, these paths are intra because each of them has exactly one
attribute. On the other hand, these paths are at because their attributes are not of a tuple
type.
An example of a non canonical constraint is the constraint example (3.26) of Page 53.
This constraint is range restricted but not canonical. It has the path expression
P : se :isSectionOf :hasPrerequisites
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According to De nition 3.5.2 of intra paths, the path expression P is not an intra path. This
is due to the presence of two reference attributes; the isSectionOf attribute which refers to
an object of Course class and hasPrerequisites attribute which refers to a set of objects of
Course class.
It is worth pointing out why we consider paths of canonical constraints to be intra and
at. The rationale behind that will be presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. In
Section 4.4 we will present a method to transform a user speci ed constraint into a canonical
one.

4.2 Constrained Classes
In Section 4.5 we show that among the information to be included in the result of compiling
a constraint into an object of IC class are the names of classes that are subject to that
constraint. We call these classes constrained classes. In this section, we rst present a
property by which we can determine all constrained classes of a constraint. Then we show
by an example that without the assumption that every path that appears in a constraint is
an intra path, this property is no longer valid.

I Lemma 4.2.1 Let W be a canonical constraint. Let o be an object to be updated by an
update unit U: If none of the classes mentioned in the quanti cations of W or any of their
subclasses is the type of o; then the evaluation of the constraint W remains the same as
before the update unit U is executed.
2
Proof of Lemma 4.2.1 follows from the de nition of domain independent w s and the semantics we adapted to inheritance as set inclusion, i.e., objects of a subclass are also objects
of its superclasses.
Now we present why we considered all paths of canonical constraints are intra paths.
In fact, in the constraint speci cation language LS , presented in Section 3.3, attributes are
de ned as function symbols and hence their compositions are considered as terms. As such,
terms of LS contain path expressions of the form
o:A1 : : : An

such that more than one attribute in the suÆx of the path is a reference attribute to some
relationship, where n  2: A serious shortcoming due to this fact is that some classes may
be subject to a constraint however they are not mentioned explicitly in quanti cations of the
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constraint. This means that Lemma 4.2.1 would not be always valid if we would not assume
that all paths of constraints are intra paths. The following example shows this fact.

I Example 4.2.2 (Inter Path Expression) Consider the constraint example W1 which
speci es that \every professor teaches a section such that the course of that section has no
prerequisite courses". The formula (4.1) shown below is a range restricted logical speci cation
of the constraint W1 .
W1 : (8pr : Professor ) (pr 2 Professors !
(4.1)
(9se : Section)(se 2 pr:teaches ^ se :isSectionOf :hasPrerequisites = ;)):
Classes stated explicitly in w (4.1) are Professor and Section : Also none of them is a
superclass of any class in the university schema. If we apply Lemma 4.2.1 to the constraint
W1 but by considering speci cation (4.1) instead of canonical one, then we obtain the
following result. Constraint W1 is not a ected by any update unit that updates objects
type of which is neither the Professor class nor the Section class.
However the careful investigation of the types of path expressions of (4.1) shows that
the constraint W1 may also be a ected if objects of the Course class are modi ed. This is
due to the fact that the Course class is implicitly restricted by the constraint through the
presence of the path expression se :isSectionOf :hasPrerequisites in the speci cation (4.1).
We will refer to such path expressions as inter path expression.
We conclude this section by pointing out that in Subsection 4.4.2 we present a method
to transform an inter path into a set of intra paths.

4.3 Constrained Paths and Persistent Roots
Lemma 4.2.1 presents an interesting property of canonical constraints. Thereby we can
exactly identify from quanti cations of a constraint and the class hierarchy the constrained
classes of that constraint. This can be used to avoid unnecessary integrity checking which
is a right step towards eÆcient integrity maintenance. However, we need more steps in
this direction. Lemmas 4.3.1{4.3.3, stated below, present criteria by which we can identify
updates may occur to objects of constrained classes that do not violate constraints.
In comparison to relational databases, there are no default modify operations to object
databases but user-de ned methods, called mutators. If we consider the user-de ned methods as causes for constraint violations then we lose the feature of integrity independence,
which is one of our major targets, and hence we get all disadvantages of application-oriented
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techniques as mentioned in the introductory chapter. To resolve these problems, we consider
integrity at the lowest update level, namely at primitive modi cation operations presented
in Section 3.5.
I Lemma 4.3.1 Let W be a valid canonical constraint in prenex conjunctive normal form.
Let o be an object of a class restricted by W to be updated by up : o:A : : : An v: If the
following conditions are satis ed, then W is valid after the update.
(1) None of the negative literals in W matches the pattern :(v0 2 o0:A : : : An):
(2) None of the positive literals in W matches the pattern S  o0:A : : : An:
(3) None of the literals in W matches the pattern o0:A : : : An = S:
2
+

1

1

1

1

Proof:.

There are similar criteria to those of the lemma used in [MH89, Nic82] for relational schemata.
The following theorem is proved in [MH89]:
\Suppose that W is a range restricted constraint in prenex conjunctive normal form and consider an insert into (resp. delete from) a relation R. If W has no negated (resp. positive)
occurrences of \R", and if W is valid before the insertion (resp. deletion) then W is valid
after the insertion (resp. deletion)."

We will exploit the theorem stated above to prove the lemma. Thus, we present an equivalent relational representation of constraints and modify operations. This can be done by
translating persistent roots and attributes into unary and binary predicates respectively. Let
(W ) be the translated w of the constraint W: (W ) is obtained by applying three manipulations steps to literals in W: The rst and second steps are transformations of literals of W ,
denoted as (TF1) and (TF2) below. The third step, denoted as (TF3), is the transformation
of the resulting w into (W ): The descriptions of the three steps are presented below.
(TF1) Each literal S  o0 :A : : : An in W is rewritten as
(8x)(:(x 2 S ) _ (x 2 o0:A : : : An))
where x is a new variable.
(TF2) Each literal o0 :A : : : An = S in W is rewritten as
(8x)(:(x 2 o0:A : : : An) _ (x 2 S ) ^
(8y)(:(y 2 S ) _ (y 2 o0:A : : : An))
where x and y are new variables.
1

1

1

1

1
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Each literal v0 2 o0 :A : : : An in W is translated into a conjunction
(8v ) : : : (8vn)A (o; v ) : : : ^ : : : An(vn ; v0)
where v ; : : : vn are new variables.
The translation of a path expression in (TF3) sometimes is called a strong translation [Da92].
The details of the translations of other terms is immaterial. In fact there are two alternatives
for the translation other terms, the rst one is taken for atten nested relations, see Chapter
20 of [AHV95] and the other one is presented in [JJ91] for deductive databases. Here the
translation of terms other than those mentioned above follows [AHV95].
Consider the constraint example that says that \sections taught by every professor belong
to the persistent root Sections ". The constraint can be formulated transformed by (TF1),
and translated into a relational representation as follows:
W :(8pr)(pr 2 Professors ! pr :teaches  Sections )
TF1(W ) :(8pr)(pr 2 Professors ! (8x)(:(x 2 pr :teaches ) _ (x 2 Sections )))
(W ) :(8pr)(Professors (pr ) ! (8x)(:teaches (pr ; x ) _ Sections (x )))
Now we prove the lemma. In what follows we assume that (W ) is in prenex conjunctive
normal form. Let o be an object to be updated by up : o:A : : : An v: The translation of
up, denoted by (up) can be seen as a set of relational modi cation operations, namely the
Insert operation:
fInsert (A ; < o; v >); : : : ; Insert (An; < vn ; vn >)g
where the values v ; : : : vn are de ned as follows:
v = o:A
...
vn = vn :An
If W satis es the conditions of the lemma, then according to steps (TF1), (TF2) and (TF3),
w (W ) has no negated occurrences of predicates A ; : : : ; An: Since up consists only of
insert operations, it follows from the theorem that if (W ) is valid before update (up) then
(W ) remains valid after the update (up) and hence the lemma is valid.
Similarly we can prove the following Lemma:
I Lemma 4.3.2 Let W be a valid canonical constraint in prenex conjunctive normal form.
Let o be an object of a class restricted by W to be updated by up : o:A : : : An v: If the
following conditions are satis ed then, W is valid after the update.
(TF3)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

+

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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(1) None of the positive literals in W matches the pattern (v0 2 o0:A : : : An ):
1

(2) None of the negative literals in W matches the pattern :(S  o0:A : : : An):
(3) None of the literals in W matches the pattern o0:A : : : An = S:
2
In Lemma 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.3.2, we considered the modify operations add and remove
respectively to examine when they do not violating constraints. Thus it remains to examine
the assign operation. This is presented in Lemma 4.3.3.
I Lemma 4.3.3 Let W be a valid canonical constraint in prenex conjunctive normal form.
Let o be an object of a class restricted by W to be updated by up : o:A : : : An
v: If
A : : : An is not a subpath of any of the paths mentioned in W , then W is valid after the
update.
2
1

1

1

1

Proof:.

We recall that we restricted the application of modi cation operations only to a subset of
path expressions, namely intra paths. Also, by de nition of a canonical constraint, all paths
in W are intra and at paths. Thus none of the paths mentioned in W is a subpath of
A : : : An : Now if A : : : An is not a subpath of any of the paths mentioned in W , then all
conditions of Lemma 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 are satis ed. Also, from the semantics of , (up)
can be seen as a sequence of relational delete operations followed by a sequence of relational
insert operations. As such, the lemma follows using the same arguments presented in the
proof of Lemma 4.3.1.
It is worth stressing that without assuming that all paths in canonical constraint speci cation are at, Lemma 4.3.3 is no longer valid. This point is illustrated in the following
example.
I Example 4.3.4 (Non-Flat Path) Consider the following constraint example which restricts the range of employees' date of birth.
W2 :(8em)(8d)(8m)(8y )(em 2 Employees ^ em :dateOfBirth = [d; m; y ] !
(4.2)
[d; m] 62 f[30; 2][31; 2]g ^ 1  d  31 ^ 1  m  12 ^ 1900  y  2000)
Let em0 be an object in the extension Employees : Suppose that one of the following updates
em 0 :dateOfBirth :day dd; or
em 0 :dateOfBirth :month mm; or
1

1

em 0 :dateOfBirth :year

yy
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occurs in an update unit U . The type of dateOfBirth has three components labeled by day,
month, and year. As such, any update that occurs to one of the these components results
in an update to dateOfBirth : Therefore constraint W2 may be violated by the update U .
However, none of the paths
dateOfBirth :day
dateOfBirth :month
dateOfBirth :year

is a subpath of dateOfBirth : This means that there are some kinds of updates that may
violate W2 but cannot be captured by the criteria of Lemma 4.3.3. This is due to the fact
that components day, month, and year are implicitly restricted by the constraint through
the presence of the path expression se :dateOfBirth in w (4.2). We will refer to this sort of
path expression as non- at path expression.
The problems of non- at paths of constraint speci cation (4.2) mentioned above can be
avoided if the constraint W2 is speci ed as follows:
W 2 :(8em)(8d)(8m)(8y )(em 2 Employees ^ em :dateOfBirth :day = d ^
em :dateOfBirth :month = m ^ em :dateOfBirth :year = y !
[d; m] 62 f[30; 2][31; 2]g ^ 1  d  31 ^ 1  m  12 ^ 1900  y  2000):

(4.3)

The following lemma shows that similar criteria like those presented in Lemma 4.3.1{
4.3.3 are also valid for persistent roots. We recall that a persistent root may be a named
object of a set of objects.

I Lemma 4.3.5 Let W be a valid canonical constraint in prenex conjunctive normal form.
Let P be a persistent root of type c, where c is a constrained class of W: If P is to be updated
by up : P
v and the following conditions are satis ed, then W is valid after the update
up.
+

(1) None of the negative literals in W matches the pattern :(v0 2 P ):
(2) None of the positive literals in W matches the pattern S  P:
(3) None of the literals in W matches the pattern P = S:
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I Lemma 4.3.6 Let W be a valid canonical constraint in prenex conjunctive normal form.
Let P be a persistent root of type c, where c is a constrained class of W: If P is to be updated
by up : P
v and the following conditions are satis ed, then W is valid after the update
up.
(1) None of the positive literals in W matches the pattern (v 2 P ):
(2) None of the negative literals in W matches the pattern :(P  S ):
(3) None of the literals in W matches the pattern P = S:

2

I Lemma 4.3.7 Let W be a valid canonical constraint in prenex conjunctive normal form.
Let P be a persistent root of type c, where c is a constrained class of W: If P is to be updated
by up : P:A : : : An v and P:A : : : An is not a subpath of any of the paths mentioned in
W , then W is valid after the update up.
2
1

1

A consequence of lemmas 4.3.1{4.3.3 and lemmas 4.3.5{4.3.7 is that, given an update
unit U , a constraint is potentially violated by U if there is at least an update up 2 U that
does not satisfy at least one of the conditions of the lemmas.

4.4 Transformation into Canonical Constraints
We now present a method to transform a given constraint W into a canonical constraint.
The method contains two steps. In the rst step, non- at path expressions are attened.
Then, in the obtained w , inter path expressions are removed. In the sequel we present the
rst and second steps respectively.
4.4.1 Path-Flattened

In this subsection, we present a transformation, denoted as , that maps each w into an
equivalent one in which all paths are at. First, we de ne  for literals and then for w s.
The de nition of canonical constraints does not impose conditions on path expressions
the pre x of which are non-object variables. As such, the transformation  becomes the
identity map for literals in which all path expressions are of this sort. So it remains to de ne
 for literals in which there is a path expression o:A : : : An such that o is an object variable.
1
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Let ` be a literal in which o:A : : : An occurs. Thus ` matches one of the following patterns.
1

o:A1 : : : An = t or t = o:A1 : : : An
o:A1 : : : An 2 t
t 2 o:A1 : : : An
t1  o:A1 : : : An or o:A1 : : : An  t2

(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)

where t; t and t are terms and  is one of the operators f<; ; >; ; g:
1

2

(1) If ` matches one of the patterns (4.4) or (4.5) and An is an attribute of an atomic
type or of a set type, then o:A : : : An is a at path and thus there is nothing to do:
(`) = `.
1

(2) If ` matches one of the patterns in (4.4) and An is an attribute of a tuple type
[k :  ; : : : ; km : m ], then
(`) = (o:A : : : An:k = t:k ) ^ : : : ^ (o:A : : : An:km = t:km ):
1

1

1

1

1

1

(3) If ` matches the pattern (4.5) and An is an attribute of a tuple type
[k :  ; : : : ; km : m ] then (`) = (9u)(o:A : : : An = u) ^ (u 2 t), where u is a new
variable.
1

1

1

(4) If ` matches one of the patterns (4.6) or (4.7), then all paths occurring in ` are at
and hence there is nothing to do: (`) = `
Now we extend the de nition of the transformation  to w s as follows. Let U and U be
w s, 2 f^; _; !g, and Q 2 f8; 9g: Then
1

2

 (U U ) = (U ) (U )
 (:U ) = :(U )
 ((Qo)M ) = (Qo)(M )
1

2

1

2

I Example 4.4.1 (Path-Flattened) Consider the following part of the Professor class:
class Professor [
...
:::
institution : Institution ;
degrees : fDegree g;
...
: : :]:
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The attribute institution describes the institution at which a professor holds a professorship
chair and degree decribes details of a professor's degrees. The types of these attributes are
below. Attributes in these types are self-explanatory:
type Institution [
name : string ;
address : Address ]

type Address [
country : string ;
city : string ]

type Degree [
name : string ;
year : integer ;
institution : Institution ]

Consider the following example constraint which speci es that \a professor cannot be
promoted to a professor in the institution from which he/she rewarded the Habilitation degree"
W3

: (8pr)(8u)(pr 2 Professors ^ u 2 pr :degrees ^ u :name = 00 Habilitation00 !
:(u :institution = pr :institution ))

The path expression pr :institution is not a at path, the attribute institution is of a tuple
type and pr is an object variable of the type Professor . As such, the speci cation of the
constraint, W3 , above is not canonical. The application of the tranformation  to W3 is
shown below.
(W3 ) = (8pr)(8u)(pr 2 Professors ^ u 2 pr :degrees ^
u :name = 00 Habilitation00 ! :(u :institution = pr :institution ))
= (8pr)(8u)(pr 2 Professors ) ^ (u 2 pr :degrees )^
(u :name = 00 Habilitation00) ! (:(u :institution = pr :institution ))
= (8pr)(8u)(pr 2 Professors ) ^ (u 2 pr :degrees )^
(u :name = 00Habilitation00 ) ! :(u :institution = pr :institution )
= (8pr)(8u)(pr 2 Professors ) ^ (u 2 pr :degrees )^
(u :name = 00Habilitation00 ) !
:((u :institution :name = pr :institution :name )^
(u :institution :address = pr :institution :address ))
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= (8pr)(8u)(pr 2 Professors ) ^ (u 2 pr :degrees )^
(u :name = 00 Habilitation00) !
:(u :institution :name = pr :institution :name ^
(u :institution :address :country = pr :institution :address :country )^
(u :institution :address :city = pr :institution :address :city ))
= (8pr)(8u)(pr 2 Professors ) ^ (u 2 pr :degrees )^
(u :name = 00 Habilitation00) !
:(u :institution :name = pr :institution :name ^
u :institution :address :country = pr :institution :address :country ^
u :institution :address :city = pr :institution :address :city )

4.4.2 Removing Inter-Paths
Let W be a constraint in which all paths are at paths. Let ` be a literal in W , in which
the path o:A : : : An appears. From the de nition of range restricted constraints, De nition
3.7.1, W can be considered as follows:
1

L

1

(Qo)(Qo ) : : : (Qoq ) ` ^ ` ^ : : : `p
1

1

2

(4.8)

R

where L and R are w s that match one of patterns (3.19), Q 2 f8; 9g and ; 2 f^; !g:
To remove inter path expressions from W , we apply the following steps. If o:a : : : an is
an inter path in a literal ` of W then:
1

2

1

(1) Replace the constraint (4.8) with the following w :
L

1

(Qo)(Qo ) : : : (Qoq )(8o0 ) o0 = o:a : : : am ! ` ^ ` ^ : : : `p
1

1

1

2

R

(4.9)

where o:a : : : am is the longest proper subpath of o:a : : : an such that am is a reference
attribute to a relationship, o0 is a new object variable that does not occur in W , and
is the substitution fo:a : : : am=o0g:
1

1

1

(2) If no inter paths in (4.9) exist, then w (4.9) is the canonical speci cation of W .
Otherwise, we apply the same step (1) but this time we use the w (4.9) instead of the
constraint W .
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To prove the correctness of the transformation steps given above, it is suÆcient to show
that formulas (4.8) and (4.9) are equivalent. This can be shown by using the following
equivalence:
(Qo)F [o]  (Qo)(8o)(o = o0 ! F [o]fo=o0g)
where, Q 2 f8; 9g, F [o] is w in which o is a free variable, and the variable o0 does not occur
in F:
We conclude this section by presenting an example to transform a user speci ed constraint
into a canonical constraint speci cation.

I Example 4.4.2 (Removing Inter Path) Consider the user speci ed constraint (4.1):
:(8pr : Professor ) (pr 2 Professors ! (9se : Section)(se 2 pr:teaches ^
se :isSectionOf :hasPrerequisites = ;)):
Constraint W1 is a range restricted w , but not a canonical constraint. This is due to
the presence of the inter path se :isSectionOf :hasPrerequisites : To remove this inter path
from W1 , we apply the transformation steps given above. The attribute isSectionOf is a
reference attribute to the relationship between the Section class and the Course class. As
such, se :isSectionOf is the longest proper subpath of se :isSectionOf :hasPrerequisites that
satis es the condition of step (1) of the transformation. Therefore, the substitution is
fse :isSectionOf =cog where co is a new variable of the type Course: According to step (1),
W1 is transformed to the following w :
W1 :(8pr : Professor ) (pr 2 Professors ! (9se : Section )(se 2 pr :teaches ^
(4.10)
(8co : Course )(co = se :isSectionOf ! co :hasPrerequisites = ;))):
According to step (2), the constraint (4.10) is a canonical one since all paths are intra paths.
W1

4.5 Structure of the IC Class
The IC class is one of the two classes of the constraint catalog. The structure of IC class
is shown in Figure (4.1). An object of IC describes a complete speci cation of an integrity
constraint de ned for the database. By complete speci cation, we mean that by using this
speci cation we can (1) maintain integrity of the object base, (2) determine constraints
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[ name : string,
w : string;
status : string;
mode : string;
classes : fstring g;
paths&roots : fstring g;
shells : fShellg ]

Figure 4.1: Structure of the IC Class.
imposed on a given class(es) and/or paths and vise versa, and (3) if we want, ignore the
presence of some constraints during integrity checking.
For each constraint W , there is exactly one object, denoted IC (W ), of the IC class. The
object IC (W ) persists as long as it is attached to a persistent root named ICs of a set type
fICg; namely the extension of the IC class. We assume that newly instantiated IC objects
are implicitly added to the extension ICs: Also, we do not allowed explicit manipulations of
the extension ICs, e.g., adding an object to ICs, and removing an object from ICs. We will
discuss the topic of constraints manipulation in detail in Section 7.10.
In the following, we describe the information the object IC (W ) contains about the constraint W . Henceforth, we use the term IC object to refer to an object of the IC class. Also,
as a running example, we will use the constraint W1 of Example 4.2.2 in its canonical form,
w (4.10). The state of the IC object IC (W1 ) is shown in Figure 4.2 on Page 69.
4.5.1 Constraint Name

For tasks like constraint maintaining, querying, and manipulating, there must be a way to
identify constraints. Therefore, each constraint must have a unique name. The attribute
name of type string describes the name of a constraint. A constraint name should be
meaningful. For instance, instead of naming a constraint on the range of employees age as
W it will be more helpful to name it as EmployeeAgeRange : This is due to the fact that the
latter name coded useful information about what is the subject matter of the constraint.
However, for sake of simplicity, we will consider the value of the attribute name for the IC
object IC (W ) of the constraint W as W.

w

W : (4.10)

w : (4.3)

name

W1

W2

mode

Figure 4.2: States of IC objects IC (W1 ) and IC (W2 ).

dateOfBirth :day ;
dateOfBirth :month ;
dateOfBirth :year g

fEmployee ; f+Employees ;

enabled deferred TA;
Professor g

teaches ;

Shells

f#55g

f#50;
isSectionOf ;
#51;
+hasPrerequisites ; hasPrerequisites ; hasPrerequisites g #52g

paths&roots

fProfessor ; f+Professors ;

classes

enabled deferred Section ;
Course g

status
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4.5.2 Constraint Canonical Speci cation
The canonical speci cation of constraints is an essential requirement for facilitating the
process of compiling constraints into objects of the IC class. As we will show, all information
described by the other attributes of the IC object IC (W ) can be derived from the canonical
speci cation of W . As such, the criteria upon which we can establish our judgment of
whether information stored in IC (W ) is correct, is the canonical speci cation of W: In
addition, canonical constraints are added to the information that is stored in the constraint
catalog for the actual evaluation of the constraint.
The attribute w of type string describes the canonical speci cation of a constraint.
For instance, the value for the attribute w of the IC object IC (W1 ) is the canonical
speci cation of the constraint W1 , that is, w (4.10).
4.5.3 Constraint Status
By the status of a constraint we mean whether or not this constraint is applied to objects
of constrained classes of that constraint. If a constraint is applied, then every object of a
constrained class of that constraint must obey the constraint. In this case, the status of the
constraint is said be enabled. Otherwise, the constraint is considered as if it would not exist.
In this case, the status of the constraint is said to be disabled. To provide this capability to
users, the status of a constraint is added to the structure of IC class.
The attribute status of type string describes the status of a constraint. The initial value
of status for each newly created IC object is enabled .
4.5.4 Constraint Mode
The mode of a constraint speci es at which point within an update unit, enabled constraints,
that may be potentially violated by this update unit, should be checked. There are two standard modes for constraints, that are almost used by all constraint management approaches
we are aware of, particularly those which are based on ECA rules. The rst mode, called
immediate, corresponds to constraints where checking should be done immediately after an
update that might violate them. Typical examples of constraints of this category are domain
constraints which restrict values of an attribute to be a speci c set of values or to be non
null such as:
(8pr : Professor )(pr 2 Professors ! pr:rank 2 f00full00 ;00 associate00;00 assistant00g)
(8st : Student )(st 2 Students ! st:takes 6= ;)
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The second mode, called deferred, corresponds to constraints where checking should be
deferred until the update unit commits. A typical example of constraints of this category
are key constraints. The attribute mode of type string describes the mode of the constraint.
In our opinion, a constraint mode should not be determined from the syntax of the
constraint alone, but the semantics of update units should be taken into account. Sometimes
deferred checking of domain constraints can be better for some update units than other.
Consider a simple attribute that is modi ed several times during the course of an update
unit. All modi cations but the last one will not be recorded. As such, an immediate check
of a domain constraint imposed on this attribute is useless for all modi cations but the last
one. It has been shown that deferred checking is more appropriate for engineering databases
such as CAD databases than immediate checking [Laf82], which is one of our target database
applications. For that reason, we assume that all constraints have the deferred mode, unless
users specify explicitly the immediate mode. For the IC object IC (W1 ), the value of mode
is deferred : In Section 7.2, we show that immediate checking of deferred constraints can also
be provided.
4.5.5 Constrained Classes
A constraint restricts possible objects of one or more classes to admissible ones. Thus, to
exploit results stated by Lemma 4.2.1 in integrity maintenance, names of constrained classes
must be considered as part of the constraint speci cation. Constrained classes of a constraint
can be divided into two categories. The rst category contains classes that are mentioned
explicitly in the quanti cation of the canonical constraint. The second category contains all
subclasses of classes of the rst category. The correctness of considering these classes as one
means of constraint violations is proved in Lemma 4.2.1.
The attribute classes of set type fstringg contains names of classes that are subject to
the constraint. A rewriting of Lemma 4.2.1 in terms of attributes of IC class is shown below,
in which type (o ) denotes the type of object o:
RC = fic :w

j type(o) 2 ic :classes ^ ic 2 ICsg

(4.11)

If RC = ; then the evaluation of constraints de ned for the database remains the same as
before the update unit takes place. We call the set RC the set of relevant constraints for
the update unit U .
For the IC object IC (W1 ), the value of attribute classes are all classes that appear
in the quanti cation of the canonical speci cation of W1 , w (4.10) and its subclasses.
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Classes that appear in the quanti cation of w (4.10) are Professor , Section , and Course .
From the university schema, none of these classes has a subclass. Thus, the value for the
attribute classes is the set fProfessor ; Section ; Course g. For constraint (4.3), the value of
IC (W2 ):classes is fEmployee ; TA; Professor g containing all subclasses of Employee . The
state of IC object IC (W2 ) is shown in Figure 4.2 on Page 69.
4.5.6 Constrained Paths and Persistent Roots
Criterion (4.11) alone is not suÆcient for eÆcient integrity maintenance. There are some
constraints in RC that cannot be violated by certain assignments. Lemmas 4.3.1 through
4.3.7 stated criteria by which we can detect whether a modify operation may violate constraints. Given an update unit, these criteria can be used to lter constraints that might
be violated by that update unit from those which cannot be violated. Thus to exploit these
results in integrity maintenance by using the constraint catalog, an attribute of the IC class
must be added to describe constrained paths and persistent roots. This attribute is named
paths &roots and is of set type fstring g. These criteria are di erent { one for each modify
operator. Therefore, if we store these constrained paths as they are appearing in the constraint, then constraint ltration will be ineÆcient, particularly if that ltration process is
carried out at run time. As such, we adapt a de nition, given below, for constrained paths
such that the criteria of Lemmas 4.3.1 through 4.3.7 become one uni ed criterion.

Let W be a canonical constraint. Let Pcn (W )
denotes the prenex conjunctive normal form of W: The set of constrained paths and persistent
roots of constraint W , denoted CPR, is de ned as follows.
De nition 4.5.1 (Constrained Paths)

For each path o:A : : : An occurring in W , there is a subset w of CPR: The elements
of w are strings de ned as follows:

Paths:

1

 If An is a simple or reference attribute then w = fA : : : Ang:
 If An is of a set type and o:A : : : An occurs in a negative literal of Pcn (W ) of the
form :(v0 2 o0:A : : : An), then w = f+A : : : Ang:
 If An is of a set type and o:A : : : An occurs in a positive literal of Pcn (W ) of the
form (S  o0 :A : : : An), then w = f A : : : Ang:
 If An is of a set type and o:A : : : An occurs in a positive literal of Pcn (W ) of the
form (v0 2 o0:A : : : An), then w = f A : : : Ang:
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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 If An is of a set type and o:A : : : An occurs in a negative literal of Pcn (W ) of the
form :(S  o0:A : : : An), then w = f+A : : : Ang:
 If An is of a set type and o:A : : : An occurs in a positive or a negative literal of
Pcn (W ) of the form (S = o0 :A : : : An ), then
w = fA : : : An ; +A : : : An ; A : : : An g:
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

For each persistent root P occurring in W there is a subset w of CPR:
The elements of w are strings de ned as follows:

Persistent Roots:

 If P is of a set type and P occurs in negative literal of Pcn (W ) of the form
:(o 2 P ), then w = f+P g:
 If P is of a set type and P occurs in a positive literal of Pcn (W ) of the form
(S  aP ), then w = f P g:
 If P is of a set type and P occurs in a positive e literal of Pcn (W ) of the form
:(o 2 P ), then w = f P g:
 If P is of a set type and P occurs in a negative literal of Pcn (W ) of the form
(S  aP ), then w = f+P g:
 If P is of a set type and P occurs in a positive or a negative literal of Pcn (W ) of
the form (S = P ), then w = fP; +P; P g:
2
For example, the value of IC (W1 ):paths &roots is shown below.
IC (W1 ):paths&roots = f+Professors ; teaches ;isSectionOf ;
+hasPrerequisites ;hasPrerequisites ; hasPrerequisites g

where the prenex conjunctive normal of canonical speci cation of W1 is the following w .
Pcn (W1 ) :(8pr : Professor )(9se : Section )(8co : Course )
(:pr 2 Professors _ se 2 pr :teaches ) ^
(:pr 2 Professors _ :co = se :isSectionOf _ co :hasPrerequisites = ;):

Now we can rewrite Lemmas 4.3.1{4.3.7 in terms of attributes of IC class as shown below:
Let
VC = fic :w

j ic 2 ICs ^ type (o ) 2 ic :classes ^ (9cp)(cp 2 ic :paths &roots ^ up0 v cp)g
(4.12)
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Figure 4.3: Relationship between the two classes of the constraint catalog.
if the evaluation of the query (4.12) is an empty set, then the update up : o:A : : : An  v;
2f ,
, g does not violate database integrity, where the symbol v denotes the
substring operator and up0 is a string de ned according to operator  in the update up as
shown below:
8
>
A : : : An ;
if  is
>
<
up0 = +A : : : An ; if  is
>
>
: A : : : An if  is
We call the set VC the set of potentially violated constraints by the update up.
The reader can easily prove that the set (4.12) is a subset of (4.11). This in turn shows
that the set (4.12) ts the requirements for eÆcient integrity maintenance better than the
set (4.11).
1

+

1

+

1

1

4.5.7 Constraint Shells
There is of course a trade-o in using canonical constraints instead of their original forms.
This trade-o is between stating explicitly classes that are subject to the constraint, and
hence introducing new quanti ed variables, and the evaluation of the constraint. The direct
evaluation of general forms is generally ineÆcient.
For a given constraint, there may be one or more simpli ed forms. In Chapter 5, we
present how these simpli ed forms can be obtained and then compiled into objects of the
second class of the constraint catalog, the Shell class. Objects of the Shell class describe all
information concerning simpli ed forms of constraints. The description of the structure of
the Shell class will be presented in Chapter 5.
Essentially, in our approach, all constraints de ned for a database are compiled into
objects of the IC class and all simpli ed forms of these constraints are compiled into objects
of the Shell class. Thus, there is a relationship between the IC class and the Shell class. Since
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for a given constraint there may be more than one simpli ed form, this relationship is (1:m)
from the IC class to the Shell class, see Figure 4.3. Reference attributes to this relationship
are:

 an attribute named Shells in the IC class of type fShellg; and
 an attribute named constraint in the Shell class of type IC:
For the IC object IC (W1 ), the value of Shells attribute is a set of three objects of the
Shell class, each of them corresponds to a compilation of a simpli ed form of W1 into an
object of the Shell class. Details of the internal state of objects in IC (W1 ):shells will be
presented in Chapter 5.
We conclude this chapter by pointing out that by its end we complete the description of
the rst class of the constraint catalog, namely, the IC class. So to complete the description
of the constraint catalog, it remains to present its second class, namely the Shell class. This
will be the topic of the next chapter in addition to introducing our method for optimizing
integrity constraints evaluation.

Chapter 5
Constraint Catalog: The Shell Class
The cornerstone for any constraint management approach is the eÆciency of integrity checking. By using the criteria stated in (4.12), we can detect constraints that are potentially
violated by a given update unit. However, constraints of the set VC are general statements
expressed as closed w without any attempt to their optimization. Moreover, constraints
of VC are canonical ones and hence we expect that they contain more literals than their
original users speci cation. This is due to removal of inter paths and atness of non at
paths. As such, evaluation of constraints in VC may access a considerable portion of the
object database. This makes the process of integrity checking by using objects of the IC class
directly ineÆcient.
In this chapter, we rst present an optimization technique. The goal is to enhance
constraint evaluation. For a given constraint, the method derives a set of simpli ed forms.
The method is based on the incremental evaluation of constraints. As such, simpli ed forms
in most cases are much easier to evaluate than original constraints in the sense that the
evaluation cost (in time) of the simpli ed forms is less than that of original constraints
assuming direct evaluation [OCS99b]. We will prove that it is suÆcient to check simpli ed
forms to ensure consistency of an object database.
Second, a class named Shell is added to the constraint catalog. The goal is to store
simpli ed forms in the constraint catalog. We present how simpli ed forms are compiled
into objects of the Shell class. The properties of objects of the Shell class we present in this
chapter will be the grounds upon which a method of consistency maintenance by using shells
is proposed in Chapter 6.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we present a motivating example of
simpli ed forms. To facilitate the derivation of simpli ed forms from constraints, constraints
77
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rst are transformed into boolean expressions that match a certain pattern. In Section
5.2, we present the de nition of a constraint boolean form and describe how a canonical
constraint can be transformed into boolean form. In Section 5.3, the optimization technique
is presented. Then, in Section 5.4 some observations concerning the optimization method
are discussed. Finally, in Section 5.5 the semantics of the Shell class is presented.

5.1 Simpli ed Form: Motivating Example
Consider the constraint W1 of Example 4.2.2. The canonical speci cation of W1 is stated
in (4.10) as follows:
:(8pr : Professor ) (pr 2 Professors !
(9se : Section )(se 2 pr :teaches ^
(8co : Course )(co = se :isSectionOf ! co :hasPrerequisites = ;))):
Suppose that the constraint W1 is a valid constraint in the current state of the object
database. Therefore for each object pr in the persistent root Professors , the specialization
of W1 to the object pr, denoted (W1 jpr ), is a valid w :
W1

(W1 jpr ) :(pr 2 Professors !
(9se : Section )(se 2 pr :teaches ^
(8co : Course )(co = se :isSectionOf ! co :hasPrerequisites = ;))):
Let se0 be an object of Section class. If se 0:isTaughtBy 2 Professors , i.e., the professor teaching se0 is already attached to the Professors root, then the formula obtained by replacing the
object variable pr in (W1 jpr ) with se 0:isTaughtBy , denoted (W1 jpr )[pr=se0:isT aughtBy], is
a valid w . Let
V1 :(8se0 : Section )(W1 jpr )[pr=se0 :isT aughtBy ] :=
(8se0 : Section )(se0:isT aughtBy 2 Professors !
(9se : Section )(se 2 se 0 :isTaughtBy :teaches ^
(8co : Course )(co = se :isSectionOf ! co :hasPrerequisites = ;))):
Therefore
W1

) (8se 0 : Section )(se 0:isTaughtBy 2 Professors ! (W1 jpr )[pr =se 0:isTaughtBy ])  V1

5.1 Simplified Form: Motivating Example
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Unfortunately, V1 does not imply W1 . It may happen that V1 is valid but W1 is not. A
typical example is the case in which there exists an object pr in Professors persistent root
such that pr :teaches = nil: However, if W1 is a valid constraint in the current state S of
the object base and an object se0 of Section class is modi ed, then in the new state, S 0, W1
is valid if and only if (V1 jse 0) is also valid:
S 0 j= W1

i S 0 j= (V1 jse 0)

(5.1)

where (V1 jse 0) is the specialization of V1 to the object se0:
(V1 jse 0) :(se0:isT aughtBy 2 Professors !
(9se : Section )(se 2 se 0:isTaughtBy :teaches ^
(8co : Course )(co = se :isSectionOf ! co :hasPrerequisites = ;))):
implies V1 and therefore to prove (5.1) it is suÆcient to show that if (V1 jse 0) is valid
then so is W1 . Let (V1 jse 0) be a valid formula. Let pr be an object in Professors persistent
root. Then we have two cases:
W1

 The rst case is the one in which se0 62 pr:teaches: In this case, the state of the object
pr is the same in S and S 0 . Thus, in this case, (W1 jpr ) is valid in S 0 .
 The second case is the one in which se0 2 pr:teaches: By the assumption that the
inverse relationship is automatically maintained by the underlying OODBS, we have
pr = se 0 :isTaughtBy : In this case, the state of pr object in S is not the same as in
S 0 : However, as (V1 jse 0 ) is valid in S 0 and pr = se 0 :isTaughtBy , then (W1 jpr ) :=
(W1 jse )[se 0:isTaughtBy =pr ] and hence (W1 jpr ) is valid in S 0, too.
Since pr was arbitrary, then for each pr 2 Professors , (W1 jpr ) is valid in S 0:
Now suppose that the set of prerequisite courses of an object co0 of Course class are
updated. In this case constraint W1 is potentially violated. To check W1 , we need not to
check (W1 jpr ) for each pr of Professor class, but only those that have links with object co0
through objects of Section class. These objects of Professor class can be de ned as follows:

fpr j pr = se0:isT aughtby ^ se0 2 co0 :hasSectionsg:

(5.2)

From (5.1) and (5.2), we can check (V1 jse 0) for each se0 in co0:hasSections instead of checking
(W1 jpr ) for each pr de ned as in (5.2). Let V2 be the conjunction of (V1 jse 0), for each
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course co0 and for each section se0 in co 0:hasSection . Let (V2 jco 0) be the specialization of
V2 to the object co0 :
V2 : (8co0 )(8se0 )(se0 2 co 0 :hasSections ! (V1 jse 0 )):
(V2 jco 0) : (8se0 )(se0 2 co 0:hasSections ! (V1 jse 0)):

The above discussion shows that if W1 is a valid constraint in a database state S and an
object co0 of the Course class is modi ed, then in the new state S 0 W1 is valid if and only
if (V1 jco 0) is valid too:
S 0 j= W1

i S 0 j= (V2 jco 0):

(5.3)

It is worth mentioning that in the constraint W1 , objects of Section class are existentially
quanti ed objects, and objects of the Course class are universally quanti ed objects but
bounded by an existentially quanti ed one. As such the classical approach of optimizing W1
via specialization fails to obtain simpli ed form for objects of Section and Course classes.
Therefore, in the case of modifying an object of the Section (resp. Course ) class, we are
forced to evaluate the whole constraint W1 : However, as we have shown above, by exploiting
semantics of relationships among interrelated objects and their inverse relationships, it is
suÆcient to evaluate (V1 jse ) (resp. (V2 jco )) and, of course, evaluating (V1 jse ) (resp.
(V2 jco )) is more eÆcient than that of W1 .
In Section 5.3, we present a method to derive a set of simpli ed forms from a given
constraint that have the same properties such as those presented above. To simplify steps of
this method, we rst transform constraints into boolean forms and then we apply the steps
of the method. In the following section, we rst present the de nition of boolean forms and
then how the transformation of constraints into boolean forms can be done.

5.2 Constraint Boolean Form
It is convenient to write w s as boolean expression by making variables in the quanti cation
run over set valued persistent roots and/or path expressions. This enhances the readability
of the constraint and also facilitates the derivation of their simpli ed forms. Now we present
the de nition of a constraint boolean form, or for sake of simplicity \boolean constraint".
The reader will notice that the de nition is a syntactic reformulation of De nition 4.1.2.

5.2 Constraint Boolean Form
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De nition 5.2.1 (Boolean Constraint) A range restricted constraint in a boolean form

is a boolean expression matching one of the patterns:
(9o 2 E ) : : : (9on 2 En)(L ^ : : : Lm ^ R)
(5.4)
(8o 2 E ) : : : (8on 2 En)(L ^ : : : Lm ! R)
where
(1) E is a set valued persistent root or an expression of the form fP g, where P is a single
valued persistent root.
(2) Each Ei, i 2]1; n] either satis es the condition (1) or is a set valued expression of the
form (oj :p), j < i:
(3) L : : : Lm are positive literals.
(4) The subformulas of R are either quanti er-free w s or again in one of the patterns
given in (5.4).
(5) If one of the variables o : : : on occurs in R then it is free.
2
Two issues concerning constraint boolean forms should be considered, namely existence
and uniqueness. In the existence issue we address the question of whether or not there exists
a boolean form for every constraint. In the uniqueness issue we address the question of if
there are two boolean forms for the same constraint whether these forms are always identical.
In the following, we consider the existence of boolean forms and in Subsection 5.4.4 we shall
consider the issue of uniqueness.
For each constraint, there exists an equivalent constraint in boolean form. This form can
be achieved by using the following syntactic abbreviations.
(8o)(o 2 A ! F [o])  (8o 2 A)F [o]:
(5.5)
(9o)(o 2 A ^ F [o])  (9o 2 A)F [o]:
(5.6)
(8o)(o = A ! F [o])  (8o 2 fAg)F [o]:
(5.7)
(9o)(o = A ^ F [o])  (9o 2 fAg)F [o]:
(5.8)
I Example 5.2.2 (Boolean Form) Consider the constraint W1 of Example 4.2.2. The
canonical speci cation of W1 is stated in (4.10) as follows:
W1 :(8pr : Professor ) (pr 2 Professors !
(9se : Section )(se 2 pr :teaches ^
(8co : Course )(co = se :isSectionOf ! co :hasPrerequisites = ;))):
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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The boolean form of the constraint W1 is derived by using equivalences (5.7),(5.6), and (5.5)
as follows:
W1

 (8pr : Professor ) (pr 2 Professors !
(9se : Section )(se 2 pr :teaches ^
(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)(co :hasPrerequisites = ;))):
 (8pr : Professor ) (pr 2 Professors !
(9se 2 pr :teaches )(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)
(co :hasPrerequisites = ;))):
 (8pr 2 Professors )(9se 2 pr :teaches )
(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)(co :hasPrerequisites = ;):

(5.9)

Henceforth, we assume, unless stated otherwise, that all constraints are canonical constraints in boolean form.

5.3 Simpli ed Forms
In this section, we present a method to optimize evaluation of constraints. For every quanti cation in a constraint, the method derives a simpli ed form of that constraint. Simpli ed
forms have the same properties as those presented in Section 5.1. The method is based on
the incremental evaluation of constraints. As such, simpli ed forms in most cases are much
easier to evaluate than original constraints.
Let W be a constraint. The simpli ed form of W w.r.t. the quanti cation Qi oi 2 Ei
is denoted by (W ji). The simpli ed form (W ji) is derived according to whether the quanti cation (Qi oi 2 Ei) can be the outermost quanti cation of W or not. We rst present,
in Subsection 5.3.1, the derivation of simpli ed forms for quanti cations that can be the
outermost of a constraint. Then, in Subsection 5.3.2, we present the derivation of simpli ed
forms for quanti cations that cannot be the outermost. Before doing that, rst a remark
should be made concerning when a quanti cation of a constraint can be the outermost one.
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I Remark 5.3.1 The quanti cation (Qioi 2 Ei) in a constraint W can be the outermost
one if the following conditions are satis ed:
 Ei is a set valued persistent root P or a set valued expression fP g and P is a named
object, and
 Qi is a universal (resp. existential) quanti er unbounded by an existential (resp. universal) quanti er. Formally, for every Qj j < i, Qj is the same as Qi:
2
Consider the constraints shown below in which M [pr; se] and M 0 [pr; se] denote open w s
of free object variables pr and se: The reader can easily verify, through using the equivalences (5.5){(5.8) that for every quanti er Q 2 f8; 9g, the second quanti cation of the
formula (5.10) cannot be the outermost one, whereas for w (5.11) this can be. In fact,
in constraint (5.10), having the free variable pr, the path expression pr :teaches cannot be
evaluated without the variable pr being rst bounded to an object.
(Q pr 2 Professors )(Q se 2 pr :teaches ) M [pr; se]:

(5.10)

(Q se 2 Sections )(Q pr 2 Professors ) M 0 [pr; se]:

(5.11)

We now present steps of the method where simpli ed forms corresponding to outermost
quanti cations are derived.
5.3.1 Outermost Quanti cation
Let (Qioi 2 Ei) be the outermost quanti cation of the constraint W or a quanti cation of
W that can be the outermost one. We can assume that W has the following pattern:
W

: (Qioi 2 Ei)F [oi]

where F [oi] is an open formula in which the variable oi is the only free variable. Then,
according to the de nition of range-restricted constraints, De nition 5.4, Ei is a set value
persistent root or an expression of the form fP g, where P is a single value persistent root.
We have two cases:
Case 1: Qi is the existential quanti
as the constraint W:

er 9. In this case the simpli ed form (W ji) is the same
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er 8: In this case (W ji) is the open w :
(W ji) : (oi 2 Ei ! F [oi]):

(5.12)

To complete the steps of the method, we have to show how simpli ed forms corresponding to non outermost quanti cations are derived. This will be presented in the following
subsection.
5.3.2 Non Outermost Quanti cation
Let (Qioi 2 Ei ) be one of the quanti cations of W that cannot be the outermost one of W .
We have three cases:

is a set valued persistent root. In this case, the simpli ed form (W ji) is the
same as the constraint W:

Case 1: Ei

Case 2: Ei is a path expression of the form oj :A or foj :Ag, and (W jj ) is the constraint W .
In this case (W ji) is the same as the constraint W:
Case 3: Ei is a path expression of the form oj :A or foj :Ag and (W jj ) is not the constraint
W: Let A0 be the inverse attribute of A: We have two subcases:

(1) If oi:A0 is a single valued expression, then (W ji) is the open w
(W ji) : (W jj )[oj =oi:A0 ]:

(5.13)

(2) If oi:A0 is a set valued expression, then (W ji) is the open w
(W ji) : (8oj 2 oi:A0) (W jj )[oj ]:

(5.14)

In Case 2 and Case 3, (W jj ) is the simpli ed form of W w.r.t. quanti cation (Qj oj 2 Ej )
and (W jj )[oj =oi:A0 ] is the w obtained by substituting each occurrence of a free variable oj
in (W jj ) with oi:A0:

I Example 5.3.2 (Simpli ed Forms) Consider the constraint W1 of Example 4.2.2.
The boolean form of W1 is stated in Example 5.2.2 as follows:
W1

:(8pr 2 Professors )(9se 2 pr :teaches )
(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)(co :hasPrerequisites = ;):
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There are three quanti ers in W1 , stated below, that bind the object variables pr, se and
co, respectively:
(8pr 2 Professors )
(5.15)
(9se 2 pr :teaches )
(5.16)
(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)
(5.17)
As such there are three simpli ed forms denoted, according to the notation used in the
method, as (W1 jpr ), (W1 jse ) and (W1 jco ): The simpli ed form (W1 jpr ) corresponds to
the outermost quanti er (5.15). Thus, according to (Case 2) of Subsection 5.3.1, (W1 jpr ) is
as follows:
(W1 jpr ) :(pr 2 Professors ! (9se 2 pr :teaches )
(5.18)
(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)(co :hasPrerequisites = ;)):
The quanti cation (5.16) cannot be the outermost quanti cation of W1 : The simpli ed
form (W1 jpr ) is not the constraint W1 : The inverse of attribute teaches is the attribute
isT aughtBy , and se:isT aughtBy is single valued expression. Thus, the simpli ed form
(W1 jse ) is derived according to the rst subcase of (Case 3) of Subsection 5.3.2:
(W1 jse ) : (W 1jpr)[pr=se:isT aughtBy]:
(5.19)
The quanti cation (5.17) cannot be the outermost quanti cation of W1 : The simpli ed
form (W1 jse ) is not the constraint W1 : The inverse of attribute isSectionOf is the attribute hasSections, and co:hasSections is a set valued expression. Thus, the simpli ed
form (W1 jco ) is derived according to the second subcase of (Case 3) of Subsection 5.3.2:
(W1 jco ) : (8se 2 co :hasSections )(W1 jse ):
(5.20)
The reader can notice that, up to the renaming of variables se0 to se and co0 to co, the
w s (5.18),(5.19), and (5.20) are the boolean forms of w s (W1 jpr ), (V1 jse 0) and (V2 jco 0)
respectively, de ned in Section 5.1.
The correctness of the simpli ed forms is stated in the following lemma.
I Lemma 5.3.3 Let W be a valid constraint in the current state S of the object base. Let
(Qioi 2 Ei) be a quanti cation in W and the object variable oi is of type c: If an object o
of class c is modi ed, then in the new state S 0 the constraint W remains valid if and only if
(W ji )[oi=o] is valid
S 0 j= W i S 0 j= (W ji )[oi =o]:
2
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Person
isChildOf

hasChildren

Figure 5.1: Recursive relationship of the Person class.
Proof:.

According to the simpli cation method, if the simpli ed form (W ji) is not the constraint itself
then it matches one of the patterns (5.12), (5.13), or (5.14). If (W ji ) matches the pattern
(5.12), then the lemma follows from the fact that in this case (W ji ) is a specialization of
the constraint W: If (W ji ) matches the pattern (5.13) or (5.14), then the lemma follows by
using the same arguments as those presented in Section 5.1 to prove claims (5.1) and (5.3).

5.4 Observations
In this section, we present four observations concerning the derivation of simpli ed forms.
In the rst observation we discuss why we derive simpli ed forms on the object level rather
than class level. The second observation is about existential constraints. In the other two
observations, we discuss some issues that should be taken into account when we derive
simpli ed forms of two special types of constraints.
5.4.1 Object Roles

Simpli ed forms are derived on the object level and not on the class level. Each simpli ed
form corresponds to one and only one quanti ed object variable in the constraint. A constraint may have more than one object variable of the same type. Thus, on the class level, a
class c may have more than one simpli ed form, (W j1); : : : ; (W jn) for the same constraint
W . Each (W ji); i 2 [1; n] corresponds to a role an object of the class c plays in a relationship
restricted by the constraint W: A typical example of this sort of constraint is a constraint
imposed on a recursive relationship. Consider the following class de nition for class Person :
Person [name : string ; age : integer ; hasChildren : fPerson g; isChildOf

: fPerson g]
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In the class Person a recursive (n:m) relationship is implemented through the attributes
hasChildren and isChildOf of set type fPerson g: Each object participating in this relationship plays two roles: one as a child and the other one as a parent. Now consider the
constraint example which states that \parents should always be older than their children".
W5

: (8pa 2 Persons )(8ch 2 Persons )(ch 2 pa:hasChildren ! ch:age < pa:age) (5.21)

Intuitively, to maintain W5 we have to check every time when a person's age is modi ed
that
(1) if the person plays the role of a parent then his/her children are younger than him/her;
and
(2) if the person plays the role of a child then his/her parents are older than him/her.
This means that we have to check the following w s:
(W5 jpa ) : (8ch 2 Persons )(ch 2 pa:hasChildren ! ch:age < pa:age):

(5.22)

(W5 jch ) : (8pa 2 Persons )(ch 2 pa:hasChildren ! ch:age < pa:age):

(5.23)

If we would have derived a simpli ed form on the class level, then we would consider only
one of the simpli ed forms above but not both. Hence the maintenance of constraint W5 in
this case would be incomplete.
This shows that we should consider the derivation of simpli ed forms of constraints on
the object level as we have done in the simpli cation method and not on class level, otherwise
integrity maintenance would be incomplete.
5.4.2 Existential Constraints

In the second case of non outermost quanti ers, the simpli ed form (W ji) is the constraint W
itself. This case corresponds to existential constraints, that is, constraints in which the rst
quanti er is the existential quanti er `9 '. Our method as all simpli cation methods that are
based on specialization technique, fails to obtain simpli ed forms for existential constraints.
For that reason, if W is an existential constraint we consider (W ji) is the constraint W itself.
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5.4.3 Key Constraints
Considering the derivation of simpli ed forms of constraints on the object level has one
drawback that can easily be avoided. It may happen that two simpli ed forms of a constraint
are identical up to the permutation of the disjunctions, a permutation of literals and renaming
of variables. In this case, the two simpli ed forms are equivalent and therefore it is suÆcient
to consider only one of them. A typical example, is the key constraint. Consider the following
constraint that restricts names of teaching assistant to be unique:
W6

: (8ta1 2 TAs )(8ta2 2 TAs )(ta1:name = ta2:name ! ta1 = ta2)):

According to the simpli cation method, there are two simpli ed forms the constraint W6 :
(W6 jta1 ) : (8ta2 2 TAs )(ta1:name = ta2:name ! ta1 = ta2):
(W6 jta2 ) : (8ta1 2 TAs )(ta1:name = ta2:name ! ta1 = ta2):
The reader can easily verify that (W6 jta1 ) and (W6 jta2 ) are identical up to applying the
substitution fta2 =x ; ta1 =y g to (W6 jta1 ) and the substitution fta2 =y ; ta1 =x g to (W6 jta2 );
and using of the commutativity of equality symbol `=':
(W6 jy ) : (8x 2 TAs )(y:name = x:name ! y = x):
This shows that for maintenance of key constraints it is suÆcient to consider only one
of its simpli ed forms. It is worth mentioning that this problem has been addressed before
for relational data model in the steps of the Nicolas method for improving integrity checking
and our solution is nothing but an adaptation of the solution proposed in [Nic82].
5.4.4 Uniqueness of Boolean Forms
The transformation of a constraint into a boolean form is not unique. For a given constraint
there may be more than one boolean form. This is due to the fact that an object variable
may be restricted by a conjunction of range literals. Consider the constraint stated below,
which is a slight modi cation of the constraint W1 from Section 5.1:
W7

: (8pr : Professor ) (pr 2 Professors !
(9se : Section )(se 2 pr :teaches ^ se 2 Sections ^
(8co : Course )(co = se :isSectionOf ! co :hasPrerequisites = ;)):

(5.24)
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In the constraint (5.24) range literals referring to the variable se are se 2 pr :teaches and
se 2 Sections : As such there are two possible boolean forms for that constraint:
W7 : (8pr 2 Professors )(9se 2 pr :teaches )(se 2 Sections ^
(5.25)
(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)(co :hasPrerequisites = ;)):
: (8pr 2 Professors )(9se 2 Sections )(se 2 pr :teaches ^
(5.26)
(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)(co :hasPrerequisites = ;)):
As we have seen in the simpli cation method, the quanti er structure of a constraint determines simpli ed forms of that constraint. Now the question is if there is more than one
boolean form for a constraint, what is the criterion upon which we select the boolean form
of that constraint that best t the simpli cation method. We have two criteria.
(1) Let oj be a universally (resp. existentially) quanti ed variable that is bounded by an
existentially (resp. universally) quanti ed variable oi in the canonical constraint W . If
there is more than one range literal for the object variable oi, then in the transformation
of W into a boolean form select the range literal which represent a relationship between
oi and oj , otherwise select any range literal.
W7

(2) Let oi be a universally quanti ed variable not bounded by an existentially quanti ed
one in the canonical constraint W: If there is more than one range literal for the object
variable oi, then in the transformation of W into a boolean form select the range literal
which is a named value to be the range of oi in the transformed boolean form, otherwise
select any range literal.
The following two examples show the usage of the two criteria above on two di erent
example constraints.
I Example 5.4.1 (Selection of Boolean Forms: Criterion (1))
Consider the constraint W7 , stated above. If we select the boolean form (5.26), then according to (Case 1) of Subsection 5.3.2, (W7 jse ) is the constraint W7 itself. Thus no optimization
has been achieved. But if we select the boolean form (5.25), as criterion (1) above suggests,
then, according to the rst subcase of (Case 3) of Subsection 5.3.2, (W7 jse) is as follows:
(W7 jpr)[pr=se:isT aughtBy]:
Of course the evaluation of (5.27) is more eÆcient than W7 .

(5.27)
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I Example 5.4.2 (Selection of Boolean Forms: Criterion (2))
Consider the constraint W5 given in Subsection 5.4.1. W5 has two boolean forms, one is
given in (5.21) and the other is as follows:
W5

: (8pa 2 Persons )(8ch 2 pa:hasChildren )(ch 2 Persons ! ch:age < pa:age): (5.28)

If we select the boolean form (5.28), then according to the second subcase of (Case 3) of
Subsection 5.3.2 (W 5jch) is as follows
(8pr 2 ch :isChildOf )(W 5jpr):

(5.29)

But if we select the boolean form (5.21), as criterion (2) above suggests, then according to
(Case 1) of Subsection 5.3.1, (W7 jse) is the simpli ed form (5.23). Again the evaluation of
(5.23) is more eÆcient than (5.27) since (5.23) is a specialization of W5 to one object, ch,
and not to set of objects, ch :isChildFor as in (5.27).

5.5 Structure of the Shell Class
The second class of the constraint catalog, in addition to the IC class, is the Shell class.
The structure of the Shell class is shown in Figure 5.2. Objects of the Shell class store
information that is necessary for eÆcient consistency maintenance, essentially information
concerning simpli ed forms of integrity constraints that are de ned for the database.
Class Shell

[ constraint : IC,
form : string;
class : fstring g;
paths&roots : fstring g;
range : string;
objects : string;
shell : Shell ]

Figure 5.2: Structure of the Shell class.
For every simpli ed form (W ji) of a constraint W , there is an object, denoted S (W ji), of
the Shell class called the shell of the constraint W w.r.t. object variable oi. The object S (W ji)
is a persistent object as long as it is attached to a persistent root named Shells of set type
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fShellg; namely the extension of Shell class. We assume that every newly instantiated Shell
object is implicitly added to the extension Shells: Also, we do not allow explicit manipulations
of the extension Shells, e.g., adding an object into Shells or removing an object from Shells.
We will discuss the topic of constraint manipulation in detail in Section 7.10.
In the sequel we assume that the constraint W is compiled into the IC object IC (W ) and
(W ji) is a simpli ed form of W that is de ned according to the quanti cation (Qioi 2 Ei)
of the boolean form of W: Also, as a running example, we will use the constraint example
W1 and its simpli ed forms (W1 jpr ), (W1 jse ), and (W1 jco ) as they have been de ned in
Example 5.3.2. The states of the shells of W1 are shown in Figure 5.3 on Page 97.
The rest of this section is devoted to the description of how the simpli ed form (W ji) is
compiled into the shell S (W ji): The shell S (W ji) describes two kinds of information. The
rst group is described by the attributes, constraint , form , class and paths &roots : These
attributes are applicable to all patterns of simpli ed forms and thus they are presented rst.
The second group is described by the attributes, range , objects and shell : These attributes
are applicable only if (W ji) matches certain patterns of simpli ed forms and are presented
in the last two subsections of this section.
5.5.1 Constraint Attribute
In our approach, all constraints speci ed for a database are compiled into objects of the IC
class and all simpli ed forms of these constraints are compiled into objects of the Shell class.
Thus, there is a relationship between the classes IC and Shell: The relationship is a one-tomany from IC to Shell. This comes from the fact that for a given constraint there may be
more than one simpli ed form. The relationship is represented by two reference attributes.
The rst attribute exists in the IC class, named Shells , and is of set type fShellg. The second
attribute exists in the Shell class, named constraint , and is of type IC: The relationship is
depicted in Figure 4.3 on Page 74.
The relationship between the classes IC and Shell is bidirectional and represented in the
constraint catalog for the following reason:

 The criteria upon which we can establish a judgment of whether information stored
in the shell S (W ji) is correct is the IC object IC (W ). As we will show, all information described by the other attributes of object S (W ji) is derived either directly from
attributes of IC (W ) or indirectly through their manipulation. Thus in general, the
relationship between the classes IC and Shell must be represented in the constraint
catalog.
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 Representing the direction of the relationship from IC class to Shell class facilitates the
deletion of a constraint object and its shells from the constraint catalog and hence from
the object database. Moreover, given a constraint name, we can obtain its simpli ed
forms as well as all information stored about these simpli ed forms in the extension
Shells: For instance to obtain general information that is stored in an attribute of shells
of a constraint named W, we can formulate the query below against the constraint
catalog, in which `A' is a parameter denoting an attribute of Shell:
GI(A) = fS:A j S 2 Shells ^ S:constraint:name = Wg:

 Shells of the same constraint object share the same status and mode of the constraint.
This information is stored in the IC class. By representing the direction of the relationship from Shell class to IC class, we do not need to repeat this information for each
shell. For a given shell we can reach this information through the relationship that
goes from it to its IC object. By avoiding this kind of redundancy we can guarantee
that no two shells of the same IC object have two di erent values for their status or
mode.
For the shell S (W1 jpr ), the value of the attribute constraint is the IC object IC (W1 ) that
has oid #25 { see Figure 5.3.
5.5.2 Simpli ed Form

To improve integrity checking, we check an optimized form of a constraint rather than its
canonical form. The attribute form of type string describes a simpli ed form of a constraint.
For shell S (W1 jpr ), the value of the attribute form is the simpli ed form (W1 jpr )[pr =self ]
that is the open w obtained by replacing all occurrences of pr in w (5.18) by the parameter
self :
(W1 jpr )[pr =self ] :(self 2 Professors )(9se 2 self :teaches )
(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)(co :hasPrerequisites = ;):
Here the parameter self denotes an object of the Professor class. Of course, at the implementation stage, w (W1 jpr )[pr =self ] must be translated into a statement of the query
language of the underlying OODBMS. This point will be discussed in more detail in Section
7.6.
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5.5.3 Class Attribute
We recall from Subsection 4.5.6 the following: If the evaluation of the query
VC = fic :w

j ic 2 ICs ^ type (o ) 2 ic :classes ^ (9cp)(cp 2 ic :paths &roots ^ up0 v cp)g

is an empty set, then the update up : o:A : : : An  v;  2 f , , g does not violate
database integrity. Thus if VC, the set of potentially violated constraints by the update up,
is a none empty set, then we must check each w in VC: In this case, by Lemma 5.3.3, it
is suÆcient to check for each W 2 VC the simpli ed form of W w.r.t object variable of the
same type as object o: To obtain these simpli ed forms from the extension Shells, each object
S (W ji) of Shell stores the name of the class of the object variable oi and of the names of
its subclasses. An attribute named class of type fstringg stores this information such that
S (W ji):class  IC (W ):classes: By this way, we can obtain simpli ed forms of potentially
violated constraints by addressing the query below against the extension Shells.
+

1

SVC = fS :form j S 2 Shells ^ type (o ) 2 S :class ^ S :constraint :w

2 VCg:

(5.30)

For instance, the value for the attribute class of shell S (W1 jpr ) only contains the class
name Professor , that is, S (W1 jpr ):class = fProfessor g: This is due to the fact that no
subclass of the Professor class exists in the university schema.
5.5.4 Paths and Persistent Roots
Query (5.30) is a nested query. To obtain SVC we rst have to obtain VC by evaluating
the query (4.12). To optimize the evaluation of this query, the Shell class has an attribute
named paths &roots of set type fstringg: For every shell S (W ji ), the value for paths&roots
is a subset of the constrained paths and persistent roots that are stored in the IC object
IC (W ):paths &roots such that

 every path in S (W ji ):paths &roots is a valid path for objects of classes stored in
S (W ji ):class , and
 every persistent root of S (W ji ):paths &roots is of type c or fcg and c 2 S (W ji):class:
For instance, for shell S (W1 jpr ), the value of attribute paths&roots consists of the
persistent root Professors and the path teaches .
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Now the set SVC can be obtained directly from objects of Shells as follows:
SVC = fS :form j S

2 Shells ^ type (o ) 2 S :class ^
(9cp)(cp 2 S :paths &roots ^ up0 v cp)g

(5.31)

where up0 is a string as de ned for the query (4.12). The evaluation of SVC by query (5.31)
rather than (5.30) is desirable. First, in (5.31) we access one class rather than two classes as in
(5.30). Second, because in general for each W , S (W ji):paths&roots  IC (W ):paths&roots,
the search space for up0 in the query (5.31) is a subset of that in the query (5.30) or in the
worst case equal.
In the following, we show that by storing some additional information about simpli ed
forms that match one of the patterns (5.12){(5.14) we can avoid { under certain condition {
their checking even if they are in SVC:
5.5.5 Range of Simpli ed Forms

If the simpli ed form (W ji) matches the pattern (5.12):
(W ji) : (oi 2 Ei ! F [oi])
then we call Ei the range of (W ji): If (W ji) is in SVC, simpli ed forms of potentially violated
constraints, because of an updating to the object o, then we can avoid evaluation of (W ji)
if object o does not belong to the range of (W ji): In other words, if o 62 Ei, then (W ji)
evaluates to true. If (W ji) does not match pattern (5.12), then the range of the simpli ed
form is unde ned. In this case, if (W ji) is in SVC for some object o, then we have to check
(W ji):
The attribute range of type string describes the range of the simpli ed forms. If the
range of the simpli ed forms is unde ned, then the value stored in S (W ji):range is the
empty string. Otherwise the value of S (W ji):range is the expression Ei:
For example, the simpli ed form (W1 jpr ) matches (5.12). The range of (W1 jpr ) is the
persistent root Professors , and thus S (W1 jpr ):range = Professors : Neither the simpli ed
form (W1 jse ) nor (W1 jco ) matches the pattern (5.12) and therefore the range of each of them
is unde ned. This means that the value stored in both S (W1 jse ):range and S (W1 jco ):range
is the empty string.
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5.5.6 Interrelated Objects and their Shells
If the simpli ed form (W ji) matches the patterns (5.13) or (5.14) :

(W ji) : (W jj )[oj =oi:A0 ] or
(W ji) : (8oj 2 oi:A0 ) (W jj )[oj ]
then (W ji) can be written as the following conjunction.

^

(W ji)[oi] 

(W jj )[oj ]

oj oi :A

(5.32)

0

where  is `=' (resp. `2') if (W ji) matches the pattern (5.13) (resp. (5.14)).
Intuitively, the conjunction (5.32) says that truth evaluations of simpli ed forms (W ji)
and (W jj )'s are non-orthogonal and this due to the fact that the object oi and oj 's are
interrelated objects. Let oi:A0 = foj ; : : : ; oj g: Suppose that oi and oj ; : : : ; oj are modi ed
by updates upi and upj ; : : : ; upj respectively. Let SVCi and SVCj ; : : : ; SVCj be sets
of simpli ed forms of constraints that are potentially violated by upi and upj ; : : : ; upj
respectively. If (W ji)[oi] in SVCi and (W jj )[oj ] 2 SVCj , for some l 2 [1; k], then, from
(5.32), the evaluation of each (W jj )[oj ] 2 SVCj is redundant.
In Chapter 6 we will show that by introducing the concept of constraint kernel this kind
of redundancy can be avoided. To do that, we rst have to re ect the conjunction (5.32) in
the structure of the Shell class. For that reason two kinds of information are added to the
shell S (W ji):
(1) A valid path expression for objects of types stored in S (W ji ):class : For that purpose,
the shell S (W ji) has an attribute named objects of type string :
1

1

1

k

k

1

k

k

1

l

l

k

l

l

(2) A reference to the shell that is associated with the object(s) determined by the path
stored in S (W ji ):objects : For that purpose, the shell S (W ji) has an attribute named
shell of type Shell.
The values of S (W ji ):objects and S (W ji ):shell are de ned as follows:
 If (W ji) matches the pattern (5.12), then the value of S (W ji ):objects is the empty
string, and the value of S (W ji ):shell is nil:

 If (W ji) matches the pattern (5.13), then the value of S (W ji ):objects is the set valued
expression \fself:A0 g" and the value of S (W ji ):shell is a reference to the shell of
(W jj ), that is S (W jj ):
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 If (W ji) matches the pattern (5.14) then the value of S (W ji ):objects is the set valued
expression \self:A0 "; and the value of S (W ji ):shell is a reference to the shell of (W jj ),
that is S (W jj ): Here self is a parameter denoting an object of one of the classes in
S (W ji ):class .
Now if (W ji) matches one of the patterns (5.13) or (5.14), then (5.32) can be rewritten
in terms of the Shell attributes as shown in (5.33). In this case, the shell S (W ji) is said to
be a nested shell . If (W ji) matches the pattern (5.12), the shell S (W ji) is said to be a at
shell.
S (W ji):form 

^

2

j

S (W jj ):form[o]:

(5.33)

o S (W i):objects

For example, the simpli ed forms (W1 jpr ), (W1 jse ) and (W1 jco )
(W1 jpr ) :(pr 2 Professors ! (9se 2 pr :teaches )
(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)(co :hasPrerequisites = ;))
(W1 jse ) :(W1 jpr )[pr =se :isTaughtBy ]
(W1 jco ) :(8se 2 co :hasSections )
match the patterns (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14) respectively. Thus, values for the objects and
shell attributes of shells S (W1 jpr ), S (W1 jpr ), and S (W1 jpr ) are as follows:
S (W1 jpr ):objects =00 00
S (W1 jse ):objects =00 fself :isTaughtBy g00
S (W1 jco ):objects =00 self :hasSections 00

S (W1 jpr ):shell
S (W1 jse ):shell
S (W1 jco ):shell

= nil
= S (W1 jpr )
= S (W1 jse )

Thus S (W1 jpr ) is a at shell whereas S (W1 jse ) and S (W1 jse ) are nested shells.
The complete compilation of simpli ed forms of constraint W1 into objects of the class
Shell is presented in Figure 5.3.
We conclude this chapter by pointing out that by the end of this chapter the second part
of the thesis is completed, in which we presented the structure of the constraint catalog. In
Section 6.8 we will present an overview on the structure of the constraint catalog and its
relationship with the object schema.
In the third part, Chapters 6 and 7, we rst present how constraints are considered as
rst class citizen in our approach and then how they are managed.

#25

#25

#51

#52
Course

Section

Professor

class

hasPrerequisites ;
hasPrerequisites ;
hasSections g

f+hasPrerequisites ;

(W1 jco )

f+Professors ;
teaches g
fisSectionOf ;
isTaughtBy g

Professors

(W1 jpr )

paths &roots

(W1 jse )

range

form

nil

#50

#51

00 fself :isTaughtBy g00

00 self :hasSections 00

shell
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Figure 5.3: Shells S (W1 jpr ), S (W1 jse ), and S (W1 jco ) of the constraint W1 :
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Chapter 6
Constraint Structure
In Chapter 5, we have shown, under the condition that the current state of an object base is
valid, that simpli ed forms and constraints are equivalent. This has been proved in Lemma
5.3.3. Thus, simpli ed forms of constraints and hence shells representing them are suÆcient
to maintain consistency of an object base. On that grounds, in this chapter we rst propose
a general method for consistency maintenance by using shells and address three drawbacks
of that method. The rst drawback is run-time transaction overhead due to accessing the
constraint catalog. This drawback arises because there is no link between individual objects
and shells.
The two other drawbacks are the missing of some features that we want to provide to
our approach:
 EÆciency. Although shells store simpli ed forms of constraints, there is a drawback
of redundant checking. The same simpli ed form can be checked unnecessarily more
than one time for the same or di erent objects.
 Interrelated Objects. Consistency maintenance of a large number of interrelated objects with complex structures would be impractical with the presence of the kind of
redundant checking mentioned in the previous point.
 Disabling and Enabling of Constraints. All information stored in shells is applied to
all objects of a speci c class. Thus by using shells we can only enable and disable
constraints for all object of a class but not for speci c object(s) of that class.
These drawbacks result from the fact that shells are sharable among individual objects.
In conclusion, shells alone are not adequate to represent constraints. This leads us to the
introduction a new class named Kernel : The aggregation that consists of the Shell class
99
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Any

hasConstraints

Constraint

part-of

shell

Kernel

part-of

Shell

constraint
shells

IC

The constraint catalog

Figure 6.1: Relationships between the classes Any , Constraint , Kernel , Shell, and IC.
and the Kernel class introduce another class named Constraint : Then the Constraint class
is linked to the root class Any and hence objects of the Constraint class provide the link
between shells and individual objects. We will show that objects of the Constraint class
overcome the mentioned drawbacks of the proposed method and provide the missing features
stated above.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, we sketch the steps of a method
for consistency maintenance by using shells and identify three drawbacks. In Section 6.2,
the rst drawback will be addressed and we show through an example that the proposed
solution does not overcome the other drawbacks. In Sections 6.3, and 6.4, we introduce the
Kernel and the Constraint classes respectively. Then in Sections 6.5 through 6.7 three issues
related to objects of the Constraint class are discussed, namely the life cycle of objects of the
Constraint class, the role of the extension of the Constraint class, and the linkage between
objects of the Constraint class and individual objects.

6.1 Consistency Maintenance by Using Shells
To maintain integrity of an object base it is suÆcient to consider simpli ed forms that are
stored in shells. If the current state of an object is consistent and then the state is changed,
in order to check whether the new state is still consistent, it is suÆcient to check ground
instances of forms that are stored in the shells of possibly violated constraints. This point has
been discussed in detail in Subsection 5.5.3. On that grounds, a general method of integrity
maintenance using shells can be introduced. In the following we present the individual steps
of the method and then examine three drawbacks of it. The method is described below.

6.1 Consistency Maintenance by Using Shells
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Let o be an object. The maintenance of the consistency of o by using shells consists of
two parts. First, every time o is modi ed by an update up, the following steps are performed:
(1) The shells of potentially violated constraints SPVC are retrieved from the Shells extension by using the query:
SPVC = fS j S 2 Shells ^ type (o ) 2 S :class ^
(6.1)
(9cp)(cp 2 S :paths &roots ^ up 0 v cp )g
where up0 is de ned as for query (4.12).
(2) Every ground instance of the form of an immediate constraint of a shell in SPVC is
checked. If any of them is violated, then the modi cation to o by up is undone and
the update is rejected.
(3) Every ground instance of the form of a deferred constraint of a shell in SPVC is stored
temporary.
Finally, when a check is issued to test consistency of the o object, every simpli ed form
stored in step (3) above is checked. If any of them is violated then all modi cations to o are
undone.
Compared to the consistency maintenance by using application-oriented techniques and
ECA rules, the method has three advantages that stem from the fact that the method is
based on the constraint catalog. First, constraint speci cations are totally separated from
update transactions and application programs. Thus the method meets the requirement of
integrity independence; changing constraints does not change application programs and vice
versa. Second, the method checks ground instances of simpli ed forms of constraints and not
the original constraints themselves. Third, the method meets the requirement that \control
in object-oriented database is localized rather than centralized"[JQ92]. In this method, each
object handles validity of constraints it must obey.
However, the method also has three drawbacks. First, there is a run-time transaction
overhead due to the constraint catalog accessing each time an update up is made to o.
Second, the method does not exploit any other information stored in shells than those needed
to obtain the set SPVC: Thus, the method treats at shells and nested shells in the same
way. Nested shells should be treated di erently to avoid redundant checking as discussed
in Subsection 5.5.6. Third, all information stored in a shell is global in the sense that it is
applied to all objects of the class described in that shell. Hence we cannot enable and disable
constraints locally for particular object(s).
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Figure 6.2: A set of interrelated objects of Professor , Section and Course classes.
In the next section we show that the rst drawback above can be avoided by attaching
each object with shells of constraints that restrict that object.

6.2 Linking Objects and Shells
To avoid run-time transaction overhead due to constraint catalog access, we can exploit that
shells are objects and thus they can be shared among individual objects. This can be done by
establishing a (1:m) relationship from the root class Any to the Shell class. The relationship
can be implemented by introducing a new attribute hasShells , say to the root class Any.
Now, shells of o can be identi ed and assigned to the hasShells attribute by using the update
statement given below.
o :hasShells

fS j S 2 Shells ^ type(o) 2 S:classg

(6.2)

In the update (6.2) we only need to know the type of the object o. This leads to two
remarks. First, the execution of (6.2) is carried out one time throughout the life of object o,
namely at the time of creating o. Second, all objects of the same type will share the same
set of shells. This last point is illustrated in the following example.

I Example 6.2.1 (Shells of Objects of the Same Type) Consider the interrelated
objects shown in Figure 6.2. Objects vpr1 and vpr2 are of the Professor class; objects vse1 ,
vse2 and vse3 are of the Section class; and objects vco1 and vco2 are of the Course class.
Suppose that these objects are subject to only one constraint, the constraint W1 . Recall from
Section 5.5 that W1 has three shells, the at shell S (W1 jpr ) and the nested shells S (W1 jse )
and S (W1 jco ): In Figure 5.3, the values of the class attribute of shells S (W1 jpr ), S (W1 jse ),
and S (W1 jco ) are the name of classes Professor , Section and Course , respectively.
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S(W1| co)
vse1

S(W1| se)

vpr1

S(W1| pr)
vse2

vpr2
vse3

vco2
vco1

Figure 6.3: The at shell S (W1 jpr ), and the nested shells S (W1 jse ) and S (W1 jco ):
Linking shells with objects, as proposed above, means that for each object vpr of the
Professor class, vse of the Section class and vco of the Course class the values of the hasShells
attributes are as follows.
vpr :hasShells = fS (W1 jpr )g
vse :hasShells = fS (W1 jse )g
vco :hasShells = fS (W1 jco )g

Thus, the vpr1 and vpr2 object share the at shell S (W1 jpr ), the vse1 , vse2 and vse3
objects share the nested shell the S (W1 jse ), and vco1 , and vco2 objects share the nested
shell S (W1 jco ): This point is illustrated in Figure 6.3.
The direct link between objects and shells overcomes the problem of run-time transaction
overhead due to the constraint catalog access each time an update is carried out to an object.
Instead of accessing the constraint catalog we can evaluate the set SPVC locally by replacing
the Shells extension in the query (6.1) with the set valued expression o :hasShells : Moreover,
the evaluation of SPVC in that manner is better than before as o :hasShells is a subset of
Shells:

In this method, each object checks ground instances of a form in SPVC locally. A
ground instance of the form stored in a nested shell, such as (W1 jse ), is the conjunction
of ground instances of the form stored in another shell, such as (W1 jpr ). Because of this,
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checking ground instances of a form of nested shell locally without paying any attention to
ground instances of forms of related shells introduces a redundant checking. This kind of
redundancy has been discussed in Subsection 5.5.6 and will be illustrated by the following
example.
I Example 6.2.2 (Nested Shells) Consider the scenario given in Figure 6.1 which tabulates a series of time instances at which either a modi cation to one of the objects in Figure
6.2 is carried out or a form of the constraint W1 w.r.t. one of these objects is successfully
checked.
Consider the snapshot of the scenario that is delimited by the time instances t and t . In
that snapshot, objects vpr1 and vse1 are modi ed at time instances t and t , respectively.
Then ground instances of the forms stored in the shells S (W1 jpr ) and S (W1 jse ) are checked
at time instances t and t , respectively.
The checking of S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr1 ] is carried out at time instance t : This happens after all modi cations to vpr1 and vse1 objects have been carried out. Thus, at instance
t the object vpr1 obeys the constraint W1 :
In Example 5.3.2, we have shown that the form of W1 w.r.t. objects of Section class,
(W1 jse ), is derived from the form of W1 w.r.t. objects of Professor class, (W1 jpr ): This
is stated in (5.19). This yields the following equivalences between forms stored in shells to
vpr1 and vse1 objects, and vpr2 and vse2 objects:
0

0

3

3

1

4

2

2

S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse1 ]  S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr1 ]
S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse2 ]  S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr2 ]

(6.3)
(6.4)

Because of the equivalence (6.3) the vse1 object at instance t also obeys constraint W1 : No
modi cation occurs to the vse1 object after the time instance t : Thus, checking
2

2

S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse1 ]

at time instance t is redundant.
Consider the snapshot of the scenario that is delimited by the time instances t and t . In
that snapshot, vco1 , vse2 and vpr2 objects are modi ed at t ; t and t , respectively. Then
the ground instances S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr2 ] and S (W1 jco ):form [self =vco1 ] are checked
at t and t time instances, respectively.
In Example 5.3.2, we have also shown that the form of W1 w.r.t. objects of Course
class, (W1 jco ), is derived from the form of W1 w.r.t. objects of Section class, (W1 jse ):
This is stated in (5.20). This yields the following equivalence among, on the one hand, the
3

4

4

8

7

5

6

8
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Violated/Checked form
t
update
(W1 jpr )
t
update
(W1 jse )
t
check
(W1 jpr )[self =vpr1 ]
t
check
(W1 jse )[self =vse1 ]
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
t
update
(W1 jco )
t
update
(W1 jse )
t
update (W1 jpr )
t
check (W1 jpr )[self =vpr2 ]
t
check
(W1 jco )[self =vco1 ]
Table 6.1: An update scenario to objects of Figure 6.3.
vpr1

vse1

vco1

vse2

vpr2

0
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

conjunction of forms of shells of objects vse1 and vse2 and, on the other hand, the object
vco1 .
S (W1 jco ):form [self =vco1 ]  S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse1 ] ^ S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse2 ]

(6.5)

Because of the equivalence (6.4) the checking of S (W1 jco ):form [self =vco1 ] implies the checking of (W1 jse )[self =vpr1 ] and (W1 jse )[self =vpr1 ]. Checking of S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr2 ]
is carried out at t , that is, after each update to objects vco1 , vse2 and vpr2 has been carried
out. Thus the object vpr2 obeys the constraint W1 : The last update of vco1 occurred at
time instance t . This happens after the last valid check at object vpr1 ; that is at time
instance t : Thus we are not sure whether object vpr1 still obeys the constraint W1 after
update of abject vco2 at t . This means that checking of S (W1 jse ):form [self =vco1 ] at t is
partially redundant as the form S (W1 jse ):form [self =vpr2 ] is valid. In other words, to check
S (W1 jse ):form [self =vco1 ] at t it is suÆcient to check only S (W1 jse ):form [self =vpr1 ]:
7

4

2

4

9

8

In Example 6.2.2 we inferred equivalences among forms of shells of interrelated objects on
the grounds of the semantics of the simpli ed forms. However, we can infer these equivalences
from shells directly.

I Example 6.2.3 (Inferring Equivalences among Forms from Shells) Objects of
the con guration, given in Figure 6.3, are interrelated in the following sense. Professor vpr1
teaches section vse1 of course vco1 ; and professor vpr2 teaches section vse2 of course vco1 ,
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and section vse3 of course vco2 . This semantics can be stated by the following equalities:
vco1 :hasSections = fvse1 ; vse2 g
vse1 :isTaughtBy = vpr1
vse2 :isTaughtBy = vpr2

(6.6)

If S is a nested shell then upon the semantics given in Chapter 5 to attributes form ,
objects and shell of Shell class, the form of the shell S is equivalent to the conjunction stated
in (5.33):
S (W ji):form 

^

2

j

S (W jj ):form[o]

o S (W i):objects

The result of the compilation of the simpli ed forms (W1 jpr ), (W1 jse ), and (W1 jco )
into shells is shown in Figure 5.3. Thus, we have for each professor vpr; section vse and
course vco in Figure 6.2, the following equivalences:
S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse ] 
S (W1 jco ):form [self =vco ] 

^

vpr 2S (W1 jse ):objects

^

vse 2S (W1 jco ):objects

S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr ]

(6.7)

S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse ]

(6.8)

Thus, from (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) it follows:
(W1 jse )[self =vse1 ]  (W1 jpr )[self =vpr1 ]
(W1 jse )[self =vse2 ]  (W1 jpr )[self =vpr2 ]
(W1 jco )[self =vco1 ]  (W1 jse )[self =vse1 ] ^ (W1 jse )[self =vse2 ]
The reader may notice that the last three equivalences are the same as the equivalences (6.3){
(6.5) but here we infer them directly from the semantics of shells and not as we have done
in Example 6.2.2, where equivalences are inferred from the semantics of simpli ed forms.
In Example 6.2.2, we examined redundant checking by using the following observations:
(1) Equivalences that may exist among ground instances of forms stored in shells of interrelated objects.
(2) A series of time instances at which either a modi cation to an object is carried out and
potentially violates a constraint or a ground instance of the form of that constraint is
successfully checked, i.e., valid.
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Class Kernel [
lastUpdate : string;
lastCheck : string ]

Figure 6.4: Structure of the Kernel class.
In Example 6.2.3, we have shown that we can infer directly equivalence of (1) from states
of shells. However, without information needed to maintain a a series of time instances of
(2) we cannot exploit them to avoid redundant checking. The information of (2) is not a
part of the speci cation of the Shell class. This is due to two reasons. On the one hand,
this information is local to individual objects. On the other hand, each shell represents a
simpli ed form. Thus, each shell is sharable among all objects of the same type and hence
a shell represents global information of objects. In conclusion, this shows that using shells
as the only means to represent constraints does not help in avoiding the kind of redundant
checking illustrated tin Example 6.2.2.
In Section 6.3, we introduce a new class, named kernel , and we show that by using objects
that consists of the aggregation of a constraint shell and a kernel instead of objects of the
Shell class we can the avoid the drawbacks mentioned so far.

6.3 The Kernel Class
To avoid shortcomings of considering shells as the only means to represent constraints, shells
are associated with another kind of objects called constraint kernels. For every constraint
W and object o such that o is subject to W there is a kernel, denoted K (W jo), that stores
local information about
(1) the last time the object o has been modi ed and this modi cation potentially violates
the constraint W and
(2) the last time the form stored in the shell, associated with the object o, has been
successfully checked.
The class of kernels, named Kernel , has the structure shown in Figure 6.4 and consists of
two attributes, lastUpdate and lastCheck : Each of theses attributes is of type string. The
semantics of lastUpdate and lastCheck attributes correspond to (1) and (2) above.
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Figure 6.5: Kernels of Example 6.3.1 according to the update scenario of Table 6.1.
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S(W1| co)

K(W1|vpr1)

vpr2

K(W1|vpr2)
K(W1|se3)

vpr1

K(W1|se2)

S(W1| pr)

K(W1|se1)

S(W1| se)

vco1

K(W1|vco1)

K(W1|vco2)

vse1

vse2

vse3

vco2

Figure 6.6: Kernels and shells of the constraint W1 and objects of Figure 6.3.

I Example 6.3.1 (Constraint Structure = Kernel + Shell) Consider the objects in
Example 6.2.2. Suppose that for each object o of Figure 6.2 and each shell in o :hasShells
we create a kernel K (W1 jo ) and associate it with that shell. This situation is depicted in
Figure 6.6. In addition, suppose that the attributes lastUpdate and lastCheck of each kernel
are maintained throughout the whole scenario, which is given in Figure 6.1. The result of
this maintenance is shown in Figure 6.5.
Let unchecked (vse ; W1 ) be the set of all professors vpr such that
(1) the section vse is taught by the professor vpr and
(2) the last time an update to the section vse potentially violating W1 is performed after
the last time of a successful check to the simpli ed form S (W1 jpr ):form at the object
vpr has been done.
This can be stated in terms of attributes of the shell S (W1 jse ) and the kernel K (W1 jvse )
as follows:
unchecked (vse ; W1 ) = fvpr j vpr 2 S (W1 jse ):objects [vse ] ^
(6.9)
K (W1 jvpr ):lastCheck < K (W1 jvse ):lastUpdate g
where S (W1 jse ):objects [vse ] is the set valued expression obtained by replacing the parameter
self with the object vse in the expression stored in S (W1 jse ):objects , that is, the set value
expression fvse:isT aughtByg:
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It follows from (6.9) that unchecked (vse ; W1 ) is a subset of S (W1 jse ):objects [vse ]. Let
checked (vse ; W1 ) = S (W1 jse ):objects [vse ] unchecked (vse ; W1 )
Let vpr0 be a professor such that vpr0 2 checked (vse ; W1 ): Thus, vpr0 is related to vse and
hence (W1 jpr )[self =vpr 0] and (W1 jse )[self =vse ] are equivalent and K (W 1jvpr0):lastCheck
is greater than K (W 1jvse):lastUpdate and hence (W1 jse )[self =vse ] is valid. From (6.7), we
have
^
S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse ] 
S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr ]
vpr 2S (W1 jse ):objects

Thus

S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse ] 



^
vpr 2checked (vse ;W1 )[unchecked (vse ;W1 )

^

vpr 2checked (vse ;W1 )

^

S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr ]

S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr ] ^

vpr 2unchecked (vse ;W1 )

S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr ]

According to the de nition of checked (vse ; W1 ) we have
^
S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr ]  T
vpr 2checked (vse ;W1 )

This shows that the following w is equivalent to (6.7):
^
S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse ] 
S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr ]
2

vpr unchecked (vse ;W1 )

(6.10)

Now at time instance t of the scenario, unchecked (vse1 ; W1 ) is the empty set. Thus, the
redundant check of the rst snapshot of the scenario can be avoided if we use (6.10) instead
of (6.7).
Similarly the redundancy of the second snapshot can be avoided if we use the following
equivalence instead of (6.8):
^
S (W1 jco ):form [self =vco ] 
S (W1 jse ):form [self =vse ]
3



vse 2unchecked (vco ;W1 )

^

^

vse 2unchecked (vco ;W1 ) vpr 2unchecked (vse ;W1 )

Here unchecked (vco ; W1 ) is the set of all sections vse such that

S (W1 jpr ):form [self =vpr ]

(6.11)
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Class Constraint [
shell : Shell;
kernel : Kernel;
localStatus : string ]

Figure 6.7: Structure of the Constraint class.
(1) vse is a section of the course vco and
(2) the last time an update to the course vco potentially violating W1 is performed after
the last time a successful check to the simpli ed form of S (W1 jse ) at the object vse
has been done.
unchecked (vco ; W1 ) = fvse j vse 2 S (W1 jco ):objects [vco ] ^
K (W1 jvse ):lastCheck < K (W1 jvco ):lastUpdate g

(6.12)

According to the scenario given in Figure 6.1, the reader can easily verify that, at time
instance t , unchecked (vco1 ) is fvse1g.
8

This shows that by gathering a constraint shell and a kernel in one frame and making this
frame a representation of constraints, we can avoid redundant checks that may arise because
of treating nested shells in the same way as at shells.

6.4 The Constraint Class
To combine a constraint shell and a kernel in one frame we introduce a new class named
Constraint . The structure of the Constraint class is presented in Figure 6.7. It consists of
an aggregation of a shell and a kernel, and an attribute named localStatus :
The shell is represented by the attribute shell of type Shell and describes global information about a particular constraint to all objects restricted by that constraint.
The kernel is represented by the attribute kernel of type Kernel and describes information
about a particular constraint relative to object(s) restricted by that constraint.
The localStatus attribute is of type string and indicates whether a constraint is enabled
or disabled w.r.t. the object it is associated with. It is introduced so that users can handle
situations in which some objects are exceptions for some constraints, that is, they violate
constraints but they are stored in the database.
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Any

hasConstraints

Constraint

Figure 6.8: Relationship between the root class Any and the Constraint class.
To make the frame consisting of a shell and a kernel a representation for constraints, we
establish a relationship between the root class Any and the Constraint class as shown in
Figure 6.8.
The relationship is (1:m) and unidirectional from the root class Any to the Constraint
class. The relationship is implemented through adding to the root class Any the attribute
hasConstraints of set type fConstraint g: This means that each class in the database schema
inherits this attribute. The relationship is one-to-many because in general an object is
restricted by many integrity constraints and hence that object is associated with many
shells. The relationship is of one direction from Constraint class to Any class, so that the
persistence of objects is orthogonal to that of object constraints. Otherwise, all objects
would be persistent as long as they are reachable from object constraints. This comes from
the style of persistence by reachability that we adapted in this thesis.
Henceforth, we use the term a constraint instance to refer to an object of the Constraint
class.

6.5 States of Constraint Instances
The evaluation of a constraint instance can be determined from values stored in the attributes
lastCheck and lastUpdate of its kernel. Each constraint instance either is in the checked
or unchecked state. In this section, we present what is meant by the checked and unchecked
states and describe the life cycle of a constraint instance between the two states. In Chapter
7, we will discuss in details how constraints instances are actually checked.
In this section, we assume that i is a constraint instance in o :hasConstraints and that
i :shell :constraint :name = W:
The semantics of states of a constraint instance depends on whether the constraint instance has a nested or at shell.
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6.5.1 Flat Constraint Instances
Flat constraint instances are those which have at shells. The at constraint instance i is
characterized by the fact that i :shell :objects is an empty string and i :shell :shell is nil: For
instance, all constraint instances that have the shell S (W1 jpr ) are at.
The at constraint instance i has one and only one of the following states at each point
in time of its lifetime:
 unchecked state i i:kernel:lastUpdate > i:kernel:lastCheck:
 checked state i i:kernel:lastUpdate < i:kernel:lastCheck:
6.5.2 Nested Constraint Instances
Nested constraint instances are those which have nested shells. A nested constraint instant
i is characterized by (1) the evaluation of i :shell :shell is a reference to another shell and
(2) the evaluation of i :objects is a string that describes a set valued expression. The nested
constraint instance i has one and only one of the following states at each point in time of its
lifetime:
 unchecked state i i:kernel:lastUpdate > j:kernel:lastCheck, for some j and o0 such
that j :shell = i :shell :shell , o 0 2 i :shell :objects and j 2 o 0:hasConstraints :
 checked state i i:kernel:lastUpdate < j:kernel:lastCheck for every j and o0 such that
j :shell = i :shell :shell , o0 2 i:shell:objects and j 2 o0 :hasConstraints:
6.5.3 The Life Cycle of a Constraint Instance
We now we describe the life cycle of constraint instances by using the transition diagram
shown in Figure 6.9.

The initial state of each constraint instance i is the unchecked state.
A constraint instance i remains in this state as long as one of two cases occur. First, if i is
unsuccessfully checked, i.e., the ground instance i :shell :form [self =o ] is unsatis ed. Second,
if an update is performed and potentially violates i. This update may occur to the state of
the object o or to one of the objects that are related to it by the relationship described by the
expression stored in i :shell :objects . This is illustrated in Figure 6.9 by the label unsuccessful
check or relevant update on the arc loop of the unchecked node.
The initial state.
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irrelevant update

successful check

checked

relevant update
unchecked

unsuccessful check

unsuccessful check or
relevant update
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Figure 6.9: The life cycle of a constraint instance.
A transition from the unchecked state to the checked state. A transition of i from the
unchecked state to the checked state occurs only in one case, namely when i is successfully
checked. This is illustrated by the label successful check on the arc that goes from the
unchecked node to the checked node. If i is a at constraint instance, then the check occurs
to the ground instance of the form stored in it, that is, i :shell :form [self =o ]. If i is a nested
constraint instance, its check occurs for constraint instances of W that are associated with
objects related to the object o by the relationship stored in i :shell :objects : In Chapter 7 we

discuss the topic of constraint instances checking in detail.
A constraint instance i remains in the checked state as long as no update is made to its
state or to one of the objects related to it by the relationship described in i :shell :objects :
This is indicated by the label irrelevant update on the arc loop of the checked node.

A transition from the checked state to the unchecked state. A transition of a constraint instance i from the checked state to the unchecked state only occurs in two cases.

The rst case is the one in which an update is performed and potentially violates the ground
instance i :shell :form [self =o ]: This update may occur to the state of the object o or to one
of its related objects. This is indicated by the label relevant update on the arc going from
checked node to unchecked node. The second case is the one in which the constraint instance
is unsuccessfully checked, i.e., the ground instance i :shell :form [self =o ] is unsatis ed.
According to the semantics given above, the unchecked state can be seen as a disjunction
of two states, namely the unknown state and the invalid state. Instances of the unknown
state are cases in which it is unknown whether a constraint is satis ed or not. These cases
occur for a (1) newly created constraint instances, and (2) potentially violated deferred constraint instances. However, we cannot consider these two states explicitly in our approach
since the derivation of simpli ed forms is essentially based on the specialization technique
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which in turn assumes that constraints are valid before an update.

6.6 Role of Class Extension Constraints
According to the semantics given to kernels and shells, the base for constraint instantiating
is that for a given constraint, objects of the same type have di erent kernels but the same
shell. Two kinds of constraints are exceptions to that base, namely key constraints and
simpli ed forms that are the same as the constraint itself.
A key constraint restricts a set of objects and not an individual object. The violation
of a key constraint by one object means that the whole set violates the key constraint.
Thus, each instance of a key constraint associated with an object of the set should have the
same state, that is either cheched or unchecked . Hence each constraint instance of a key
constraint should have the same kernel. The characterization of a key constraint cannot be
done automatically and thus it should be done manually by the users.
According to the method presented in Section 5.3, each simpli ed form of a constraint
derived according to (Case 1) of Subsection 5.3.1 or (Case 1) or (Case 2) of Subsection 5.3.2
is the same as the constraint itself. Thus all constraint instances that have shells of this kind
should have the same state and hence they should share the same kernel. A shell, S , of this
kind can be characterized by the fact that w stored in S :form is the same as the boolean
form of w stored in S :constraint :w :
We will refer the two kind of constraint instances mentioned above as odd constraint
instances.
To take odd constraint instances into account in the process of constraint instantiating,
we de ne an extensions named Constraints of set type fConstraintg for the class Constraint :
For each shell S in Shells that corresponds to a simpli ed form of a constraint W , there is
a constraint instance i in the extension Constraints such that i:shell = S: The kernel of i is
de ned as follows:
(1) If S corresponds to a key constraint then, i :kernel is a newly created kernel.
(2) If S :form is the boolean form of the constraint W then i :kernel is the kernel K , where
K is the kernel of all odd instances j in Constraints such that
j:shell:constraint:name = W:
(3) If i is not an odd constraint instance, then i:kernel is nil:
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The initiation of kernels of constraint instances of cases (1) and (2) are performed by a
method, named conIni , of the root class Any : This method will be presented in detail in
Section 6.7.
We recall that each constraint instance has a global and a local status. The value of
a global and local status of a constraint is either enabled or disabled : The global status
of a constraint instance i is registered in i :shell :constraint :status and its local status in
i :localStatus : At the beginning of the life cycle of a constraint instance i, the local and
global status must coincide. Thus, for each instance i of o :hasConstraints , the initial value
of i :localStatus is i :shell :constraint :status . One exception to that rule is that all constraint
instances in the extension Constraints that have explicit range are disabled locally. Formally,
for each i 2 Constraints , if i :shell :range 6= nil then i :localStatus = disabled : The rationale
behind that will be explained in Section 7.8.

6.7 The Initiating of the hasConstraints Attribute
Let C be a class. After the creation of a new object o of the class C , o must be associated
with constraint instances stored in the extension Constraints which represent the constraints
the object o must obey. This can be done by initiating the hasConstraints attribute of o
with those constraints instances. This can be achieved by adding a method named conIni
to the root class Any with the signature conIni (nil ) : nil : The method is presented in Table
6.2. In the following, we describe the method in detail.
First, we evaluate the set ConstraintInstances of instances that are stored in the extension
Constraints and which restrict objects of the same type as the object o: This is carried out
by step [4].
Second, for each instance i in ConstraintInstances , we create a new constraint instance
j and initiate the attributes of j as follows. The initial value of j:shell is the same as that
of i:shell. This is carried out by step [8]. The initial local status of each newly created
constraint instance is the same as i :localStatus . This is carried out by step [9]. The initial
value of j :kernel depends on whether i :kernel is nil. This is carried out by steps [10]{[12].
If i :kernel is nil, this means that i is not an odd constraint instance and hence j should
not share the kernel of i. In this case, we create a new kernel and assign it to j:kernel:
This is carried out by step [10]. If i:kernel is nil, this means that i is an odd constraint
instance and hence j should share the kernel of i. In this case, we assign the kernel of i to
j:kernel: This is carried out by step [11]. The initial state of each newly created constraint
instance is the unchecked state. Then by the end of the execution of the method, each
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conIni (nil ) : nil

begin
/* variable declarations */
1

[ ] i; j : Constraint ;
[ ] constraintInstances : fConstraint g;
2
3

/* retrieve instances from the extension */

[]
[]
[]
4
5
6

[]
[]
[]
7
8
9

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
10
11

12

[ ]
[ ]
13
14

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
15
16

17

constraintInstances

fi j i 2 Constraints ^
type (o ) 2 i:shell:classg;

for each i 2 constraintInstances do
/* create a new instance and initiate its shell and local status */

j
new() Constraint ;
j:shell
i:shell;
j:localStatus
i:localStatus;

/* initiate the kernel of the new instance */
new() Kernel
if i:kernel = nil then j:kernel
else j:kernel
i:kernel
endif;
/* initiate the state of the new instance to unchecked */

currentT ime();
currentT ime();

j:kernel:lastCheck
j :kernel :lastUpdate

/* associate the new instance with self */

self :hasConstraints
endfor
end.

+

j;

Table 6.2: The method conIni() of the root class Any .
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in self :hasConstraints should satisfy j :kernel :lastUpdate > j :kernel :lastCheck . For that
reason, we assign the value currentT ime() to j :kernel :lastCheck at step [13] and then to
j :kernel :lastUpdate at step [14].
Finally at the end of the loop, step [15], the newly created constraint instance j is added
to self :hasConstraints , where self denotes the object to which the method conIni is applied.
The discussion presented so far motivates and presents a complete description of the
semantics of the method conIni() of the root class Any: Steps of the conIni() method is
presented in Table 6.2.
j

6.8 The Constraint Catalog: An Overview
In our approach, integrity constraints that are de ned for an object database are considered
as rst class citizen, i.e., by representing them as objects. This is achieved by considering
the Constraint class the link that on one side is connected with the constraint catalog and
on the other side with the object schema. The structure of the constraint catalog and its
relationship with the object schema is depicted in Figure 6.10.
The constraint catalog consists of two classes. The rst class is the IC class which has the
extension ICs: The second class is the Shell class which has the extension Shells: The extension
ICs stores the results of compiling integrity constraints into IC objects. The extension Shells
stores the results of compiling simpli ed forms of constraints into shells.
The link between the constraint catalog and the object schema is made indirectly via the
Constraint class. On the one hand, there is a (1:1) relationship from the Constraint class to
the Shell class. On the other hand there is a (1:m) relationship from the Constraint class to
the root class Any of the object schema. In addition, there is a (1:1) relationship from the
Constraint class to the Kernel class. This makes the main part of the structure of constraint
instances consisting of an aggregation of a kernel and a shell.
The class Constraint has the extension Constraints : For every shell stored in the extension
Shells, there is exactly one constraint instance in the extension Constraints : The Kernel class
has no extension. A kernel is persistent as long as it is attached to a constraint instance.
The safe object schema is the one obtained by linking its root class Any with the
Constraint class. Constraints restricting an object are represented by objects stored in
the attribute hasConstraints of that object.
Constraint instances attached to individual objects that represent a non odd constraint
have di erent kernels from those in the extension Constraints , whereas constraint instances
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attached to individual objects that represent an odd constraint have the same kernel as those
in the extension Constraints :
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Notation

Figure 6.10: The constraint catalog and its relationship to the object schema.

Chapter 7
Consistency Management
In our approach, consistency management consists of the following tasks: (1) linking individual objects with constraint instances; (2) checking constraint instances of individual objects;
(3) maintaining constraint kernels; (4) enabling and disabling of constraints; (5) consistency
maintenance; and (6) adding and deleting constraints to and from the constraint catalog.
In Section 6.7, the task (1) above has been discussed in detail. There we have presented
the method conIni () for initiating the attribute hasConstraints of individual objects. In
this chapter, we present how tasks (2) through (6) are carried out and can be integrated
seamlessly into the dynamic part of the object schema.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.1, we present grounds upon which
constraint instances are checked. In our approach, users have a means to check consistency
at three di erent levels, namely, at the level of the constraint instance, an object, or a set
of objects that are updated in a transaction. This will be presented in Section 7.2. Sections
7.3 through 7.8 are devoted to answer the question of how tasks (3) through (5) above are
handled in our approach. Then, in Section 7.9, we present an application. Finally, in Section
7.10, we discuss in detail the topic of adding and removing constraints from the constraint
catalog.
As a running example, we will use the set of interrelated objects of the Professor , Section
and Course classes shown in Figure 6.2. Shells and kernels of constraint instances of the
constraint W1 for those objects are shown in Figure 6.6. To facilitate the presentations of
examples in this chapter we integrate Figures 6.2 and 6.6 into Figure 7.1.
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7.1 Checking Constraint Instances
We check the validity of a constraint instance according to whether its shell is nested or
at. Thus, we have two cases. The rst case, corresponding to at instances, is presented
in Subsection 7.1.1. The second case, corresponding to nested instances, is presented in
Subsection 7.1.3.
7.1.1 Flat Constraint Instance
Flat constraint instances are those which have at shells. Flat constraint instances can be
characterized by the fact that the shell attribute of their shell part, shell :shell has the value
nil: Let i be a at instance. To check i, we evaluate the ground instance i :shell :form [self =o ],
which is obtained by replacing the parameterized variable self with object o in the form
stored in i :shell :form :
For example, object vpr1 in Figure 7.1 has the constraint instance that consists of the
kernel K (W1 jvpr1 ) and the shell S (W1 jpr ). This constraint instance is labeled by i3 :
From Figure 5.3, we have S (W1 jpr ):shell = nil : From the update scenario 6.5, at time instance t , K (W1 jvpr1 ):lastCheck < K (W1 jvpr1 ):lastUpdate : Therefore, i3 is an unchecked
at instance. Thus, to check i3 we evaluate the ground instance i3 :shell :form [self =vpr1 ] :
2

(vpr1 2 Professors ) !(9se 2 vpr1 :teaches )
(8co 2 fse :isSectionOf g)(co :hasPrerequisites = ;):
Before we present how nested constraint instances can be checked, we need some de nitions and notations to facilitate the presentation.
7.1.2 Inner and Core Constraint Instances
In this subsection, we rst introduce the concepts of inner and core shells and then introduce
the concepts of inner and core constraint instances.
De nition 7.1.1 (Inner and Core Shell)
j is said to be an inner shell of i if

Let i be a nested constraint instance. A shell

 i :shell :shell = j ; or
 k :shell :shell = j for some instance k such that i :shell :shell = k :
If S is an inner shell of i such that S:shell = nil then S is said to be a core shell of i:

2
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K(W1|vco1)

i1

vco1
hasSections

K(W1|vpr1)

S(W1| pr)

S(W1| se)

S(W1| co)

K(W1|se1)

i2
i3

vpr1

K(W1|se2)

i4
teaches

K(W1|vpr2)

i5
K(W1|se3)

hasSections

vse1

teaches

i6

vse2

vpr2
teaches

vse3
hasSections

i7

vco2

K(W1|vco2)

Figure 7.1: The integration of Figures 6.2 and 6.6.
For example, in Figure 7.1 the constraint instances labeled by i1 ; i2 ; i4 ; i6 ; and i7 are nested.
Instances i1 and i7 have the shell S (W1 jco ): From Figure 5.3, we have that S (W1 jco ):shell
is S (W1 jse ), thus S (W1 jse ) is an inner shell of i1 and i7 : Similarly, S (W1 jpr ) is an inner
shell of i1 ; i2 ; i4 ; i6 and i7 . Also, we have S (W1 jpr ):shell = nil : Thus, S (W1 jpr ) is a core
shell of each of the constraint instances i1 ; i2 ; i4 ; i6 , and i7 :
De nition 7.1.2 (Inner Instance) Let i 2 o:hasConstraint be a nested instance. If for
some instance j 2 o 0:hasConstraints ; j has an inner shell of i and o0 is related to o by the
relationship that is described by the string stored in i :objects , then j is said to be an inner
instance of i: The set of all inner instances of i is denoted by allInner (o ; i ) and de ned as

follows:

allInner (o ; i ) = f< o0 ; j > j o 0 2 i :shell :objects [self =o ] ^ j
i :shell :shell = j :shell g

2 o 0:hasConstraints ^
2

For example, in Figure 7.1, the constraint instance i3 is an inner instance of i2 , and i2 is
an inner instance of i1 : Constraint instance i6 is not an inner instance of i1 because vse3
and vco1 objects are not interrelated. In contrast, i6 is an inner instance of i7 because vse3
object is related to vco1 object by the relationship described in i7 :shell :objects : In Figure
5.3 on Page 97, this relationship is \hasSections ".
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De nition 7.1.3 (Core Instance) Let i 2 hasConstraints : If an instance j is a inner instance of i and the shell of j is a core shell of i then j is said to be a core instance of i: The
set of all core instances of i is denoted by allCore (o ; i ) and de ned as follows:

8
<f< o ; i >g;
allCore (o ; i ) = S
:
2

<o 0 ;j > allInner (o ;i )

if i is at;
allCore (o 0 ; j ) if i is nested.
2

For example, in Figure 7.1 constraint instance i3 is a core instance of i2 and i1 : Also i5
is a core instance of i4 ; i6 ; i1 , and i7 :
7.1.3 Nested Constraint Instance
We recall that nested constraint instances are those which have nested shells. The nested
constraint instances can be characterized by the fact that the shell attribute of their shell part
refers to another shell, that is shell :shell 6= nil : As we have shown in Section 6.3, checking of
nested instances in the same way as of at instances leads to redundancy. For that reason,
we introduced the Kernel class and used its attributes lastUpdate and lastCheck to avoid
redundant checking. This has been shown in Example 6.3.1. This is also the rationale behind
the way we propose to check nested constraints in the following lemma.

I Lemma 7.1.4 (Checking Constraint Instances) Let i be an unchecked nested constraint instance and o be an object such that i 2 o :hasConstraints : Let Inst (o ; i ) denote
the ground instance i :shell :form [self =o ]: Let unchkCore (o ; i ) be the set of pairs < o0 ; j > in
allCore (o ; i ) such that j :kernel :lastCheck < i :kernel :lastUpdate : Then
Inst (o ; i ) 

^

2

j :shell :form [self =o 0 ]

(7.1)

<o 0 ;j > unchkCore (o ;i )

2

It other words, Lemma 7.1.4 states that in order to check a nested instances that have the
state unchecked , it is suÆcient to check each core instance j of i such that the time instance
stored in i :kernel :lastUpdate comes after the time instance stored in j :kernel :lastCheck :
Formally, this can be stated as follows:
j :kernel :lastCheck < i :kernel :lastUpdate :
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I Example 7.1.5 (Checking Nested Instances) The set of unchecked core instances of
instance i, as de ned in Lemma 7.1.4, depends on the time at which it is evaluated. In other
words, unchkCore (o ; i ) is not only a function of o and i but also of the time instance at which
the evaluation is carried out. Let unchkCoret (o ; i ) denote the evaluation of unchkCore (o ; i )
at time instance t. Consider the update scenario shown in Figure 6.5 on Page 108 for
interrelated objects of Figure 7.1. From Figure 7.1, i3 and i5 are core instances of i2 and
i4 , respectively. Also i2 and i4 are inner instances of i1 : Thus i3 and i5 are core instances
of i1 :
allInner (vco1 ; i1 ) = f< vse1 ; i2 >; < vse2 ; i4 >g
allCore (vco1 ; i1 ) = f< vpr1 ; i3 >; < vpr2 ; i5 >g
From the update scenario, at time instance t we have the following:
8

i3 :kernel :lastCheck < i1 :kernel :lastUpdate
i5 :kernel :lastCheck > i1 :kernel :lastUpdate

Thus unchkCore (vco1 ; i1 ) = f< vpr1 ; i3 >g. Thus, to check the nested constraint instance
i1 at time instance t we evaluate the ground instance i3 :shell :form [self =vpr1 ] which is the
same result as the one we obtained in Example 6.3.1.
8

Proof of Lemma 7.1.4
Let i be an unchecked nested constraint instance.

From (5.33), Inst (o ; i ) is equivalent to the
conjunction of ground instances of all core instances of i:
^
Inst (o ; i ) 
j :shell :form [self =o 0 ]
(7.2)
2

<o 0 ;j > allCore (o ;i )

Let chkCore (o ; i ) = allCore (o ; i ) unchkCore (o ; i ): Now according to the semantics given
to attributes of the Kernel class we have for each < o0; j > in chkCore (o ; i ) that the time
instance of last valid check of j comes after the time instance of the last an update occurred
to o and potentially violate i:
j :kernel :lastCheck < i :kernel :lastUpdate :

Therefore

^
2

<o ;j > chkCore (o ;i )
0

j :shell :form [self =o 0 ]  T

(7.3)

Hence, the lemma follows from (7.2) and (7.3).
This shows that to check a nested instance, we only need to check the unchecked core
instances of it.
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check (o : Any ; t : string ) : boolean

] begin
] j : Constraint ;
] o0 : Any ;
] if (self :checked () _ self :disabled ()) then return(true );
] if self :shell :shell = nil then /* self is a flat instance */
] if formEvaluation (self :shell :form ) then
]
self :kernel :lastCheck
t; /* mark self as checked */
]
return(true ); /* self is successfully checked */
] else return(false ); /* self is a violated instance */
] endif;
] else

1

2
3
4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

[ ]
12

[ ]
13

[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]

14

/* self is a nested instance and */
/* therefore find objects related to o */
for each o0 2 queryEvaluation (self :shell :objects ) do
/* find core instances of self */
for each j 2 o 0 :hasConstraints do
/* check core instance j */
if (self :shell :shell = j :shell ^

j :kernel :lastCheck < self :kernel :lastUpdate ) then
if :j :check (o 0 ; t ) then return(false );

15

16

17

18
19

[ ]
20

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
21

22

23

endif
endfor
endfor
/* mark self as checked */

self :kernel :lastCheck
t;
/* self is successfully checked */
return(true );

endif
end.

Table 7.1: The check () method of the Constraint class.
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7.2 Di erent Levels of Consistency Checking
In our approach, users have a means to check database consistency at any point of time
during the run of update transactions. This can be done at three di erent levels. At the
lowest level, the validity of individual constraint instances can be checked. This is the task
of a method of the Constraint class having the signature check (Any ; string ) : boolean : At the
intermediate level, the consistency of individual objects can be checked. This is the task of
a method of the root class Any having the signature check (nil ) : fConstraint g: At the top
level, consistency of objects that are updated during the run time of update transactions
can be checked. At this level there is a method of the Transaction class having the signature
check (nil ) : f[Any ; fConstraint g]g that carries out this task.
The check method of the Constraint class is the main building block of the check method
of the root class Any and the Transaction class. First we present the check method of the
Constraint class and then the two other methods.
7.2.1 The check () Method of the Constraint Class

The check method of the Constraint class checks a given constraint instance i of an object o.
The signature of the method is check (Any ; string ) : boolean : To verify the validity of i, the
method is invoked on i with o and the method currentTime () as values of the parameters
i :check (o ; currentTime ()): The invocation of the method i :check (o ; currentTime ()) returns
either true , which means that i is valid, or false meaning that i is violated.
The steps of the method are presented in Table 7.1. If i is in the checked state or it is
disabled, then there is nothing to do and the method returns true : This is carried out by the
rst if-statement at step [4]. Otherwise, i is checked according to whether it is a at, steps
[5]{[10], or a nested instance, steps [12]{[21]. In both cases, if i is valid then its current state
is changed to checked state. This is carried out by assigning the time instance at which the
method is invoked on i to i :kernel :lastCheck : This is carried out either at step [7] or step [20].
If i is a nested instance, then each core instance j of i in o 0:hasConstraints is obtained and
checked, where o0 is an object related to o by the relationship described in i :shell :objects :
This is carried out by the nested loop delimited by steps [12] and [19]. If j :check (o 0; t ) is
false , then the method stops at this stage and returns false indicating that i is violated, step
[16]. If j:check(o0 ; t) is true , then the state of j is changed implicitly to checked state inside
j:check(o0 ; t) and the loop continues with another core instance of i until all core instances
of i are successfully checked. In this case, the method arrives at step [21] and returns true ,
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[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

check (nil ) :fConstraint g

] begin
] i : Constraint ;
] violatedConInsts : fConstraint g;
] t : string;
] t currentT ime();
] violatedConInsts fnilg;
] for each i 2 self :hasConstraints do
]
if :i :check (self ; t ) then violatedConInsts
] endfor
] return(violatedConInsts );
] end.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

+

i;

9

10

11

Table 7.2: The check () method of the root class Any :
indicating that the nested instance is successfully checked.
In Table 7.1, we use the four methods, checked (), disabled (), formEvaluation (), and
queryEvaluation (). The methods checked (), disabled () are used to observe the state and
status of a constraint instance. The methods, formEvaluation and queryEvaluation evaluate the form and the relationship stored in attributes form and objects , respectively of a
constraint instance. The four methods will be introduced in the sequel.

7.2.2 The check () Method of the Root Class Any

The check method of the root class Any checks all instances that are stored in the attribute
hasConstraints of a given object o: The method has the signature check (nil ) : fConstraint g:
To check the consistency of o, the method is invoked on o with o :check (): Then o :check ()
returns either the empty set which means that all constraint instances in o :hasConstraints
are valid, or a set of violated constraint instances. The steps of the method are presented in
Table 7.2.
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[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

check (nil ) : f[Any ; fConstraint g]g

] begin
] o : Any ;
] inconsistentObjects : f[Any ; fConstraint g]g;
] for each o 2 self :updatedObjects do
]
inconsistentObjects
[o ; o :check ()];
] endfor
] return(inconsistentObjects );
] end.

1
2
3
4
5

+

6
7
8

Table 7.3: The check () method of the Transaction class.
7.2.3 The check () Method of the Transaction Class

The check method of the Transaction class checks consistency of all objects that are updated in a given transaction T: We recall that each transaction has an attribute named
updatedObjects that stores all objects that are updated in that transaction. The signature of
the check method is check (nil ) : f[Any ; fConstraint g]g: To check the consistency of all objects of T :updateObjects , the check method is invoked on T with T :check (): Then T :check ()
returns either f[nil; fnilg]g, which means that objects of T :updatedObjects are consistent,
or a set of tuples [o; A] each consisting of an inconsistent object o and a set A of violated
constraint instances. The steps of the method is presented in Table 7.3.

7.3 Maintaining Constraint Kernels
As we have discussed in Sections 6.3 and 7.1, constraint kernels are employed to control the
checking of nested instances such that the evaluation of necessarily valid core instances are
avoided. Another function of constraint kernels, presented in Section 6.5, is that they are
used to de ne the checked and unchecked states of constraint instances.
In this section we present how the values of lastCheck and lastUpdate attributes of kernels
are maintained.
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7.3.1 Maintaining the lastCheck Attribute
Maintaining attribute lastCheck is an easy task. Every time a constraint instance i is checked
by invoking the method check() on i with o and currentT ime() as values for parameters of the
method, the time instance at which the method is invoked is assigned to i :kernel :lastCheck
and to each j :kernel :lastCheck such that j is an inner instance of i: This is carried out
directly before i :check (o ; currentTime ()) returns true . If i :check (o ; currentTime ()) returns
false , then nothing happens, i :kernel :lastCheck remains the same as before invoking the
check method on i, that is, i remains in the unchecked state.
7.3.2 Maintaining the lastUpdate Attribute
Maintaining the attribute lastUpdate of constraint instances needs some careful attention.
Let jk be an instance in ok0 :hasInstances , k 2 [1; n], and suppose that each jk is an inner
instance of i: According to the semantics of the check method of the Constraint class, if i is in
the checked state then all inner instances of i are also in the checked state. Now suppose that
the state of i is changed to unchecked because of an update to o occurred and potentially
violates i. From Lemma 7.1.4, this implies that at least one instance of jk , k 2 [1; n] is
potentially violated by the update to o and thus its state must be changed accordingly to
the unchecked state. Otherwise we have the situation that according to the values stored
in the kernel, the constraint instance has the state checked whereas it is actually in the
unchecked state.
Maintaining the attribute lastUpdate is the task of a method of the Constraint class
named setLastUpdate : The signature of the method is setLastUpdate (Any ; string ) : nil : After
each time an update is carried out to an object o and potentially violates an instance i
in o :hasConstraints , the method is invoked on i with o and currentT ime() as values for
parameters of the method i :setLastUpdate (o ; currentTime ()):
The description of the method is presented in Table 7.4. The method maintains the
attribute lastUpdate of the constraint instance i according to whether i is a at, steps [5]{
[6], or a nested instance, steps [7]{[12]. In both cases, the method sets the value of lastUpdate
of i to be the time instance at which the method is invoked on i, step [4]. After this the
method tests whether i is a at or a nested instance, step [5]. If i is a at instance then the
method returns nil . If i is nested then the method evaluates each inner instance j of i one
at a time; steps [8]{[10], and maintains the value of j :kernel :lastUpdate by invoking itself
on j with j:setLastUpdate(o0 ; t), step [11]. Thus, at the end of the method the value of the
attribute lastUpdate of i and each of its inner instance is set to the same time instance t:
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[
[
[
[
[
[
[

setLastUpdate (o : Any ; t : string ) : nil

] begin
] j : Constraint ;
] o0 : Any ;
] self :kernel :lastUpdate t ;
] if self :shell :shell = nil then /* self is
] return(nil );
] else /* self is a nested Instance */

1
2
3
4
5

a flat Instance */

6

7

[]
8

[]
[ ]
9

10

[
[
[
[
[

11
12
13
14
15

]
]
]
]
]

/* find related objects to o */
for each o0 2 queryEvaluation (self :objects [self =o ]) do
/* find inner instances of self */
for each j 2 o 0 :hasConstraints
if j :shell = self :shell :shell then
/* maintain lastUpdate of the inner instance

endfor
endfor
endif
end.

j :setLastUpdate (o 0 ; t );

j */

Table 7.4: The setLastUpdate () method of the Constraint class.

I Example 7.3.1 (Maintaining Kernels) Consider the scenario of Example 6.2.2. In
this scenario we maintain the times of the last update and the last check carried out on an
object without paying attention to updates and checks that occurred to its related objects.
This is shown in Figure 6.6. Thus, at time instance t , constraint instances i3 of vpr1 object
and i2 of vse1 object are in the checked state. However, because i3 and i2 are inner instances
of i1 and that update occurred after the last check happened to i2 and i3 , the constraint
instances i2 and i3 should both be in the unchecked state. This situation is recti ed in Figure
7.2, in which constraint kernels are maintained according to the semantics of the methods
check () and setLastUpdate () of the Constraint class. In Figure 7.2 primed time instances
indicate the time and the object at which one of these methods is invoked. For example
the symbol t0 means that at time instance t , the method setLastUpdate is invoked on the
instance i1 with vco1 and t as values for its parameters i1 :setLastUpdate (vco1 ; t4 ): Thus
4

4

4

4
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according to the semantics of the setLastUpdate () method, the value of lastUpdate attribute
of each inner instances of i1 is set to t : Similarly t0 means that at time instance t , the
check () method is invoked on the instance i1 with vco1 and t as values for its parameters,
i1 :check (vco1 ; t8 ), thus according to the semantics of the check () method, the value of the
lastCheck attribute of each inner instance of i1 is set to t :
4

8

8

8

8

7.3.3 Methods checked () and unchecked ()
To observe the state of a given constraint instance, i.e., whether it is in the checked or
unchecked state, the Constraint class has two methods:

(1) The rst method is of the signature checked (nil ) : boolean : Given a constraint instance
i, i:checked() returns true if i is in the checked state, and false if i is in the unchecked
state. The method checked () is a direct implementation of the semantics of checked
state presented in Section 6.5.
(2) The second method is of the signature unchecked (nil ) : boolean : Given a constraint
instance i, i :unchecked () returns true if i is in the unchecked state, and false if i is
in the checked state. The method unchecked () can be implemented by taking the the
negation to self :check (), i.e., :self :check (), where self is the constraint instance on
which the method unchecked () was invoked.

7.4 Enabling and Disabling Constraint Instances
Let W be an integrity constraint and IC (W ) the IC object in the extension ICs that represents W . Therefore, IC (W ):name = W. The value stored in IC (W ):status is called the
global status of the constraint W: The status IC (W ):status is global in the sense that if
IC (W ):status is enabled (resp. disabled ) then constraint W is (resp. is not) applied to each
(resp. any ) object of the classes in IC (W ):classes :
Let i be a constraint instance in o :hasConstraints such that i :shell :constraint :name = W.
The value stored in i :localStatus is called the local status of the constraint W w.r.t. o: The
status i :localStatus is local in the sense that if i :localStatus is enabled (resp. disabled ) then
W is (resp. is not) applied to the object o.
Thus, a constraint has one global status but many local statuses. The manipulations of
the global and local statuses are subject to the following rules:
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Figure 7.2: The maintenance of kernels of Figure 7.1.
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If the global status of W is enabled then this means that the constraint W is applied
to each object of the classes that are restricted by W , except objects where the local status of W w.r.t. each of them is disabled : Thus, according to this rule, for some constraint
instance i, it is possible that i :localStatus is disabled whereas i :shell :constraint :status
is enabled :

rule 1

If the global status of W is disabled , then the constraint W is not applied to any
of the objects of classes that are restricted by W , regardless of the local status of W
w.r.t. any of them. Thus, according to this rule, for some constraint instance i, it is
not possible that i :localStatus is enabled whereas i :shell :constraint :status is disabled :

rule 2

7.4.1 Global Status

Two methods of the Transaction class are responsible for global enabling and disabling a
constraint.
The rst method has the signature setEnabled (string ) : nil : Let T be a transaction. The
constraint W can be enabled in the transaction T by invoking setEnabled on T with the
name of the constraint W as value of the parameter of the method T:setEnabled (W):
The second method is of the signature setDisabled (string ) : nil : Let T be a transaction.
The constraint W can be disabled in the transaction T by invoking setDisabled on T with
the name of the constraint W as value of the parameter, T:setDisabled (W):
To observe the global status of a constraint, the root class Any has two methods. The
rst method is of the signature enabled (string ) : boolean : Given a constraint W with name
W, enabled (W) returns true if IC (W ):status is enabled and false otherwise, where IC (W ) is
the IC object in ICs that represents the constraint W: The second method is of the signature
disabled (string ) : boolean and has the dual semantics of that of enabled ():
7.4.2 Local Status

For enabling and disabling a constraint instance, there are two methods named setEnabled
and setDisabled of the Constraint class. The two methods have the following signatures
respectively:
setEnabled (Any ) : string
setDisabled (Any ) : string

7.5 Consistency Maintenance
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The semantics of these methods is subject to the two rules stated in the beginning of this
section and based on whether the constraint instance is at or nested. Let i be a constraint
instance in o :hasConstraints : Then we have two cases:
 i is a at instance. In this case, if i :shell :constraint :status is enabled , then invoking setEnabled (o ) on i changes the value of i :localStatus to enabled ; and invoking
setDisabled (o ) on i changes the value of i :localStatus to disabled :
 i is a nested instance. In this case, if i:shell:constraint:status is enabled , then invoking
setEnabled (o ) on i changes the value of i :localStatus and the local status of each of
its inner instances to enabled ; and invoking setDisabled (o ) on i changes the value of
i :localStatus and the local status of each of its inner instance to disabled :
The method i :setEnabled (o ) and i :setDisabled (o ) return an error message if any of rules (rule
1) or (rule 2) above is violated. The description of the method i :setEnabled (o ) is presented
in Table 7.5. The steps of the method i :setDisabled (o ) is very similar.
To observe the local status of constraint instance, the Constraint class has two methods.
The rst method is of the signature enabled (nil ) : boolean : Given a constraint instance i,
i :enabled () returns true if i :localStatus is enabled and false otherwise. The second method
is of the signature disabled (nil ) : boolean and has the dual semantics of that of enabled ():

7.5 Consistency Maintenance
In Section 6.1, we have presented a general method for maintaining consistency of an object
base by using constraint shells. In Chapter 6, we have also shown how drawbacks of the
method are avoided by considering kernels to be part of constraint instances. On these
grounds, a method for consistency maintenance of an object base can be introduced.
For every update up : o:A : : : Anv,  2 f ; ; g, in a transaction T we do the
following steps:
(1) The set of potentially violated constraints instances, PVCI is determined using the
following query against o :hasConstraints :
PVCI = fi j i 2 o :hasConstraints ^ updatePath 2 i :shell :paths &roots g
(7.4)
where
8
>
>
<A : : : An; if  is
updatePath = +A : : : An ; if  is
>
>
: A : : : An if  is
+

1

1

+

1

1
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[
[
[
[
[
[
[

setEnabled (o : Any ) : string

] begin
] j : Constraint ;
] o0 : Any ;
] if self :shell :constraint :status = disabled then return(error message);
] if self :shell :shell = nil then /* self is a flat instance */
] self :localstatus enabled ;
] else /* self is a nested Instance */

1
2
3
4

5

6
7

[]
8

[]
[ ]
9

10

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

/* find related objects to o */
for each o0 2 queryEvaluation (self :objects [self =o ]) do
/* find inner instances of self */
for each j 2 o 0 :hasConstraints
if j :shell = self :shell :shell then
/* set the inner instance j to be enabled */

11
12

13
14
15

endfor
endfor
endif
end.

j :setEnabled (o 0 );

Table 7.5: The setEnabled () method of the Constraint class.
(2) Each immediate instance i of PVCI is checked by i :check (o ; currentTime ()). If any
of them is violated then the modi cation done by up to the object o is undone and the
update is rejected.
(3) Each deferred constraint instance i of PVCI being in the state checked is moved to
the state unchecked by i :setLastUpdate (o ; currentTime ()):
Finally, consistency of objects that are updated in the transaction T is checked by T:check():
In our approach, the tasks of consistency control mentioned in the steps above can be
integrated seamlessly with methods, application programs and update transactions. This is
achieved by:
 adding an attribute named updatePath of type string to the root class Any (see the
structure of class Any in Figure 6.10); and
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 augmenting the dynamic part of the database schema with a set of methods called
control methods.
Let o be an object. When an update of the form up : o:A : : : An v is carried out,
o:updatePath temporary stores the string  :
1

8
>
>
<A : : : A ; if  is
 = +A : : : A ; if  is
>
>
: A : : : A if  is
n

1

1

n

1

n

+

Then the string stored in o:updatePath will be used by the control methods to obtain constraint instances of o :hasConstraints that are potentially violated by the update up:
There are three categories of control methods. Each category is characterized according
to where its methods are located in the database schema. The methods of the rst category
are associated with the class root Any . Therefore, this category, is general and its control
methods are inherited to all classes of the database schema. The control methods of the
second category are associated with individual classes of the database schema. Signatures
of control methods of this group are de ned according to the structure of the class they are
associated with. The third group is associated with the Transaction class and thus they
are inherited to every update transaction. In Sections 7.6 through 7.8 we present control
methods of the three categories.

7.6 Control Methods of the Root Class
Control methods of the root class Any provide the infrastructure for object manipulation
and evaluation of queries or boolean formulas that are described as strings in the constraint
catalog.
Object Manipulation For object manipulation, there are three control methods of signatures assign (string ; Any ) : nil , add (string ; Any ) : nil and remove (string ; Any ) : nil . Let
the path expression A1 : : : An, the value v and the object o be as de ned in Section 3.5.
The semantics of o :assign (00 A1 : : : A00n ; v ) is the update statement o :A1 : : : An v . The
semantics of o :add (00A1 : : : A00n ; v ) is the update statement o :A1 : : : An + v : Analogously,
the semantics of o :remove (00A1 : : : A00n ; v ) can be de ned.
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class P rofessor[
...
:::
salary : float;
...
:::
degree :[date : Date;
name : string;
university : [uniName : string;
address : [country : string;
city : string ]];
...
: : :]

Figure 7.3: The Professor class
The attributes form and objects of the Shell class are
rst have to convert the string stored in form and objects
into a boolean expression and queries respectively so that we can evaluate them. For that
purpose, there are two control methods of the root class Any of the following signatures:
formEvaluation (string ) : boolean
queryEvaluation (string ) : fAny g
Thus to evaluate the simpli ed form of a constraint instance i 2 o :hasConstraints , we call
o :formEvaluation (i :shell :form ): Similarly, to evaluate a query described in i :shell :objects as
a string, we call o :queryEvaluation (i :shell :objects ): In the evaluation task of both methods
the parameter self in i :shell :form is considered to be the object o:
Queries and Boolean Formulas
of type string . This means that we

7.7 Control Methods of Individual Classes
Control methods of this category wrap updates to object attributes with tasks of consistency
control. The semantics of control methods depends on whether an attribute is of atomic or
tuple or set type. In the following we present control methods of each of these types.
7.7.1 Atomic Type
For each atomic attribute A of a class C , there is one control method of C with the signature A(v : t ) : string , where t is the type of A and t 2 finteger ; oat ; string ; boolean g. The
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template of the control method for atomic attributes is presented in Table 7.6. We recall
that the root class Any has an attribute named updateP ath of type string . The semantics
of the control method A(v) for the atomic attribute A consists of:

 constructing an update path by concatenating the string 0A0 or 0:A0 to the string stored
in self :UpdatePath , steps [3]{[6];
 assigning a value v to the attribute A, step [7];
 obtaining potentially violated constraint instances, PVCI , step [9];
 checking immediate constraint instances of PVCI and undoing the update if one of
them is violated, steps [11]{[15]; and
 setting the state of deferred constraint instances of PVCI to unchecked , step [16].
I Example 7.7.1 (Control Methods of Atomic Attributes) Consider the part of the
structure of the Professor class shown in Figure 7.3. The attribute degree represents details of the scienti c degree of a professor. The type of the attribute degree is a nested
tuple-structured type. The components of these nested types are self-explanatory. For the
atomic attribute salary of the Professor class there is a control method of the signature
salary ( oat ) : string . Also, for every atomic component of the nested tuple-structured attribute degree , there is a control method. These attributes are name , uniName , country ,
and city and their control methods are of the following signatures respectively:
name (string ) : string
uniName (string ) : string
country (string ) : string
city (string ) : string

The implementation of these methods can be generated automatically from the template
that is presented in Table 7.6. For instance, the code of the method salary ( oat ) : string
can be obtained from that template by replacing \A"and \atomicType "by \salary "and
\ oat "respectively.
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A(v : atomicType ) : string

[]
[]

begin

1

updateTime : string , i : Constraint , PVCI

2

/*

: fConstraint g;

constructing update path */
[3] if self :updatePath =00 00
[4] then self :updatePath self :updatePath +00 A00
[5] else self :updatePath self :updatePath +00 :A00
[6] endif;
/* assigning the value v to the atomic attribute

[]
[]

self :assign (updatePath ; v );
updateTime
currentTime ();

[]
[ ]

PVCI

7
8

A */

/* finding potentially violated constraint instances */

9

10

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

fi j i 2 self :hasConstraints ^ updateP ath 2 i:shell:pathsg
for each i 2 PVCI do
/* checking immediate constaint instances
if i :mode = immediate then
if :i :check (self ; t ) then

11
12
13
14

15

16

17

18
19
20

*/

undo();

return(error message);
endif
/* Marking deferred constraint instances to unchecked
else i :setLastUpdate (t )
endif
endfor

*/

self :updatePath =00 00 ;
end.

Table 7.6: The template for the control method of atomic attributes.
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7.7.2 Set-Structured Type
For each set-structured attribute A in a class C , there are three control methods of C with
signatures A +(v : t ) : string , A (v : t ) : string , and A(v : ft g) : string where ftg is the type
of A: The semantics of A(v) is the same as in the case of atomic attributes. The semantics
of A +(v) (resp. A (v)) is the same as in the case of atomic attributes but

(1) the symbol 00+00 (resp. 00 00 ) is added to the pre x of the string stored in updatePath
(see the de nition of constrained paths in Subsection 4.5.6); and
(2) the assign operator in step [8] of Table 7.6 is replaced by the adding (resp. removing)
operator.
The template of the control method of A +(v : t ) : string is presented in Table 7.7.
The rationale behind introducing three forms is to consider the three possible ways of
updating set-valued attribute A, namely adding a value to A, removing a value from A and
assigning a set of values to A: For instance, for the attribute hasSections of the Course class
there are three control methods,
hasSections (seSet : fSection g) : string
hasSections +(se : Section ) : string
hasSections (se : Section ) : string

Thus, for an object vco of class Course , we can update values stored in vco :hasSections by
assigning a new set S , as in vco :hasSection (S ), or adding or deleting one section s, as in
vco :hasSection +(s ) and vco :hasSection (s ) respectively.
7.7.3 Tuple-Structured Type
For each tuple-structured attribute A in a class C , there are two control methods in C with
signatures A(nil) : C and A(v : t) : string; where t is the type of A: This can be realized by
using method overloading. The task of the rst form, A(nil) : C consists only of maintaining
attribute updatePath as in the case of atomic attributes; see steps [3]{[6] of Table 7.7. The
semantics of the second form, A(v : t) : string is the same as in the case of atomic attributes.
Introducing two forms of control methods, in the case of tuple structured attributes, is
necessary to allow for updating the whole structure of the attribute A as well as any of its
components. For instance, for the attribute dateOfBirth of class Employee , there are two
control methods, dateOfBirth (nil ) : Employee and dateOfBirth (Date ) : string . Thus we can
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A +(v : Type ) : string

[]
[]

begin

1

updateTime : string , i : Constraint , PVCI

2

: fConstraint g;

/* constructing update path */
[3] if self :updatePath =00 00
[4] then self :updatePath self :updatePath +00 A00
[5] else self :updatePath self :updatePath +00 :A00
[6] endif;

[]

self :updatePath

7

/*

v to the set-valued attribute A */
self :add (updatePath ; v );
updateTime
currentTime ();
adding the value

[]
[]
8
9

/*

[ ]
[ ]
10
11

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

finding potentially violated constraint instances

/* checking immediate constaint instances
if i :mode = immediate then
if :i :check (self ; t ) then

13

15

16

17

18

19
20
21

*/

fi j i 2 self :hasConstraints ^ updateP ath 2 i:shell:pathsg
for each i 2 PVCI do
PVCI

12

14

00 +00 + self :updatePath ;

*/

undo();

return(error message);
endif
/* Marking deferred constraint instances to unchecked
else i :setLastUpdate (t )
endif
endfor

*/

self :updatePath =00 00 ;
end.

Table 7.7: The template for the control method A +() of attribute A of a set type.
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update the date of birth of an employee as a whole as in the statement (7.5) or through one
of its components as in statements (7.6) { (7.8).
e :dateOfBirth (25 :3 :1967 )
e :dateOfBirth ():day (25 )
e :dateOfBirth ():month (3 )
e :dateOfBirth ():year (1967 )

(7.5)
(7.6)
(7.7)
(7.8)

7.8 Control Methods of the Transaction class
For each persistent root r de ned in the object schema there is one or more control method
of Transaction class. The number and the signature of the control method depend upon the
type of r :
(1) If r is an object of class C , then there is one control method in the Transaction class
with signature r (nil ) : C : For a given transaction T , the invocation of r() on T T:r ()
returns the persistent root r :
(2) If r is a set of objects of class C , then there are three control methods in the Transaction
class with signatures r +(C ) : string , r (C ) : string ; and r (C ) : string : Let o be an
object of C: The semantics of r +(o ) consists of two parts. The rst part is the same
as the semantics of the A+ control method of set-structured attributes. The second
part is that of enabling constraint instances of o :hasConstraints which have a range
that coincides with r.
(3) If r is of a tuple type then in this case r is treated in the same way as of tuple-structured
attributes.
The template of the control method of r +(v : t ) : string is presented in Table 7.8.
Point (2) above needs some further explanation. We recall from Section 6.6 that each
constraint instance of the Constraints extension is initiated such that all instances of explicit
range, that is, shell :range 6= nil , are locally disabled. Let o be an object that has one of such
instances, say i. Then the local status of i :localStatus is disabled until the point of time at
which o belongs to the range stored in i:shell:range: This will happen if o is attached to the
persistent root described in i :shell :range : At that point, the constraint instance is locally
enabled. For instance, let pr be an object of the professor class. If i 2 pr :hasConstraints
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represents a key constraint on the extension Professors , then we need not to maintain i as
long as pr is not in Professors .
The semantics of the method r (o ) is the dual of that of the method r +(o ). Thus the
method r (o ) is disabling every constraint i, i 2 o :hasConstraints , such that the range of
i is the persistent root r. Analogously, the semantics of r (S ), where S is a set of objects of
class C , can be described.

7.9 Consistency Control: Application Example
Consider the transaction SalaryRaise shown in Figure 7.9. The semantics of SalaryRaise is
to raise the salary of each employee whose salary is less than 1000 by a certain percentage. In
steps [2] and [3], variables vEmp of type Employee and newSalary of type oat are declared.
Step [5] is an iterator, that is, for each object of type Employee satisfying the given condition,
steps [6] and [7] are executed.
The transaction SalaryRaise as given in Figure 7.9 is safe in the following sense. Each
object satis ng the condition of the iterator of step [5] is already stored in the database
and hence it was already associated with constraint instances at its time of creation. In
step [7], the salary attribute is modi ed by the salary () control method and not by the
update statement, vEmp :salary newSal : The salary is modi ed and potentially violated
constraint instances, PVCI, in o :hasConstraints are handled according to the semantics of
control methods of attributes of atomic types:
 immediate constraint instances of PVCI are checked and the transaction is rolled back
if one of them is violated, and
 the state of deferred constraint instances of PVCI is modi ed to unchecked .
During the iteration every modi ed object is added implicitly to T :updatedObjects : In step
[9], the consistency of objects of T :updatedObjects is checked. If the invocation of the
check () method on transaction SalaryRaise returns an empty set then, the transaction
does not violate consistency of any of the modi ed objects. Otherwise, the transaction
SalaryRaise :check () returns a set of tuples of the same type as the one used in the declaration of variable inc in step [4]. In this set each tuple consists of an inconsistent object and
the set of violated constraint instances. In this example we do not follow the traditional
way of rolling-back the whole transaction but we undo only the modi cations of inconsistent
objects. This is carried out by letting inc run on the output of SalaryRaise :check () and
undoing the modi cations to inc :object :

7.9 Consistency Control: Application Example

r +(o : C ) : string

[]
[]

begin

1

updateTime : string , i : Constraint , PVCI

2

/*

constructing update path

[]

self :updatePath

3

adding the object

[]
[]
4
5

/*

finding potentially violated constraint instances */

fi j i 2 self :hasConstraints ^ updatePath 2 i :shell :paths g;
for each i 2 PVCI do

[]
[]

PVCI

6
7

/* Marking constraint instances that have range
if i :shell :range =00 r 00 then i :setEnabled (o );
/* checking immediate constaint instances */
if i :mode = immediate then
if :i :check (o ; t ) then

[]
8

]

9

]
]
]
]

10
11
12
13

[
[
[
[
[

15

17
18

r to enabled */

undo();

return(error message);
endif
/* Marking deferred constraint instances to unchecked */
else i :setLastUpdate (t );
endif
endfor

]
]
]
]
]

14

16

00 +00 +00 r 00 ;

*/

: fConstraint g;

o to the persistent root r */
self :add (updatePath ; v );
updateTime
currentTime ();

/*

[
[
[
[
[
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self :updatePath =00 00 ;
end.

Table 7.8: The template for control method r +() of persistent root r of a set type.
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[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

beginTransaction SalaryRaise (per

1

:

oat )

vEmp : Employee ;
newSal : oat ;
inc : [object : Any ; violatedInstances : fConstraint g];
for each vEmp 2 fo j o 2 Employees ^ o :salary < 1000 g do
newSal
vEmp :salary  per + vEmp :salary ;
vEmp :salary (newSal );

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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]
]
]

10
11
12

endfor
for each inc

2 SalaryRaise :check () do
inc:object:undo();

endfor
end SalaryRaise

Table 7.9: An example of safe transaction.

7.10 Constraint Manipulation
In our approach, the decoupling of the speci cation of integrity constraints and update
transactions is achieved as follows. On the one hand, the constraint catalog is used as
central repository for integrity constraints. On the other hand, control methods are used
instead of primitive modify operations in update transactions. Thus, in our approach users
are capable to change constraint speci cations without changing application programs and
update transactions. In the rest of this section we present how adding or deleting a constraint
can be done without any modi cation to application programs or update transactions.
7.10.1 Adding a Constraint to the Constraint Catalog
Adding a new constraint to constraint catalog can be described as follows.

 Transform the user-de ned constraint into the canonical form W as we have described
in Section 4.4.
 Compile canonical constraint W into an IC object, IC (W ) and adding IC (W ) to the
extension ICs: This step is described in detail in Chapter 4.
 Transform the constraint W into boolean form as we have described in Section 5.2.
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= [ constraint : nil ;
form : 00 00 ;
class : fg;
paths &roots : fg;
range : 00 00 ;
objects : 00 00 ;
shell : nil ]

Figure 7.4: Named object deletedShell :

 Obtain simpli ed forms of the constraint W by using the method of Section 5.3. Let
the simpli ed forms of W be (W j1); : : : ; (W jn):
 Compile each (W ji) into a shell S (W ji) and add S (W ji) to the extension Shells: This
step is described in detail in Section 5.5.
 Link the IC object IC (W ) with each of the shells S (W ji), i 2 [1; n] such that
IC (W ):shells = f(W j1 ); : : : ; (W jn )g and
S (W ji ):constraint = IC (W ):

 Create an instance inst of class Constraint for each object S (W ji); initiate attributes of
inst as described in Section 6.7, and add the instance inst to the Constraints extension.
7.10.2 Removing a Constraint from the Constraint Catalog
Removing a constraint from the constraint catalog should imply that all instances of that
constraint that are associated with individual objects are to be removed too. Removing these
instances directly from objects they associated are with will be either incomplete or hard
to achieve; this is because there is no single criterion that can characterize these objects.
To overcome this problem, we de ne a named object of type Shell called deletedShell : The
values of attributes of deletedShell are the default values of their types as shown in Figure in
7.4. When a constraint W is removed from the constraint catalog we make each of its shells
refer to the deletedShell object. This will be propagated to all instances of W . Then all
instances that have deletedShell will not be maintained until they are deleted from objects
they are associated with at transactions commit time.
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Removing a constraint W from the constraint catalog can be described as follows.

 Identify the IC object IC (W ) in the ICs extension such that IC (W ):name = W:
 Assign the named object deletedShell to each shell S in IC (W ):shells . Then remove
the shell S from the Shells extension.
 Remove the IC object IC (W ) from the ICs extension.
 Remove each constraint instance i from the Constraints extension such that
i:shell = deletedShell:

Then each constraint i associated with an object o is removed from o :hasConstraint at
transactions commit time. These instances can be characterized by the fact that their shells
refer to the named object deletedShell :

Chapter 8
Conclusions
In this chapter we rst brie y summarize the contributions of this thesis. Then we discuss
the possible extensions to the work and topics we are currently investigating for future work.

8.1 Contributions
In this thesis we present a novel approach for consistency management for object databases.
In this approach, integrity constraints are treated as \ rst class citizens". Thus integrity
constraints can in principle be manipulated in the same way as all other objects in an object
database. This enables to transfer the explicit manipulation of constraints as known from
relational DBMS to object databases.
The approach described in this thesis improves on related approaches by having all of
the following features in one framework.
The constraint catalog is an object database. Also the structure of
constraints is designed by using the basic concepts of object data models which are supported by most object database systems. In addition, tasks of the consistency management
are encapsulated in individual objects. Thus, on the one hand, the constraint catalog can
be integrated with object database management systems seamlessly. On the other hand,
constraint objects can be manipulated in the same way as the individual objects of an object base. Moreover, the constraint catalog is designed such that constraints imposed on a
superclass are inherited to its subclasses. Similarly, simpli ed forms of constraints imposed
on a superclass are inherited to its subclasses.
Object-orientation.
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For understandability and to facilitate their management, integrity constraints should be speci ed declaratively. In this thesis, a logic-based constraint speci cation
language is presented. The language has a clear syntax and semantics. This helps to provide a simple yet a complete formal treatment to path expressions, primitive modi cation
operations and update transactions. This in turn helps in adapting the de nition of range
restricted constraints of relational databases to cope with concepts of object databases and
the style of object persistency taken in this thesis, i.e., persistence via reachability.
Speci cation.

The constraint speci cation language is de ned according the type
system of the underlying object database management system. Thus, as long as the type
system allows to de ne objects that have complex structure, the constraints imposed on
these objects can be speci ed by the language. Also the optimization method as well as the
compilation of constraints into objects are based on syntax and not on semantics grounds.
Thus, our approach can maintain constraints imposed on interrelated objects with complex
structures.
Interrelated Objects.

By using the property that constraints are rst class citizens, the constraints imposed on an object are associated with that object throughout its life time. The
consistency of an object are handled by integrating the consistency control methods with
the dynamic part of that object. Tasks of the consistency control are achieved by wrapping
the primitive modi cation operations with the control methods. Thus, tasks of the consistency control are orthogonal to the type of transactions supported by the underlying object
database system.
Transactions.

The eÆciency of constraint checking is supported as follows. First, we check
simpli ed forms of constraints rather than the original speci ed constraints. The optimization method proposed in this thesis handles cases which cannot be handled by the conventional optimization techniques. Second, by considering the constraint structure as the
aggregation of the kernel and the shell a serious kind of redundancy is avoided. In our
approach, by using information stored in kernels, no duplication may arise due to the evaluation of the same simpli ed or a part of it. Third, we present a set of observations that a
user should take into account when he/she derives simpli ed forms for key constraints and
boolean forms for constraints. Fourth, in our approach inverse relationships are maintained
by the modi cation operations. Thus, the eÆciency of maintaining inverse relationships is
guaranteed. Moreover, there is no need to maintain referential constraints explicitly.
EÆciency.

8.1 Contributions
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To change constraint speci cations without changing of application programs we have to decouple them. This is achieved as follows. On the one hand,
the constraint catalog is used as central repository of integrity constraints and simpli ed
forms. On the other hand, control methods are used instead of the primitive modi cation
operations in update transactions. We have described in detail how a constraint can be
added or deleted from the constraint catalog. Moreover, as constraints are rst class citizen,
this can be done in the same way as of adding or deleting an object.
Integrity Independence.

Essentially, there are two approaches for an object to be persistent:
explicit persistence and persistence by reachability. The later style is more general than the
former. Explicit persistence can be implemented by using persistence by reachability. In
this thesis, we used the most general approach for object persistence, that is persistence by
reachability. Thus, our approach can be applied to the other styles of object persistence.
Persistency Style.

Traditional approaches for consistency management follow the principle of
\all or nothing", they do not permit for inconsistent objects to persist. They cannot detect
inconsistent objects in an object database unless all integrity constraints are checked against
the whole object base. Thus, if the traditional approaches permitted inconsistency, then the
space of inconsistent objects would be the whole object base. In our approach, the evaluation of a constraint can be determined from values stored in the attributes lastCheck and
lastUpdate of its kernel. Every constraint either is in the checked or unchecked state. According to the semantics given to these states, the unchecked state can be seen as a disjunction
of two states, namely the unknown state and the invalid state. Thus, in our approach we
reduce the space of inconsistent objects to only those object that are in unchecked state.
Inconsistency.

In this thesis, object consistency is considered at the lowest level of
update granularity. This is achieved through the semantics of control methods of individual
classes. For every class, there is a set of control methods that wrap updates to attributes of
that class with tasks of consistency control. The semantics of these control methods depend
on whether attribute is of an atomic or tuple or set type. Thus, our approach considers
database consistency at di erent levels of update granularity for objects such as updating a
simple attribute or a complex attribute or the whole state of an object. This is in addition
to adding (resp. deleting) an object(s) to (resp. from) a set-valued persistent root.
Update Granularity.
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Our approach provides the tools for enabling
and disabling constraints at various levels of abstraction like the whole database, or a class
or a speci c object. This is achieved by managing the global status and the local status of
constraints by di erent categories of control methods. If the global status of a constraint is
enabled, then this means that the constraint is applied to all objects of the classes restricted
by the constraint, except objects where the local status of the constraint w.r.t. each of them
is disabled. If the global status of a constraint is disabled, then the constraint is not applied
to any of objects of the classes restricted by the constraint, regardless of the local status of
the constraint w.r.t. any of them.
In the following section, we present possible extensions to the work and topics we are
currently exploring for future work.
Disabling and Enabling of Constraints.

8.2 Future Work
Future work will concentrate on (1) the possible extensions to the work, (2) a prototype
implementation, (3) transferring the results of this thesis to other data models and language
and (4) schema evolution.
Extensions to the Work
Several lines of extensions of the work presented in this thesis are possible to follow. First,
class methods are not considered in the constraint speci cation language presented in this
thesis. It is possible that the salary of an employee is a derived attribute. This means that
the salary will be calculated by using values of other attributes of the employee object such
as the age and the rank of the employee. In this example, the salary will be modeled as
method and not as an attribute. Thus, speci cation of a constraint on the salary attribute
should consider salary as a method and not as an attribute. This example shows the need
to include class methods of observer sort in the language. Second, considering observer
methods in path expression will require a thorough revision of all results proved in Chapter
4 and Chapter 5 concerning path expressions, modi cations operations and the optimization
method. Third, we want to incorporate an important class of integrity constraints to our
approach, namely aggregation constraints. This entails an adaptation to the constraint
speci cation language to cope with this sort of constraints, and the investigation of methods
for improving their checking. Fourth, although that non linear path expression [LV97, KM94]
will not enhance the expressive power of the speci cation language presented in this thesis, we
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think, considering them will be an interesting extension to the work. Finally, the optimization
method proposed in this thesis does not handle existential constraints. Thus, we want to
investigate how other optimization techniques that handle this class of constraints, e.g.,
optimization by redundancy, can be incorporated in our approach.
A Prototype Implementation

A prototype implementation is needed to investigate the additional costs and performance
decrease resulting from the overhead of constraint checking. A certain overhead is of course
unavoidable because we are adding new functionality to an OODBMS. One possible approach
for prototyping is to use a precompiler to extend e.g. ODMG schemata with facilities for
constraint checking. We have to closely investigate implementation variants, their storage
overhead and their e ects on runtime performance. This helps in answering the question of
what design principles has a user to follow to make use of our approach.
Transfer to other Data Models and Languages

The results of this thesis have to be transferred to existing OODBMS data models and
languages. Current developments in object model standardization (e.g., the object constraint
language (OCL) of the uni ed modeling language (UML) [Bur95, Mul99]) have increased
the interest in declarative constraint languages for object models. We have to develop a
suitable constraint language which is as expressive as possible while still allowing automatic
simpli cation as described in this thesis (this could be a suitable subset of OCL).
To meet the market demands, object-relational databases have evolved by extending
relational DBMS technology with various object-oriented concepts. In [Oak95, OS99] we
have addressed the problems of consistency management for relational databases. There we
follow the same technique we presented here but by considering relational databases rather
than object databases. Moreover, our approach is based on basic concepts of object-oriented
data models. These basic concepts are also supported by object-relational databases [SM96].
Thus, we believe that it will be an interesting eld for future work to do the following:
First, to integrate the approach of [Oak95, OS99] with the one we presented here and then
transferring the results of this integration to object-relational databases.
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8 Conclusions

Schema Evolution
The aim of this thesis is to constitute a conceptual framework for integrity checking for ad
hoc transactions in OODBMS. In contrast to so-called a-priori or certi ed transactions, the
DBMS has to check integrity at runtime because transaction code cannot be assumed as
safe. For such a framework, it is necessary to have constraints materialized in the database
as metadata and to have a runtime constraint checking. As a by-product, such a framework
will allow the evolution of constraints in a database as part of schema evolution. This
evolutionary aspect should be investigated in future work, too.

Appendix A
Syntax for Class De nition
The syntax for class de nition is as follows:
< classDecl >:= class < className > : < classType >
j class < className > : < superClasses >
j class < className > : < superClasses > < classType >
< classType >:= "[" < attrDecl > "]"
< attrDecl >:= < attrName > : < type >
j < attrName > : < type > ; < attrDecl >
< type > := < atomic > j < tuple > j < set >
< atomic > := integer

j

oat j string j boolean j < className >

< tuple > := "[" < type > "]"
< set > := "f" < type > "g"
< superClasses > := < className > j < className > ; < superClasses >
< persistentRoot > := name < persistentRootName >: < type >
< method > := method < methodSignature > < methodBody >
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< methodSignature >=:< methodName >

A Syntax for Class Definition

"(" < paramDecl > ")" :< outputType >

< paramDecl > := < paramName > :< type >
j < paramName > :< type > ; < paramDecl >
< outputType >:=< type >
< methodBody > := begin < code > end:

Appendix B
Syntax for Method Implementation
The syntax that will be presented in this appendix is a slight modi cation to the ones given
in [AHV95] (Page 564) and in [BS98].
Let M (t ; : : : ; tn) : t be a signature of a method, where M is the name of the method; t
is the class name to which the method is de ned; t ; : : : ; tn; t and t are types of input and
output of the method, respectively. The implementation in the language PL for the method
of signature M (t ; : : : ; tn) : t is de ned as follows:
0

0

0

0

M (p1 ; : : : ; pn)
begin

end.

var
instruction
return(p)

where p : : : pn; p are parameters of types t : : : ; tn; t respectively; and self is considered as
the rst parameter of the method. Here self refers to an object of the class t , that is, the
one to which the method M is de ned.
There are three parts of method implementations in the language PL. The rst part,
var , in which variables to be used in the instruction part are declared. The second part,
instruction , in which the semantics of a method is coded into instructions of the language
PL. The nal part, return(p) which returns a value of type of t, this value may be nil if
the type t is nil:
The syntax of the rst two parts, var and instruction , in the language PL are given
1

1

0
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below.
The syntax of var :
var

:= x : t; j y : t0 ; var

The syntax of instruction :
instruction := x

y;

j x:a y;
j x y:a;
j x m0 (y ; : : : ; ym);
j control ;
j iterator ;
1

control

:= return(instruction )
j if condition then
instruction

endif
j if condition then

instruction

else

instruction

endif

iterator

:= for

each x 2 setValuedExpression [where condition ] do

instruction

endfor
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control methods, 143
class IC, 67
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paths &roots , 72
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status , 70
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structure, 119
class Shell, 90
class , 93
constraint , 91
form , 92
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paths &roots , 93
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consistency checking, 127
consistency maintenance, 100, 135
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constrained persistent roots, 58
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